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Abstract

Many real-world problems can be described by using discrete or hybrid stochas-
tic systems. Modeling and simulation of such systems is possible, if they are
directly and completely observable. Traditionally, modeling and simulation of
stochastic systems concentrates on forward problems, investigating effects of dif-
ferent system configurations, modifications or specific characteristics on system
performance.

Unfortunately, complete observability is often not possible or not feasible,
due to economic or safety considerations, or simply because the system has not
been observed during the time period of interest. Instead, often one may only
see output or effects of the system of interest, making the systems partially
observable. Inferring the cause of such observations by reconstructing unob-
served system behavior can be considered an inverse problem in modeling and
simulation, which to our knowledge have not been investigated thus far.

Some existing methods, mainly from the domain of pattern recognition such
as hidden Markov models (HMM) and extensions, can also solve inverse prob-
lems of stochastic systems, albeit with severe restrictions in modeling power.
They are limited to Markovian processes or only a specific subset of non-
Markovian processes, and thus cannot represent most real world systems ac-
curately, limiting applicability and in some cases solution accuracy.

In this thesis we introduce the concept of virtual stochastic sensors (VSS)
for the specification and solution of inverse problems for a broad class of non-
Markovian partially observable stochastic systems. VSS enable the reconstruc-
tion of specific system behavior or quantities of interest based on observable
system output or effects.

In the first part of the thesis we present modeling paradigms and analysis
methods for inverse problems of specific types of partially observable discrete
and hybrid stochastic systems. Hidden non-Markovian models (HnMM) and
conversive hidden non-Markovian models (CHnMM) are characterized by a dis-
crete state space, multiple concurrent non-Markovian activities and discrete out-
put symbols emitted when an activity is finished. Hybrid hidden non-Markovian
models (HHnMM) expand these to include continuous model quantities with
mutual influence between continuous and discrete system part.

In the second part of the thesis we show the feasibility of the VSS concept
by solving inverse problems in three example application areas. As an industrial
application, we reconstruct workflows in a job-shop production environment in
a joint research project. In the context of future energy solutions we perform
non-intrusive appliance load monitoring (NIALM) using real world benchmark
data. As a method of Human Computer Interaction (HCI), we use VSSs for
interaction gesture recognition and online signature recognition for verification
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purposes, again using publicly available corpora and popular benchmark meth-
ods, achieving competitive performance in both cases.

The thesis introduces the concept of inverse problems in the realm of mod-
eling and simulation. By providing a framework for defining and solving such
problems, we hope to enable the successful application to questions not solvable
so far, and the further advancements of the concepts provided in this thesis and
beyond.



Zusammenfassung

Viele realweltliche Probleme lassen sich durch diskrete oder hybride stochastis-
che Systeme beschreiben. Die Modellierung und Simulation solcher Systeme ist
möglich, wenn sie direkt und vollständig beobachtbar sind. Traditionell konzen-
trieren sich Modellierung und Simulation stochastischer Systeme auf direkte
Fragestellungen (Vorwärtsprobleme), und untersuchen die Effekte von unter-
schiedlichen Systemkonfigurationen, Modifikationen oder spezifischen Charak-
teristika auf die Systemleistung.

Leider ist vollständige Beobachtbarkeit oft nicht möglich oder nicht sinnvoll
machbar, etwa aufgrund von ökonomischen oder sicherheitsrelevanten Aspekten,
oder da das System während des zu untersuchenden Zeitraums nicht beobachtet
wurde. Stattdessen sieht man oft nur Ausgaben oder Auswirkungen des Zielsys-
tems, was das System selbst partiell beobachtbar macht. Aus solchen Beobach-
tungen das nicht-beobachtete Systemverhalten zu rekonstruieren, kann als in-
verses Problem im Bereich Modellierung und Simulation betrachtet werden,
welche unseres Wissens nach bisher noch nicht untersucht wurden.

Einige existierende Methoden, hauptsächlich aus dem Bereich Mustererken-
nung, wie Hidden Markov Modelle und deren Erweiterungen, können auch
inverse Probleme im Bereich stochastischer Systeme lösen, allerdings nur bei
starker Einschränkung der Modellierungsmächtigkeit. Sie sind beschränkt
auf Markovsche Prozesse oder nur spezifische nicht-Markovsche Prozesse, und
können daher die meisten realweltlichen Systeme nicht exakt nachbilden, was
ihre Anwendbarkeit und in manchen Fällen auch die Lösungsgenauigkeit ein-
schränkt.

In dieser Arbeit führen wir das neue Konzept der virtuellen stochastischen
Sensoren (VSS) zur Spezifikation und Lösung inverser Probleme für eine große
Klasse nicht-Markovscher partiell beobachtbarer stochastischer Systeme ein.
VSS ermöglichen die Rekonstruktion des spezifischen Systemverhaltens oder
von Zielgrößen basierend auf beobachtbaren Systemausgaben oder Effekten.

Im ersten Teil der Arbeit präsentieren wir Modellierungsparadigmen und
Analysemethoden für inverse Probleme für spezifische Ausprägungen von par-
tiell beobachtbaren diskreten und hybriden stochastischen Systemen. Hid-
den non-Markov Modelle (HnMM) und “gesprächige” Conversive HnMM sind
charakterisiert durch einen diskreten Zustandsraum, mehrere gleichzeitige nicht-
Markovsche Aktivitäten und diskrete Ausgabesymbole, die emittiert werden
wenn eine Aktivität endet. Hybride HnMM erweitern diese Modellklasse um
kontinuierliche Größen mit gegenseitigem Einfluss zwischen diskretem und kon-
tinuierlichem Systemteil.

Im zweiten Teil der Arbeit zeigen wir die Einsetzbarkeit von virtuellen
stochastischen Sensoren bei der Lösung inverser Probleme in drei exemplar-
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ischen Anwendungsbereichen. Als Industrieanwendung rekonstruieren wir
Workflows in Werkstattprozessen aus einer Forschungskooperation. Im Kon-
text von zukünftigen Energielösungen führen wir nicht-invasive Überwachung
des Geräteverbrauchs (non-intrusive appliance load monitoring) anhand realer
Benchmarkdaten durch. Als Methode in der Mensch-Computer Interaktion
nutzen wir VSS zur Gestenerkennung in der Interaktion und zur Verifika-
tion in der online Unterschriftenerkennung, wiederum unter Nutzung öffentlich
zugänglicher Corpora und gängiger Vergleichsmethoden, mit in beiden Fällen
konkurrenzfähigen Ergebnissen.

Diese Arbeit führt das Konzept inverser Probleme im Bereich von Model-
lierung und Simulation ein. Durch die Bereitstellung eines Rahmens zur Defini-
tion und Lösung solcher Probleme, hoffen wir, die erfolgreiche Anwendung auf
bisher nicht beantwortbare Fragestellungen und die weitere Entwicklung der
Konzepte in dieser Arbeit und darüber hinaus zu ermöglichen.
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Preface

Virtual Stochastic Sensors

Inverse problems are widely known in mathematics and describe the task to
find or calculate the cause of a given set of observations. They can be found
in many application fields, such as medical imaging, astronomy, optics, and are
often much harder to solve than their forward equivalent and sometimes not
even solvable at all.

One example of an inverse problem is to infer from very slight movements
of a star and the perceived effects on its light spectrum to whether the star has
planets, how many and possibly what size. The equivalent forward problem is
to determine the effects of known planets in a star system on the movement or
position of the star. However, the existence of the planets cannot be determined
directly, but only their effect on observation results from somewhere outside the
system.

Virtual sensors or soft sensors can replace physical sensors when these are
impractical or impossible to install. They use (more easily) available measure-
ments of other quantities and known relationships to deduce the quantity of
interest [66, 94, 211] and are widely used in monitoring and operation of indus-
trial processes especially chemical processes. Virtual sensors use a relationship
which can be derived from known laws of natural sciences or determined empiri-
cally. The relationship is deterministic and usually simple enough to be applied
continuously to directly mimic a physical sensor. Some modern soft sensors also
employ well known machine learning techniques [88, 151].

Simulation and modeling problems are usually direct/forward problems. A
system is observed regarding structure and important input parameters. Then
a model is built and simulated to generate output, which is used to learn some-
thing about the system’s behavior. Input parameters can be manipulated to test
their effect on the system output and test different system settings. An example
of such a forward problem is to find the possible throughput of a traffic node.
The behavior of cars, traffic lights, pedestrians etc. is observed to determine
model structure and input parameters. The model is then simulated and the
output analyzed to arrive at statistical estimates e.g. of the node’s throughput
under different traffic conditions.

Inverse problems have not been widely of interest in simulation and stochas-
tic modeling. However, they might be able to solve some very interesting ques-
tions. Consider a production setting, where only the output of a production line
is observed by a tester, and we want to pinpoint the cause of an unusually high
number of faulty items. Based on item arrival times and test results, we want to
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x Virtual Stochastic Sensors

determine whether the cause is an increased error rate in one of the preceding
parallel production machines or a deterioration in the quality of the material
used by all of them. Another example of an inverse problem is to find the ac-
tual production workflow an item has gone through, based on infrequent and
error-prone detections of the item at few neuralgic points in a workshop process.
This is an inverse problem, since the observations of the item are caused by this
workflow.

To tackle inverse problems in the realm of simulation, this thesis introduces
the concept of a virtual sensor for a broad class of stochastic systems, which
we will call virtual stochastic sensors (VSS). A VSS works analogously to a
virtual sensor in the sense that quantities of interest are deduced from more
easily available observations.

The challenge in solving inverse problems in the domain of stochastic systems
is that they are characterized by complex and non-deterministic behavior, in-
volving random variables. Not even the forward problem is deterministic. They
are widely used to model and analyze processes in manufacturing, logistics,
computer networks, commerce and many other areas. Many of these stochastic
systems cannot be monitored completely, due to the system complexity itself,
safety or other constraints. Reconstruction of the causing system behavior from
readily available output measurements is by definition an inverse problem.

In contrast to virtual sensors, in VSSs, the relationship between the quantity
of interest and the available sensor outputs can only be described by a stochastic
model, such as a stochastic Petri net (SPN) or a queuing system. The system can
behave stochastically and the output can depend stochastically on the system
behavior. Thus, in general there is no closed form expression or rule set to
interpret observable sensor readings and directly compute quantities of interest.
Therefore, VSSs cannot be applied while the system is running, but only a
posteriori.

VSSs would make it possible to determine the likely cause of an increase
in manufacturing errors based on later test results, enabling a faster and goal
oriented countermeasure. They can also find the actual workflow of an item in
a workshop production environment, based on readings of strategically placed
sensors. This would enable the manufacturer to track, analyze and optimize
the current workshop organization, which until now was financially infeasible
for small and medium enterprises.

The goal of this thesis is to introduce the concept of VSSs and provide
evidence for their usefulness in solving inverse problems. In order to achieve
this, the following topics are addressed:

1. Provide a detailed description of the intended capabilities of VSSs (Chap-
ter 1) and cite previous work that could be considered to be a VSS or an
antecedent to VSSs. (Chapter 2)

2. Provide formal specifications and analysis algorithms that perform VSS
functions for various classes of stochastic models (Part I).

3. Provide examples of applications that illustrate the use of VSSs and their
capabilities and performance in solving inverse problems (Part II).

4. Set out a future research agenda for VSSs based on the initial results
described in the thesis. (Chapter 9)
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In doing so, we aim to broaden the research and application area of modeling
and simulation by defining and solving inverse problems, which to our knowledge
until now has not been addressed. Furthermore, we define a common perspective
for methods enabling behavior reconstruction of partially observable stochastic
systems.
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”If I can see further than anyone else, it is only because I am standing on the
shoulders of giants” - Sir Isaac Newton

Scientific Credits

This thesis draws on ideas and research results of my advisor as well as several
colleagues, PhD and Master students, without whom this work would not have
been possible.

The name virtual stochastic sensors (VSS) actually originates in a com-
ment from Prof. Jörg Kaiser, framing my talk on hidden non-Markovian models
(HnMM) at the 13. IFF-Wissenschaftstage in 2010 in Magdeburg. I have to
greatly thank him for this inspiration.

The original idea of HnMMs (Chapter 4) came from my PhD thesis advisor
Prof. Graham Horton. A colleague and fellow PhD Student Fabian Wickborn
undertook the first attempt of transferring the capabilities of hidden Markov
models (HMM) into the non-Markovian realm [210].

All of the solution algorithms presented here for behavior reconstruction of
HnMMs (Chapters 4, 5 and 6) are based on the Proxel-based analysis method
initially created by Graham Horton [84] and thoroughly described by Sanja
Lazarova-Molnar in her PhD thesis [120].

The user model of augmented stochastic Petri nets (ASPN) (Chapter 3) and
the more efficient conversive HnMMs with corresponding solution algorithms
(Chapter 5) were developed and described by Robert Buchholz in his PhD thesis
[30].

Gesture and movement recognition via VSSs (Chapter 8) was conducted by
two PhD students. Sascha Bosse conducted initial experiments already during
his Masters studies [28, 29] and his work was expanded and refined by Tim
Dittmar, who is currently completing his PhD on the subject [54, 55, 56, 57, 58].

The idea to monitor manufacturing processes with VSSs was originally ex-
plored with the help of Dr. Thomas Strigl [33, 110]. The idea was then later
taken up and transferred to workshop processes as part of the PhD project
of Barbara Dengler [52, 53, 116]. Non-intrusive appliance load monitoring
(NIALM) as an application field for VSSs stems from an idea of Prof. Khalid
Al-Begain, and was successfully implemented in the Masters Thesis project of
Markus Thiel [194] (both in Chapter 7).

Current research on the observability measures to determine and improve
the possible benefit of HnMM for a given setting is being conducted by Pascal
Krenckel in his PhD project [105, 106]. David Bodnar is researching how to
detect and possibly exploit model parameter drift and other differences between
model and system in his PhD project [22].
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Introduction - Complex Technical and Nat-
ural Systems

Complex technical, physiological and social systems pervade all fields of life to-
day and it is the task of scientists to analyze these systems, to understand, influ-
ence and optimize them. One modern way of computer science to approach that
is to (automatically) collect large amounts of data in our everyday life through
various devices: telecommunication devices, web servers, radio-frequency identi-
fication (RFID) reading devices, cameras, microphones, etc. The data itself can
also be very diverse: financial data, energy consumption, consumer behavior,
health records, scientific experiment results, etc. According to [67] the world
wide data volume currently doubles every two years or even faster, depending
on the type of data considered.

Often, the collected data is analyzed to identify patterns, derive laws or in-
duce other structures on the data itself, to be used for prediction or detection of
different behaviors or conditions: e.g. financial crimes, terrorist activities, con-
sumer behavior, medical conditions, energy consumption behavior, or a myriad
of other things. Most of the time, the data is used as is, not taking into account
information about the system structure that might be available, e.g. when learn-
ing rules, performing correlation analysis or using data mining techniques such
as clustering. For some methods, specific model structures resembling the real
systems are assumed (e.g. Data Streams, Dynamic Topic Models), or imposed
(e.g. artificial neural networks (ANN)) to better structure and analyze the data
in order to retrieve the information of interest.

All of these methods focus mainly on the data and try to find a model to
explain or analyze the behavior of the underlying systems. However, the model
often does not resemble the original system, but can have a completely different
structure, e.g. an ANN used for predicting car movements bears no structural
resemblance to road traffic at all. In the domain of modeling and simulation,
the model is usually the focus of an analysis and is usually built to resemble
the original system in terms of structure and behavior. This also implies that
structural information or understanding of the system is necessary to build a
simulation model of a system. Observed data is mainly used to parametrize a
model, and the model output is analyzed to understand the system behavior.

1



2 Virtual Stochastic Sensors

We therefore want to take a different perspective than common machine
learning and data mining methods, and view this data as the output of a stochas-
tic process or system. Now the task is to derive information about this hidden
system part and its behavior in order to increase the accuracy of the analysis.
When some structural information about the unobservable system is available,
using this extra information, that most other methods cannot incorporate, we
hope to increase accuracy of prediction and detection of specific behavior. In-
stead of trying to discover patterns and rules, or parametrizing black boxes, we
want to solve an inverse simulation and modeling problem: We want to recon-
struct the specific behavior of the system that might have produced the recorded
data. We want to find suitable model structures that can explain the recorded
data, not so much detect the patterns in the data itself. We want to find the
likely hidden causes of observable results assuming that the general relationship
of cause and effect is known, but not deterministic, and can be expressed in a
certain way.

1.2 Motivation - Partially Observable Complex
Systems

We first need to explain the family of systems considered in this thesis. We
chose discrete and hybrid stochastic systems as our starting point. As applica-
tion fields of such stochastic systems that produce easily observable or readily
accessible output, we made the following choices to demonstrate the variety of
possible application fields. These fields will be used to deduce requirements for
the models, generate use case examples for the evaluation of algorithms and as
application areas in the second part of the thesis.

A1 Manufacturing: Complex industrial production of highly customizable
products is common in German industry. Workshop processes are of-
ten used for manufacturing customized consumer products, because they
enable highly flexible workflows. Due to the competition in a global mar-
ket, efficiency and quality demands are growing. This produces a need for
analysis and optimization of current processes within the workshop [52].
One question is: How can these processes be analyzed and monitored in
a light-weight and flexible manner?

A2 (Renewable) Energy Sector: The energy sector is currently in a tran-
sition phase due to the parallel introduction of several new technologies
such as decentralized and unstable suppliers (renewable energies), decen-
tralized storage capacity, electric vehicles, and smart home technology.
One emerging issue for suppliers are flexible cost structures based on load
prediction of their customers. A questions that arises is: How can the
energy need of small consumer units such as a private households be pre-
dicted without directly invading the privacy of the consumer?

A3 Human Computer Interaction (HCI): With pervasive computing and
omnipresent touch devices our interaction with computers becomes more
common and needs to become more intuitive. Gestures and movements
enable fast and intuitive interaction through touch interfaces, gyroscope
and position sensors in mobile devices, video, infrared and ultrasound
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sensors for 3D scanning. Extracting the meaning from possibly random
and erratic user movements can be very challenging. Sometimes ease
and speed are of interest, sometimes accuracy and security, depending on
the intended application. One question is: How can the movements be
modeled and the models trained from examples, also taking into account
the movement dynamic?

The common ground of these examples is that a complete monitoring of the
unobservable processes over an extensive period of time is not possible financially
(A1), legally (A2) or technically (A3). The systems are in the long run only
observable through their output, their interactions with the system environment,
or partial observations. Solving the above questions therefore demands solving
an inverse simulation and modeling problem:

A1 Manufacturing: Complete process monitoring, as is common in produc-
tion line environments, is not feasible or not even possible for most small
and medium businesses, mostly due to the large investment necessary
compared to the potential benefit. Thus the idea is to temporarily install
mobile monitoring equipment, e.g. RFID sensors, at easily accessible lo-
cations within the workflows and reconstruct the complete processes from
that. The unobservable system here is the actual workshop manufactur-
ing process, and the observable output is generated through mobile sensor
equipment. The inverse problem is to reconstruct the workflow processes
that caused specific sequences of observations of the monitoring equip-
ment.

A2 Renewable energy: High complexity and flexibility of the system as well
as privacy concerns forbid complete monitoring of energy consumption
behavior of private households and companies. The research field of non-
intrusive appliance load monitoring (NIALM) addresses this need, utilizing
many common machine learning techniques. Here we assume the unob-
servable system to be the demand structure (on an appliance level) of a
household, and the observable output to be the cumulative energy con-
sumption data, as recorded e.g. by a smart meter. The inverse problem is
to determine the actual appliances and their usage patterns that caused
a specific smart meter recorded energy consumption profile.

A3 Human Computer Interaction (HCI): When using gestures and other
movements for interaction, only the position data of the finger, hand,
or other body parts can be detected. The intended movement however
involves the whole body and the actual execution is highly individual. We
can view the intended movement as our unobservable system and relate it
to the observed user interaction pattern, represented by movement traces
of specific body parts. The inverse problem is to find the intended gesture
and its meaning from the detected trajectories of tracked objects.

For all the systems described, only sparse or intermittent sensory data is avail-
able. In addition, we assume that we know the general structure of the systems,
either by construction or through short term close analysis. Furthermore, these
systems exhibit stochastic behavior in the unobservable part and in the rela-
tionship to the observable output. We will therefore classify them as partially
observable stochastic systems.
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1.3 Are There Existing Solutions to This?

Several methods available for the analysis of partially observable systems (arti-
ficial neural networks (ANN), Bayesian belief networks (BBN), conditional ran-
dom fields (CRF), ...) assume black-boxes for the unobservable system parts.
Details in the system behavior are neglected, abstracted or simplified, possibly
losing important detail. For example, representing the workflow between two
storage periods by only its duration does not help in understanding the work-
shop process, if this workflow consists of several sub-processes. These methods
cannot utilize information about the system structure and thus do not exploit all
information available. This is sufficient for some application areas, however not
for behavior reconstruction of partially observable stochastic systems in general.

Hidden models, specifically hidden Markov models (HMM) [64, 159] can
solve some inverse problems by reconstructing behavior of doubly stochastic sys-
tems, however with only limited modeling power (only memoryless processes).
Thus they cannot accurately represent the intended systems and provide suffi-
ciently detailed behavior reconstructions.

The unobservable processes in the examples A1 to A3 can be interpreted
as being discrete or hybrid stochastic systems. These can be represented using
well known modeling paradigms like queuing systems [23], stochastic Petri nets
(SPN) [17, 20, 142], stochastic reward nets (SRN) [144, 187], and others. Most
of these modeling paradigms however cannot incorporate output in the form
necessary for application A1 to A3, and none provide analysis methods for
inverse problems to reconstruct system behavior based on output protocols.

Virtual sensors [48, 66, 78] can compute not directly measurable values of
interest from quantities that can be monitored directly, provided there exists
a deterministic relationship between them. More recently, machine learning
approaches are also being used to construct more reliable soft sensors [88, 130].
However, these again impose or assume models that are not necessarily based on
the actual system structure. In the application areas described in Section 1.2,
this relationship between the quantity of interest and the observable quantities is
not deterministic, neither is the hidden system behavior. Thus to our knowledge,
existing virtual sensor approaches cannot be applied here.

In our research we aim to combine the flexible modeling power of stochastic
models such as SPNs with the idea of virtual sensors and the behavior re-
construction capabilities of HMMs to solve inverse problems in modeling and
simulation. Thus they enable the deduction of unobservable quantities of inter-
est for systems where the relationship between the quantity of interest and the
output cannot be described through a closed mathematical expression, and the
model is not inherently limited to memoryless processes.

1.4 Research Goals - Virtual Stochastic Sensors
for Stochastic Systems

This thesis aims at providing groundwork on a specific class of methods for solv-
ing inverse problems in modeling and simulation using the abundance of data
collected today. Our virtual stochastic sensors (VSS) are specifically tailored
to utilize model structure information when it is available. We intend to com-
plement classical data mining and machine learning techniques by covering the
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specific cases when there is structural system information available. We there-
fore restrict ourselves to systems that exhibit an unobserved system behavior,
which produces an effect in the form of observable discrete output or influences
observable continuous measures. This leads us to the two main goals of the
thesis:

Goal I - Provide Models: Provide VSS models that describe different types
of stochastic systems and their relationships to the collected data in a
formal way, defining inverse problems. Based on these formal model de-
scriptions we need efficient methods to perform behavior reconstruction to
determine what caused a specific output, solving inverse problems. This
goal will be addressed in Part I of the thesis.

Goal II - Real-World Application Examples: Show the potential benefit
of these newly developed VSSs by testing them on real-world data and
systems to solve existing inverse problems. This goal will be addressed in
Part II of the thesis.

Reaching these two goals includes solving the following tasks using VSSs for
discrete and hybrid stochastic systems, which correspond to the known HMM
behavior reconstruction tasks (see Section 2.1.2).

Evaluation: Given a sequence of observations and several possible system spec-
ifications, determine the most likely system to have produced this specific
observation sequence. A1: Which workflow was executed? A3: Which
movement was performed?

Decoding: Given a sequence of observations and a system specification, de-
termine the most likely system behavior to have produced this specific
observation sequence. A1: Which machine was involved in the workflow,
what was its utilization? A2: Which operating conditions of household
appliances were prevalent?

Training: Given sequences of observations, determine a likely system structure
and specification to have produced them. A1: What are the workflows in
the workshop? A3: What is a good model to represent and recognize the
movement?

For a formal description of the HnMM tasks refer to Section 4.2.1.
Solution methods for these tasks will enable us to deduce quantities of in-

terest from the reconstructed behavior such as:

A1 the actual workflow of a specific item, the utilization of certain machines,
and possible job-shop bottlenecks for identifying optimization potential,

A2 critical values that demand human interference, thresholds for mode
changes for adaptive control systems, utilization of energy storage and
other devices for identifying optimization potential,

A3 the actual movement executed for triggering a response, or the actual person
executing the movement in order to verify a user.
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Future research that will be possible based on the knowledge generated
through this thesis is twofold: Firstly, it will involve determining actual practi-
cal applicability to specific domains, tuning models and methods to real world
problems, and making the methods readily available to users. Secondly, extend-
ing and analyzing the models will surely result in further modeling variants as
well as examining and exploiting parallels to other data analysis methods.

1.5 Technical Requirements

Building on the examples introduced in Section 1.2, our VSSs need to be able to
represent and analyze a wide range of systems that exhibit a variety of structural
and stochastic properties.

The requirements derived from the application areas for discrete stochastic
systems are the following:

R1 Activities or processes are governed by arbitrary continuous distributions
to accurately represent natural or technical processes. (A1: production
processes duration, A2: appliance usage duration, A3: movement (phase)
duration)

R2 There may be multiple concurrent and independent processes. (A1: parallel
processes, A2: several active appliances, A3: multi-touch gestures)

R3 The termination of processes or an independent sampling process result
in observable outputs. (A1: product produced, A2: meter sampling fre-
quency or wattage change, A3: device data frequency)

R4 The continuously generated outputs (collected in a protocol) stochastically
depend on the system state. (A1: different problems may produce the
same error, one cause may have several observable effects, A2: several ap-
pliances may have similar wattage profiles, one appliance may have differ-
ent wattage stages, A3: movements between individual gestures, different
movements may contain similar parts)

Extending this list to hybrid systems, the following requirements arise:

R5 The system may contain continuous elements, such as reward values (see
Section 2.2). (A1: process costs to be monitored, A2 cumulative wattage
over time)

R6 The termination of processes may change these values immediately. (A1:
costs generated by a breakdown, A2: reset of a monitoring device)

R7 The continuous quantities may change continuously depending on the dis-
crete system state, and these changes can be specified through ordinary
differential equations (ODE). (A2: energy usage accumulates according to
appliance activation states)

R8 An independent process samples some of these continuous values and these
are collected in the protocol. (A1: records of costs accumulated over a
time period, A2: smart meters collect samples)
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R9 The continuous values can influence the discrete system state. (thresholds
for switching machines (A1) or appliances (A2) on or off )

This list of requirements was derived from the specific application exam-
ples in Section 1.2. It shows the complete set of specifications addressed by
the research in this thesis, but is not intended as a closed set, and can be ex-
tended as the need arises. In particular, the influence of the continuous model
quantities on the discrete model parts is not explicitly needed by the example
applications, will however be included in hybrid augmented stochastic Petri nets
(H-ASPN) and addressed by hybrid hidden non-Markovian models (HHnMM)
and corresponding behavior reconstruction algorithms shown in Chapter 6.

1.6 Structure of the Thesis

This section will sketch the structure of the thesis.
Chapter 2 gives related and previous work that concerns the whole thesis;

more specific basics in application fields are included in the respective chapters.
Part I describes the results of the model discovery process, starting in Chap-

ter 3 with augmented stochastic Petri nets (ASPN), a flexible user model for
VSSs. The basic modeling paradigm of hidden non-Markovian models (HnMM)
will be formalized and analyzed in Chapter 4. Conversive hidden non-Markovian
models (CHnMM) result from a slight reduction in modeling power, thereby en-
abling drastically more efficient behavior reconstruction algorithms described in
Chapter 5. The extension to hybrid models Hybrid HnMMs will be described
in Chapter 6.

Part II describes the application of the developed paradigms to real world
data and problems from the proposed application domains. VSSs for work-
flow reconstruction as well as VSSs for non-intrusive appliance load monitoring
(NIALM) are demonstrated in Chapter 7. Chapter 8 demonstrates how VSSs
can be used as a flexible movement recognition method.

The final chapter provides a review on the goals and their degree of achieve-
ment. It summarizes and evaluates the contributions of the thesis and gives an
outlook on future research topics that should be addressed for VSSs.
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Chapter 2

Background and Related
Work

This chapter introduces the methodologies mentioned and needed throughout
the thesis. Basics that are specific to the application fields will be given in the
corresponding chapters in Part II.

In the chapter and the thesis we will employ the schematic differentiation
shown in Figure 2.1. The white boxes in the upper half of Figure 2.1 represent
existing paradigms from literature, the light gray boxes in the lower half contain
concepts developed and described in this thesis.

As real systems to analyze with our virtual stochastic sensors (VSS) we
assume the class of partially observable systems described in Section 1.5. Several
user models exist, which can represent these systems, differing in their degree of
realism and complexity. Each of these user and computational models usually
has several possible solution methods.

Hidden Markov models (HMM) and their extensions are user and compu-
tational models for VSS at the same time and will be described in the next
section, along with the corresponding solution methods for behavior reconstruc-
tion. They have been well researched and are widely applied in many areas, how-
ever they are limited to non-Markovian or only certain types of non-Markovian
processes.

Augmented stochastic Petri nets (ASPN), our new user models, are more
general non-Markovian user models for VSS introduced in Chapter 3. They
are based on stochastic Petri nets (SPN) which are described in Section 2.2.1
followed by other common types of discrete stochastic models (DSM) in Section
2.2.2. These ASPNs can be converted into different types of computational
models, which will be thoroughly described in Chapters 4 and 5 of the thesis.
The combination of ASPNs and rewards lead to hybrid ASPNs (Chapter 3),
therefore reward models and hybrid stochastic models are covered in Section
2.2.3. The hybrid computational model of hybrid augmented stochastic Petri
net (H-ASPN) is described in Chapter 6 of the thesis. Most of the solution
methods for behavior reconstruction in the thesis are based on the Proxel-based
state space-based analysis method, which will be covered in Section 2.3.

Section 2.4 shows an overview of some common Machine Learning ap-
proaches, which can be used to inverse problems as we want to tackle them

9
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Figure 2.1: Classification of models and analysis methods for virtual stochastic
sensors

in this thesis. The chapter closes with a classification of the methods covered
in the area of VSS and inverse problems, and the specification of the scientific
gap this thesis intends to close.

2.1 Background: Doubly Stochastic Processes
as Models of Partially Observable Systems

Doubly stochastic processes are employed as system representation, when the
actual system’s behavior is not (completely) observable, but its interaction with
the environment is, for example in the form of output signals. They are called
doubly stochastic, because the unobservable system behavior is governed by
a stochastic process, and the generation of the observable output is governed
by a second stochastic process. They are widely used in speech and pattern
recognition, but also applied in time series modeling, when one assumes there
is a creating process of the time series. The most common models of this type
are hidden non-Markovian models (HnMM) [64, 159], which will be introduced
in this section.

2.1.1 Behavior Reconstruction for Doubly Stochastic Pro-
cesses

When analyzing doubly stochastic models, the interest is always to infer the
unobserved behavior by using the observable output, i.e. to solve the inverse
problem. There are three main behavior reconstruction tasks, evaluation, de-
coding and training. Sometimes smoothing is included as a fourth.

� Evaluation answers the question: Given a specific sequence of observed
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system outputs, for example an output symbol protocol, and a specific
model, what is the probability of the model to produce the protocol?
More often it is used to compare several models, answering the following
question: Given a protocol, which of several models is the most likely to
have produced the protocol?

� Decoding answers the question: Given an observed system output protocol
and a model, what is the most likely unobserved behavior, for example
system development path, to have produced the protocol?

� Training answers the question: Given one or more observed system output
protocols, what is the most likely model to produce the given protocol?
This is most often solved not directly, but by iteratively improving an
initial model to increase the likelihood of the combination.

� Smoothing answers the question: Given an observed system output pro-
tocol and a model, what is the most likely hidden model state having
produced a specific symbol in the protocol? This is actually a necessary
subtask of training.

2.1.2 Hidden Markov Models

HMMs have been widely used in speech and pattern recognition for several
decades [60, 103, 140, 146, 209]. The basic idea, algorithms and background
of HMMs are described in [34, 64, 93, 159]. Ephraim and Merhav [61] give
a comprehensive overview of HMM and related models, properties, analysis
methods and applications.

The unobservable first stochastic process of an HMM is a discrete-time
Markov chain (DTMC), and the observable second stochastic process produc-
ing the system output is dependent on the current DTMC state. Thus, HMMs
retain the memoryless property of DTMCs. Formally, an HMM is represented
by a five-tuple (A,B,Π, S, V ) where A represents the one-step transition proba-
bility Matrix and Π the probability vector of the DTMC. B contains the output
probabilities, S is the set of discrete states and V the set of discrete output
symbols.

Algorithms exist for all behavior reconstruction tasks. The forward and
backward algorithms [159] solve the evaluation task, by iteratively computing
the cumulative output probability of the output protocols. The Viterbi algo-
rithm [65, 206] solves the decoding task by iteratively determining the most
likely system behavior up to a specific point in the output protocol. The Baum-
Welsh algorithm [14, 15] is employed for training and smoothing. It is is a local
optimization and therefore no global best solution can be guaranteed. Being an
unsupervised approach, the resulting trained models can be hard to interpret.

In speech and pattern recognition, HMMs are usually used in the following
manner: given a set of similar patterns (output protocols) to be recognized, un-
supervised training is performed to find a model that represents the protocols
sufficiently well. For recognition, the evaluation task is performed for the un-
known pattern and the trained models. Comparing the evaluation probabilities
for the pattern and the different models yields the most likely model, and thus
the most likely pattern.
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One main drawback of HMMs is the forced memorylessness of the models,
due to the geometric (or exponential in the continuous case) state holding times
of the Markov chains. This reduces the realism of the system representation.
HMMs are therefore not suitable for our desired model class, since they are un-
able to represent models containing non-Markovian processes accurately. Sev-
eral approaches to alleviate the problem of Markovian state holding times have
been developed in the past, since even in speech recognition this simplification
can cause problems.

2.1.3 Extensions to Hidden Markov Models

In this section we present some representative extensions of HMMs from the
literature and show the extent and current limitations. Several more exist, but
all fall in the same classes as the ones described here. We will also compare the
paradigms to the requirements stated in Chapter 1.

The first such extension to variable duration models presented by Ferguson
replaces the state holding times by a non-parametric probability mass function
[62] . Explicit duration hidden Markov models (EDHMM) replace the geomet-
ric state holding time of HMMs by arbitrary probability mass functions [169].
Continuously variable duration hidden Markov models (CVDHMM) use sojourn
times given by gamma distributions, not arbitrary distribution [128, 129]. In
[140] Mitchell and Jamieson use arbitrary members of the exponential family to
represent state holding times.

HMMs can also use Markov chain segments to mimic non-Markovian state
holding times, so-called phase-type distributions [24]. Expanded state hidden
Markov models (ESHMM) represent a very similar paradigm, replacing the
HMM states by sub-HMM with identical output properties for the states [157,
168].

The paradigms presented by Sansom and Thomson [178], Pylkkönen and
Kurimo [157], Barbu and Limnios [11] and Yu [220] are all hidden semi-Markov
models (HSMM), since they enable non-Markovian state holding times, but af-
ter every state change fulfill the Markov property. They replace the geometric
state holding time by a time dependent distribution, even though just one dis-
tribution, not being able to model several concurrent non-Markovian activities.

Inhomogeneous hidden Markov models (IHMM) enable modeling of time-
dependent state transitions [160]. Generalized hidden semi-Markov models
(GHSMM) [173, 174, 175] include concurrent activities with arbitrary firing
times. However, when one of the activities fires, all other non-Markovian ac-
tivities are also reset. Thus they cannot model independent non-Markovian ac-
tivities, due to being semi Markovian. They represent the most general HMM
extension found.

None of these HMM extensions are suitable for our intended model type.
None can model independent, concurrent non-Markovian activities. Thus we
need a new computational model class for VSSs.
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2.2 Background: Discrete and Hybrid Stochas-
tic Systems - Models and Their State Spaces

The systems we consider in this thesis are all characterized by a discrete state
space and a continuous time scale. The activities in these systems can be char-
acterized by continuous distribution functions. Some models involve continuous
values complementing the discrete states and interacting with them. In this sec-
tion we will give an overview of some existing modeling paradigms that are used
to model systems similar to the ones we are interested in, albeit without the
partial observability. We will extend existing paradigms and draw inspiration
from others to develop the user models for VSSs in this thesis.

Various modeling paradigms exist that can model discrete stochastic sys-
tems with arbitrary continuous distribution functions for the activities: certain
variants of SPNs [17, 20, 51], stochastic activity networks (SAN) [139, 176, 177],
queuing models and networks [23, 75], stochastic discrete event systems [223],
and possibly several more. All of these models have in common a finite or
countably infinite state space with timed transitions between the states that
are governed by continuous distributions and some involve immediate transi-
tions governed by probabilities.

There also exist several stochastic modeling paradigms that incorporate con-
tinuous elements, such as stochastic reward nets (SRN) [43, 144, 187] or fluid
stochastic Petri nets (FSPN) [86, 183, 198]. Here the state space of the discrete
system part is still countably infinite or finite, however, when extended by the
continuous model part, the state space of the model can become uncountably
infinite.

One major prerequisite when using any of these modeling paradigms is that
to build the model, we have to be able to analyze and observe the complete
real process. Unobservable parts of a system cannot be modeled or have to
be guessed. Unfortunately, this total observability is often not given in real
settings.

In the remainder of this section we will discuss some representative modeling
paradigms and evaluate their suitability for our intended system class.

2.2.1 Stochastic Petri Nets

SPNs [50] are well known from process modeling, and commonly used for mod-
eling technical processes, for example in manufacturing or logistics. There exists
a multitude of Petri net variants, starting from the basic P/T-nets, to today’s
high-level Petri nets.

The original Place-Transition-Nets (P/T-nets), were devised by Carl Adam
Petri [154] and contained only places, transitions, tokens and arcs. They were
the first modeling paradigm to enable detailed and comprehensive modeling of
concurrent parallel processes and their interdependence. However, they did not
encompass a system’s timing properties, but only the logical relationships.

SPNs [142] replaced the purely logical transitions by timed transitions with
an exponentially distributed duration between transition activation and fir-
ing. These SPNs could now represent different timing behaviors, were how-
ever strictly limited by the memoryless property of the exponential distribution
function. Every SPN corresponds to a continuous-time Markov chain (CTMC),
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representing its state space.
Generalized stochastic Petri nets (GSPN) [132] combine the two ideas of log-

ical and timed transitions, by again including so-called ”immediate transitions”
in the paradigm. This enabled the combination of timing behavior and deci-
sions within the modeled processes, and greatly enhanced modeling capability.
However, the timing behavior was still limited to memoryless processes.

Colored stochastic Petri nets (CSPN) [90] allow tokens to be distinguished
by attaching attributes (colors) to them. These attributes are in turn used
and referenced in the places and transitions, in the form of guard functions,
to enable different treatment for differently colored tokens. CSPNs are mostly
used to enable a more compact representation of similar processes with slightly
different behavior in the same structure, where usually the structure would
have to be duplicated and repeated multiple times within the net. In their most
basic form, CSPNs do not contain timing information. The idea of adding colors
to the tokens is however easily transferred to SPNs and GSPNs, since it does
not really extend the modeling power, but only reduces the modeling effort by
reducing redundancies.

Markov regenerative stochastic Petri nets (MRSPN) [41, 42, 71, 190, 192]
for the first time enable modeling of non-Markovian timing behavior, by intro-
ducing timed transitions with non-Markovian distributions as firing times. This
enables a more realistic representation of the actual system behavior. However,
the paradigm cannot yet represent concurrent and independent non-Markovian
processes.

Concurrent generalized Petri nets (CGPN) [156] remove the restriction of
only one concurrently enabled general transition. However, they require all gen-
erally distributed transitions to be enabled at the same instance, which again
results in a Markov regenerative process. The transitions may now be concur-
rently enabled, however they are yet not independent of each other.

Bobbio and Horvath present a type of Petri net with phase-type distribu-
tions for the transition timing can represent a variety of durations and memory
policies, and are very flexible [19].

Rogge-Solti and Weske [166] augment Petri nets with arbitrary firing delay
distributions. They are then used to predict the remaining service time of
processes by rescaling the remaining pdf, if a process is not finished yet. The
resulting model is very similar to the SPN paradigm used in this thesis.

Beyond these, several more variants of high-level Petri nets exist. Surveys on
Petri net variants can be found in Bobbio et al. [20, 21], Bause and Kritzinger
[17], and Ciardo et al. [44], comparing modeling power and analytical tractability
of different paradigms. Bobbio and Telek [21] and Ciardo et al. [44] make it clear
that more complex models are increasingly hard to solve and at some point no
longer analytically tractable. We will be using Patri nets as a basis for our user
model, and do not strive for an analytical solution.

In this thesis we will build our modeling paradigm based on a type of non-
Markovian SPN described in the author’s PhD thesis [107]. The SPNs described
there contain the following elements:

� Places - represent physical locations or states.

� Tokens - represent movable objects.
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� Immediate transitions - are associated with probabilities to represent con-
ditions or probabilistic decisions.

� Timed transitions - have a firing time described by a non-Markovian or
an exponential distribution.

� Race conditions - describe the treatment of elapsed enabling time (time
since enabling the transition without it firing yet), when deactivating the
transition prior to firing. Race-enable (RE) resets the enabling time and
re-samples the distribution upon re-enabling. Race-age (RA) retains the
elapsed enabling time and resumes the countdown upon re-enabling.

� Input and output arcs - connect transitions to input and output places.

� Inhibitor arcs - disable a transition when the connected place exceeds a
given number of tokens.

� Multiplicities - when assigned to an input arc, signify the number of tokens
needed in the input place and destroyed upon firing; when assigned to an
output arc, signify the number of tokens created in the output place; when
assigned to an inhibitor arc, signify the number of tokens needed in the
place to disable a transition.

� Guard functions - selectively disable transitions based on Boolean expres-
sions over the marking of the Petri net.

A possible problem of all SPN based paradigms is the potentially unlimited
state space, due to unlimited number of tokens in the places. This has to be
considered when using the state space of the user model as computational model,
and will be further discussed in Section 2.2.4.

Interactions between SPN elements are described in [105] and relevant Petri-
net literature such as Bause and Kritzinger [17] and David and Alla [51]. The
SPN paradigm is very flexible and can model realistic systems. It specifically
enables modeling concurrent and independent non-Markovian activities. The
combination of immediate and timed transitions as well as the use of arbitrary
distribution type allows for a more accurate representations of real systems than
possible using HMMs. Therefore we will use these SPNs to extend them to a
user model for partially observable systems defined in Section 1.5.

In this thesis we are using Petri nets solely as a user model to enable the
representation of our systems of interest in a comprehensive way. Therefore we
are not touching the area of Petri net analysis.

2.2.2 Queuing Models, Networks and Queuing Analysis

Queuing models and queuing networks are widely used in the analysis of
networking and communication systems. A comprehensive overview of the
paradigms an analysis methods can be found in Bolch et al. [23] and Gross
and Harris [75]. We will only give a very brief overview of the topic here. A
queuing system consist of an arbitrary random arrival process and one or sev-
eral service processes with random service times. It can also contain a governing
queuing discipline, a system capacity, and a calling population. Modeling other
properties such as specific priorities are also possible.
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Connecting several queuing systems through a routing network results in
a queuing network. These are very common when modeling and analyzing
electronic communication networks. For specific types of arrival and service
processes, queuing theory provides analytical expressions for measures of interest
such as throughput, overflow probability, or server utilization. [23]

Queuing networks and SPNs are very similar in that they both have a discrete
state space. The main difference is that queues by distinguishing the objects
of interest (customers, packets, etc.) enable direct implementation of queuing
disciplines, priorities and other useful concepts. However, queuing systems are
not as flexible as SPNs, since they have been specifically designed to represent
service processes.

In [16] Bause and Beilner strive to combine the capabilities of SPNs and
queuing models by allowing queues in the places of the SPN. This enables to
use the synchronization capabilities of an SPN and the scheduling functionality
of the queuing network.

We will not use queuing systems in this thesis as user model basis. The ex-
tensions proposed for SPNs that lead to ASPNs (see Chapter 3) should however
be transferable to queuing systems, due to the inherent similarity of these two
discrete paradigms. This could be a topic of further research.

2.2.3 Hybrid Stochastic Models

As for the HMM extensions, there exist a multitude of approaches to include
continuous or hybrid elements in SPNs. We will only present a small selection
here, which inspired us to the hybrid user model extension presented in Chapter
3. Hybrid stochastic models include different extensions of SPNs such as FSPNs
and SRNs.

SRNs [45, 139, 176, 177] extend SPNs by the concept of rewards. These are
quantities of interest resulting from the discrete system, that do not influence
the systems behavior itself. Impulse rewards (e.g. penalties or failure cost) can
change the value of a quantity of interest immediately when a transition fires.
Rate rewards (e.g. accumulated work or storage cost) can change the value of a
quantity of interest continuously and depending on the discrete system state.

FSPNs [86, 183, 198] extend regular SPNs by so called fluid places, which can
contain a real valued amount of fluid, instead of an integer number of tokens.
Fluid arcs with fluid flow rates and flush out arcs control the inflow and outflow
of the fluid places. They enable an easy integration of continuous quantities in
the otherwise discrete Petri net paradigm.

Fluidified Petri nets (FPN) combine continuous and discrete elements by
applying continuization to only some of the systems transitions, when necessary
due to heavy load, thus creating a hybrid model class. The main objective here
is to counter state space explosion inherent when applying state space-based
analysis methods [183]. In [127] Lefebvre compares the steady state solution of
SPNs and a fluidified version contPN, along with an alternative transformation
method, in order to increase the similarity in the long run behavior. Vazquez
et al. [202] achieve the fluidification by adding Gaussian noise to make the
approximation more realistic.

Silva and Recalde [182] create deterministic continuous Petri nets from SPN
by allowing fractional firing of transitions resulting in non-integer markings.
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This can be very helpful, when large token populations increase the computa-
tional effort, but might not preserve all qualitative properties of the SPN. In
[203] the relaxation is only partial, in order to ensure that all relevant properties
of the SPN are retained. In [204] Vazquez and Silva analyze the difference in
behavior of the original SPN and the fluidified version. Yang et al. [217] present
a whole framework for the simulation of biochemical systems. They combine or-
dinary differential equations (ODE), stochastic models as well as hybrid models,
achieving more accuracy than a purely continuous solution and better perfor-
mance that only discrete approaches. Most of these approaches aim to improve
the analysis performance by fluidifying an SPN, and are not inherently hybrid.

Champagnat et al. [35, 36] combine differential algebraic equations and pred-
icate transition Petri nets, using enabling functions and junction functions to
couple the discrete and continuous parts. The paradigm is used to model a gas
storage facility, which is a hybrid system.

Further hybrid model types can be found in David and Alla [50] and Ren-
ganathan and Bhaskar [162]. Trivedi and Sun [195] compare some Petri net
types, including hybrid models, regarding their capabilities for performance
analysis in computer networks.

The different model types present different ideas on how to incorporate con-
tinuous components in discrete modeling paradigms, fractional transition firings,
fluid arcs and places as well as augmenting the model with equations. We will
draw inspiration from some of these modeling paradigms, and will specifically
use the idea of rewards from SRNs to extend our discrete modeling paradigm
to a hybrid user model for VSSs. (see Section 3.3.2)

2.2.4 Model State Space

A discrete state space is the common ground of SPNs, Queuing models, some
hybrid models and other DSM types. The discrete states represent the reachable
markings of the Petri net, or the customer distribution in queuing systems. The
transitions between the states may be ”immediate” and governed by a proba-
bilities, or ”timed” and governed by a statistical distribution. All system states
and transitions between them form the extended reachability graph (ERG). The
ERG can be reduced by eliminating so called vanishing markings, which do not
persist for any amount of time. This results in the so called reduced reacha-
bility graph (RRG), which no longer contains immediate transitions. For SPN
[142] with only timed transitions with exponential firing time distributions, the
reachability graph (RG) corresponds to a CTMC. For GSPN [132], the RRG
corresponds to a CTMC.

When making every possible system state explicit, the resulting state space
and RG can easily grow to infeasible sizes. This expansion can even result in an
unbounded state space, which forbids the explicit creation of the whole system
state space. Therefore state space-based analysis methods need to be able to
detect and explicitly handle possibly unbounded state spaces. Another measure
is to use a pre-processing step to impose limits on the state space, for example by
defining capacities for SPN places. the Proxel-based analysis method presented
in Section 2.3 iteratively explores only the reachable state space in a limited
amount of system time. This eliminates the prior building of the state space
and therefore avoids the potential problem of an unbounded state space.

In [1] Allmaier et al. present an idea, where they construct and solve the
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state space of a GSPN. They allow for phase-type distributions and different
memory policies for timed transitions. The state-space explosion caused by this
relaxation of memorylessness is countered by employing a multi-level approach
on a multi-core processor.

2.2.5 Standard Simulation Approaches - Discrete Event-
Based Simulation and Partial Differential Equations

A common approach when analyzing stochastic models is Monte Carlo sim-
ulation. When analyzing DSMs an often employed method is discrete event
simulation (DES).

DES [9] samples the model’s probability distributions and thereby creates
possible system developments. Independent replications are performed, each
representing one possible system development. The different system develop-
ments are then analyzed and statistical estimates for quantities of interest ob-
tained. The more complex and/or stiff a system is, the more replications are
needed to obtain reliable, statistically significant, and helpful estimates for the
quantities of interest. DES usually has low memory requirement, but can be
very demanding regarding computation time, because of the extensive need for
replications. DES is the method of choice, when the system of interest has a
large state space and contains multiple concurrent non-Markovian processes.

Another way to analyze stochastic systems is the direct analysis of the sys-
tem state space. This approach involves solving ordinary or partial differential
equations (PDE), which can be difficult or even impossible, depending on the
complexity of the system. One can also include time dependent processes by
using supplementary variables to encode the memory [49, 68, 69, 70, 191, 192],
which increases memory requirement. The solution of PDEs usually has a high
demand in memory due to the consideration of all possible system states. Fur-
thermore, the issue of unbounded state space needs to be handled. Direct or
approximate solutions via differential equations are usually applied to stochas-
tic systems, when the system state space is comparably small and contains at
most one active non-Markovian transitions at any one time. However, the idea
of supplementary variables, as presented by German et al. [68, 69, 70], leads to
the solution method presented in the next section.

Extensions to Standard Approaches Towards Partial Observability

Some authors modify Petri net paradigms to reduce the observability and in-
crease realism in some scenarios. For analysis, event lists are used to then
estimate the Petri net marking. The Place/Transition Nets analyzed by Giua
and Seatzu [72] have a known structure, but unknown initial state, which is a
common assumption in discrete event control theory. An observer computes a
lower bound for the actual marking, which is complete, if the observed word
length of events is sufficient. Some further properties are discussed such as
strong marking observability, structural observability, etc. In contrast, Giua
et al. [73] consider Petri nets with silent transitions and a known initial state.
Markings are estimated for these non-deterministic labeled Petri nets. Also,
Giua et al. [73] analyze Petri nets with indistinguishable transitions, resulting
in sets of possible markings. These Petri net extensions all target only very
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specific types of partial observability. Our intended paradigm should be flexi-
ble enough to accommodate silent transitions, indistinguishable transitions and
combinations.

Chatain and Jard [37] analyze a high level parametrized Petri net, without
timed transitions, but including causal and concurrency relationships. The Petri
net is unfolded and partial histories are calculated on the fly to explain given
observations. The approach is used for fault analysis and alarm correlation in
telecommunication networks. The approach has similarities to the more general
Proxel based analysis further explained in the following section, but the model
does not involve timing information.

2.3 Previous Work: State Space-Based Analysis
of Discrete Stochastic Models Using Proxels

The idea of Proxel-based analysis presented by Horton [84] comes from the
method of supplementary variables as described in German et al. [68, 69, 70].
The system state space, expanded by information on the activation time of non-
Markovian transitions, is created and solved on-the-fly. This makes a direct
analysis of the state space possible, omitting PDEs altogether at the expense
of the accuracy lost due to discretization. At the same time it enables the
handling of multiple concurrently activated non-Markovian transitions, which
is a requirement for the systems we want to analyze (compare Section 1.5) with
our VSSs.

A Proxel element contains the current position in the expanded system state
space and its probability. It is named Proxel, which is short for ”PRObability
ELement”, analogously to a pixel being a ”PIcture ELement”. This section de-
scribes the basic idea of Proxel-based analysis developed by Horton [84], further
enhanced by Lazarova-Molnar and Horton [121, 122, 123, 124, 125, 126] and
elaborated in a PhD thesis [120]. The Proxel-based analysis algorithm and ex-
tensions will be used and adapted for the behavior reconstruction part of VSSs,
and therefore described here in more detail. The state space-based analysis is
extremely useful, when path reconstruction is of interest.

The original Proxel definition by Horton [84] includes the system develop-
ment path. The path was omitted in most subsequent applications and publi-
cations, due the large impact on the state space size, and the resulting increase
in computation time and memory requirement. Furthermore, in most practi-
cal applications, this level of detail is not necessary, but rather a cumulative
measure similar to a reward is sufficient. In behavior reconstruction with VSSs
the system development path is of primary interest, and therefore has to be
re-included.

2.3.1 Proxels - Background and Basic Idea

Proxels are a method to algorithmically discretize and solve complex systems
of PDEs on-the-fly. Similar to the concept of supplementary variables [49, 68,
69, 70], they extend the discrete model state space by the so-called ”age” of
the currently enabled or otherwise relevant transitions. The age represents
the time that the transition has been enabled for up to now without firing.
This encodes the relevant system past (memory) into the current state. This
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induces a significant increase in the size of the state space, also called state
space explosion. Proxel-based analysis thereby builds and solves a potentially
huge DTMC on-the-fly. Due to building the expanded state space on-the-fly,
it is limited to the actually reachable states in discrete steps, which enables
treatment of systems with a theoretically unbounded state space.

Mathematical Core

The one-step transition probabilities of the resulting DTMC are determined us-
ing the so-called hazard rate function (HRF) (or instantaneous rate function
(IRF)) [84] and the age of the activated transitions τ . The HRF represents
the current state change rate, if the state change has not happened yet. Equa-
tion (2.1) shows the general formula of the HRF for the age variable τ , with
f representing the probability density function (PDF) of an arbitrary continu-
ous distribution, and F representing the corresponding cumulative distribution
function (CDF).

HRF (τ) = µ(τ) =
f(τ)

1− F (τ)
(2.1)

The original method of supplementary variables is restricted to at most one
non-Markovian transition at any one time, and thus one age variable in each
state. One simplifying assumption of the Proxel method is, that at most one
state change can happen per system time step. This abstraction drastically
reduces computational complexity and enables the treatment of multiple con-
current non-Markovian transitions. The actual state change probability can be
computed by using the following Equations (2.2) and (2.3). Πsojourn is the
probability to remain in a certain state, Πcompletei is the probability of a given
transition TRi to fire, with µi the corresponding HRF, τi the current age of that
transition, t the current system time and n the number of all currently enabled
transitions:

dΠsojourn

dt
= −Πsojourn

n∑
i=1

µi(t+ τi) (2.2)

dΠcompletei

dt
= Πsojourn µi(t+ τi). (2.3)

In the Proxel algorithm, these equations are discretized using a fixed time step,
which needs to be small in order to control the errors induced by the simplifi-
cations.

Proxel Complexity Reduction

Several methods for complexity reduction need to be employed to make the
algorithm feasible, especially when small time steps lead to a massive state space
explosion. These are relevant here, because only some of them are applicable
when using Proxels for behavior reconstruction.

As a first measure, when omitting the system path, Proxels with the same
simulation time, discrete state and age vector represent the same point in the
expanded discrete model state space and can be merged by summing up their
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probabilities. This produces a need for being able to retrieve and compare
Proxels fast in order to find merging candidates, inducing the need for a suitable
data structure for storing Proxels. Binary trees have been shown to be the most
effective, while providing the least insertion overhead [120].

As a second measure, Proxels below a predefined probability threshold are
truncated and deleted, thus saving effort on behavior that has no large impact
on the overall result. This however, needs to be employed carefully, especially
when rare event systems are being analyzed and their impact is of particular
interest. Rare events by definition happen very with low probability compared
to ’normal’ system behavior and the Proxels resulting from rare events are
therefore prone to be truncated. Pruning can also cause negative side effects
when used in conjunction with behavior reconstruction and is thus only partially
applicable in the algorithms presented in this thesis, which will be shown in later
chapters.

Discussion

In contrast to DES, Proxel-based analysis discovers and follows all possible
system development paths (in discrete steps) and assigns them a probability.
Thereby it eliminates the need for replications, needing only one run-through.
However, due to an expanded state space, the memory requirement is consider-
ably larger compared to DES.

Compared to the numerical solution of PDEs, Proxels result in less accurate
solutions, due to discretization and the assumption of at most one state change
per time step. However, due to the simplifications, the solution method is easily
algorithmically encoded, and applicable to systems with multiple concurrent
non-Markovian transitions. By using smaller time steps, one can increase the
method’s accuracy through investing more computational effort.

The main advantage of Proxels is that they enable a deterministic analysis
of complex discrete stochastic systems with concurrent non-Marlovian activities
to an arbitrary accuracy; a trade-off being possibly between computation time
and result accuracy. The result of a Proxel-based analysis can be a transient
or steady state value of any quantity of interest, which is computable from
the model state space, such as the accumulated work or performability of a
given technical system [125]. Proxels for example have been successfully applied
to very stiff DSMs, being several orders of magnitude faster than DES in an
industry application [123].

The inherent feature of following and logging system development paths
makes Proxels well suited for behavior reconstruction of VSSs. The flexibility
of the paradigm also enables the computation of rewards and other values of
interested from these system developments. Therefore we will adapt the Proxel-
based analysis algorithm to enable behavior reconstruction with VSSs

2.4 Related Work: Machine Learning Methods
for Analysis of Partially Observable Systems

Even though DSMs and VSSs come from the modeling and simulation domain,
the application areas of VSSs can be very similar to classical machine learning
tasks.
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Therefore, we conducted a Masters Thesis [27] to test the suitability of dif-
ferent machine learning approaches to some tasks we have solved using VSSs.
Some of the results are summarized here in this section and supplemented with
further results presented by Buchholz [30].

2.4.1 Pattern Recognition and Sequential Data Analysis

In this section we will review some methods used for pattern recognition or
sequential data analysis and evaluate their applicability to the problem stated
in Chapter 1.

Maximum entropy Markov models (MEMM) [93, 136, 149] are similar to
HMMs and use one maximum entropy distribution for all state changes. They
also have the Markov property and are thus memoryless, therefore they are not
suitable for our type of non-Markovian system targeted.

Conditional random fields (CRF) [119, 188, 189, 208] enable to model a
conditioning of the model output on more system states than the current one,
they can capture dependencies within the observed output sequences. Therefore
they can represent processes that are non-Markovian. However, creating a CRF
is an unsupervised learning process and the resulting model is hard to interpret,
as is also the case with HMMs. The focus in system structure in this thesis,
where the hidden model structure should represent a real system is hard to
transfer to CRF.

Bayesian belief networks (BBN) [25, 26, 38, 39, 118, 197] model explicit
conditional dependencies and can cope with uncertainties and vagueness in the
underlying data. Explicit conditional dependencies are however not easily for-
malized for the systems we intend to analyze. The observable system output
may even depend on the complete system development prior to the symbol emis-
sion. Thus BBNs are not applicable to behavior reconstruction of our intended
class of VSSs.

Naive Bayes Classifiers [91, 145, 165] are unsuitable for protocols, since they
require independent vector elements and fixed length. Both do not apply to
the output protocols we are aiming for. Other classifiers such as K-Means,
decision trees and support vector machines (SVM) all rely on fixed or windowed
input length and search for boundaries in feature space. They can exhibit a
comparable performance to our idea depending for specific applications. They
are however not generally suited for our model class, since they cannot exploit
existing system knowledge. Multi layer perceptrons (MLP) [18, 118, 131, 163,
164, 179] or Artificial neural network (ANN) are also not suitable for our input
data, because of the variable input length. MLPs are trained in an unsupervised
manner and cannot incorporate existing system knowledge. [27]

The methods briefly mentioned here are not applicable to the model type
and task we are aiming for. By definition, the models are learned from data,
and do not strive to mimic the original system structure, but to find a suitable
solution for a specific task. Since we are aiming to draw conclusions on the
specific hidden models structure, the model type must at least approximately
represent the actual system.

In recent years, the explainability of machine learning methods and the
resulting models has come into focus [216]. Where previously the models were
treated as black-box models, now the structure is being explored and tuned to
make it interpretable in order to understand the basis of decisions the models
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make. However, more recent paradigms such as deep learning models [74] (e.g.
deep neural networks, convolutional neural networks) also learn from data and
are not intended to represent the structure of the underlying system creating
the data. Deep learning methods, depending on the specific model class, train
a model of a predefined structure, and have proven to be very effective in many
learning tasks, outperforming traditional methods. Therefore they might be able
to solve the tasks we aim for in this thesis, however the inherent exploitation
of the known system structure is not easily possible. Furthermore, they usually
require enormous amounts of training data, which might not be readily available
in the intended application fields.

The overall result was, that for the model class described in Section 1.5, no
suitable generally applicable solution method exists. However, when considering
a specific application or problem, other methods may well be applicable, however
this is not generalizable to the problem class we intend to tackle.

In Part II of the thesis and especially in Chapter 8 we will compare our VSSs
to the performance of widely used pattern recognition methods, including some
of the ML paradigms mentioned here. Despite the lack of general suitability,
when the problem is viewed differently and the input is encoded in a way suitable
to the methods, these algorithms are the benchmarks we need to be able to meet
when attempting competitiveness in real-world applications.

2.5 Scientific Gap

All of the paradigms discussed in this chapter bear a relationship with virtual
stochastic sensors (VSS) and the solution of inverse problems.

As models for partially observable systems, HMM and extensions can be con-
sidered VSSs for systems with only Markovian processes, and can solve inverse
problems for these systems; or in case of the model extensions, expand this to
systems with some types of non-Markovian processes. HMMs are mainly used
in pattern recognition, where the underlying question is that of the generating
model or path. Therefore the concepts in this thesis borrow heavily on HMMs
and extensions, in formalization, solution approaches and also application ar-
eas. However, every extension of HMMs described here was developed with a
particular application in mind, and therefore each one only solves a very spe-
cific modeling problem, albeit usually very efficiently. Thus far, a more broad
approach to incorporating non-Markovian behavior in the models and analy-
sis methods of partially observable systems is missing. Therefore, solving or
even formulating inverse problems is not easily possible for a wide variety of
real systems. We intend to provide such a broader approach for modeling non-
Markovian behavior in partially observable systems with our VSSs, thus making
it possible to postulate and solve inverse problems to answer a wide range of
interesting questions.

The modeling paradigms for discrete stochastic systems presented here,
namely various types of SPNs, SRNs, queuing models and hybrid models are
usually employed to analyze and solve forward problems in the realm of mod-
eling and simulation. They enable the formal representation of a real system,
focusing on different features. In conjunction with analysis methods such as
DES and numerical solutions of PDEs, they enable simulation and analysis
of future model developments to draw conclusions about the real system. The
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modeling paradigms presented here currently do not allow for hidden system be-
havior, even though, real world systems are very often only partially observable
for practical, economic or safety reasons. Therefore they fail to capture a large
portion of interesting system configurations, which we intend to mitigate in this
thesis. Neither the models nor the solution methods can be considered VSSs,
but we will use some of these models to create realistic system representations
for the intended VSS.

Proxels enable faster analysis of forward problems for a wide range of differ-
ent models, under significant model complexity constraints. Currently, Proxels
are only employed to solve forward problems in modeling and simulation when
the system specifications are completely known. Their path-based analysis ap-
proach is similar to HMM solution algorithms, due to using state-space expan-
sion and the inherent capability of calculating different types of rewards. We
will take advantage of this inherent capability and the generally applicable anal-
ysis approach and use Proxels as the basis of our VSS behavior reconstruction
algorithms.

The machine learning approaches mentioned in Section 2.4, for example
MEMMs, CRFs, BBNs, MLPs, can be used to solve inverse problems in the
area of pattern recognition and beyond. Therefore they can be considered VSSs.
However, these models and methods differ from the intended model class in this
thesis, in the sense that the model structure is not related to the real system
structure. They trained and often used as black boxes to interpret, classify, or
otherwise analyze observed system output. Therefore, they cannot readily incor-
porate existing knowledge about system configurations in the model structure
itself, if such additional information is available. Not tapping into all available
knowledge, we expect our paradigm to outperform existing solution approaches,
if system structure information is available. We will therefore use the perfor-
mance of commonly applied solution methods as benchmark for applications
where such knowledge is available but currently not being utilized.

The next section will build on this discussion and define the research gap we
intend to fill with this thesis.

2.6 Conclusion and Thesis Outlook

Existing models for doubly stochastic processes can represent partially observ-
able systems and provide solution methods for inverse problems, but are not
general enough for many real applications and the system class we are aiming
for. DSMs can represent the stochastic processes that we are interested in, but
require them to be completely observable and can therefore only solve forward
problems. None of the existing modeling paradigms fulfills all requirements
needed for the intended system class.

Therefore, a new class of models is needed, which will be developed and de-
scribed in the Part I of the thesis. Proxels as state space-based analysis method
have been shown to be applicable for behavior reconstruction algorithms, and
will be the basis for the analysis algorithms for VSSs. The new model class will
be applied to some academic example application settings, testing the applica-
bility to solve inverse problems in simulation and modeling.

In Part II of the thesis, we will test our VSSs on real world applications that
can be viewed as inverse problems, and that are currently solved using methods
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such as HMMs or machine learning approaches. We will test whether our VSSs
can compete with or even outperform currently used solution methods, due to
their capability of exploiting available system structure information. We will
also demonstrate that our VSSs can solve inverse problems that are not solvable
using previously existing methods.
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Chapter 3

Augmented Stochastic Petri
Nets

This chapter will introduce a flexible user model for virtual stochastic sensors
(VSS), which will be used throughout the thesis for model representation. In
several publications [33, 108, 112] we used a graphical extended version of SPN
to represent our models. The class of augmented stochastic Petri nets (ASPN)
was first described formally in the PhD Thesis of Robert Buchholz [30]. ASPNs
are tailored to represent discrete models and will be extended here to represent
hybrid models as well.

3.1 A User Model for Virtual Stochastic Sensors

VSSs are intended to be a flexible tool for the specification of inverse prob-
lems and solution through reconstruction of unobserved behavior of discrete or
hybrid stochastic systems. The single instances of this broad model class can
be very complex, e.g. containing multiple concurrent non-Markovian processes,
processes that cannot produce output, thus not be detected alongside detectable
model behavior, several processes producing similar or even the same output.

The algorithms that will be described in this thesis are state space-based
and mathematically challenging. However, one can imagine further solution
approaches being developed for VSSs, apart from the ones described in this
thesis.

Due to the intended flexibility and possible model and algorithm complexity,
it is not expedient to couple the representation of the systems to be analyzed too
closely with the solution method, e.g. by using Markov chains as user model. We
therefore need a user model that provides a user-friendly and abstract way to
describe the systems to be analyzed, the inverse problems to be solved and the
relationship with the VSSs. This user model should also reflect the requirements
stated in Section 1.5, in order to be used in this thesis.

29
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3.2 Discussion of Existing Modeling Paradigms

In this section we will discuss several existing modeling paradigms with respect
to how well they suit the requirements specified in Section 1.5.

3.2.1 Hidden Markov Models and Extensions

Hidden Markov models (HMM) [64, 159] can model discrete output, fulfilling
R3, but due to being memoryless and discrete cannot fulfill any of the other
requirements. Several extensions allow the use of non-Markovian distribution
functions, such as explicit duration hidden Markov models (EDHMM) [157,
168] or continuously variable duration hidden Markov models (CVDHMM) [62].
Some extensions even allow the definition of multiple concurrent such processes,
such as hidden semi-Markov models (HSMM) [11, 157, 178, 220] and generalized
hidden semi-Markov models (GHSMM) [173, 174, 175], however, being semi-
Markovian, the processes modeled are not independent of each other. (compare
Sections 2.1.2 and 2.1.3)

HMMs and their extensions can operate both as user model and a compu-
tational model. The advantage for experienced users is that they can directly
modify the computational model and thereby directly influence the algorithm
behavior, which they are familiar with. Working directly with the computational
model also holds several disadvantages. Non-expert users need to understand
the solution method to build an efficient model, since these are often closely
related to the computational model. HMMs and most related models require
the system state space to be finite and known in advance, which is not always
the case when dealing with complex technical systems. The required conceptual
leap from real system components to a complete system state space, where each
state represents a specific combination of system components, is also challeng-
ing.

We intend to model complex technical and natural systems and apply our
method to real applications. Therefore a higher level description is manda-
tory, not least because an infinite number of system states can not by default
be avoided. For HMMs, no general higher level description of the systems is
available.

Thus, the class of HMMs and extensions is not suitable for the requirements
stated. The concept of symbol output is however uniquely suitable for our
modeling paradigm and will therefore be used in ASPNs.

3.2.2 Stochastic Petri Nets

Stochastic Petri nets (SPN) as described in Section 2.2.1 can accurately repre-
sent many natural and technical processes. They can include processes whose
duration is described by arbitrary non-Markovian distributions, which corre-
sponds to R1. They also enable the modeling of multiple independent and
concurrent such processes, thus fulfilling R2. However, non-Markovian SPNs
cannot represent output emission of any kind. Neither are they suited for con-
tinuous elements, thus failing to fulfill R3 to R9. (compare Section 2.2.1)

Due to the flexibility of SPNs, an extension of SPNs seems feasible and will
be the basis for the ASPNs described in Section 3.3.
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3.2.3 Stochastic Reward Nets

Stochastic reward nets (SRN) [43, 144] in their diverse implementations also
hold the capability to represent multiple independent and concurrent processes
with arbitrary non-Markovian distributions describing the durations, fulfilling
R1 and R2. Furthermore, SRNs can contain continuous values (R5), which
can be changed by instantly modified by state changes (R6) or gradually by
constant rate rewards (R7 partially). However, SRNs do not incorporate output
capability for discrete symbols (failing R3), neither is there a feedback from the
continuous model elements to the discrete model part, thus failing to fulfill R9.
(compare Section 2.2.3)

Just like SPNs, SRNs are very flexible, and we will use the reward concept
in our hybrid augmented stochastic Petri nets (H-ASPN).

3.2.4 Fluid and Hybrid Paradigms

Fluid stochastic Petri nets (FSPN) [86, 198] can contain multiple independent
and concurrent processes with arbitrary non-Markovian distributions describing
the durations, and just as SPNs and SRNs fulfill R1 and R2. They can also
include continuous elements in the form of fluid places and continuously change
their values by constant factors, partially fulfilling R7. Including flush-out arcs
contributes to the partial fulfillment of R6. The fluid places can influence the
discrete system part, fulfilling R9. However, FSPNs do not contain any kind of
output capability, thus failing to fulfill R3 and R8.

An extension of FSPNs to suit our requirements is conceivable, we will how-
ever use a different route and incorporate some of the FSPN concepts in our
H-ASPNs. (compare Section 2.2.3)

Other continuous and hybrid modeling paradigms such as hybrid Petri nets
[162] and fluidified Petri nets (FPN) [183] were further away from our thought
model than FSPNs, and could not be easily adapted, and therefore not consid-
ered further.

3.2.5 Discussion

None of the investigated modeling paradigms can completely fulfill our set
of requirements. We will therefore use and combine several features of these
paradigms to be able to fulfill all requirements posed in Section 1.5, namely the
basic model structure of SPNs, the reward concept of SRNs and the symbol
outputs of HMMs. A formal definition of the resulting modeling paradigm is
presented in the next section.

3.3 Formal Specification of Augmented Stochas-
tic Petri Nets and Hybrid ASPN

Coming from the modeling domain, we base our paradigm on well known discrete
stochastic models (DSM), in our case we choose a type of non-Markovian SPNs
(as we defined it in [107]). Adapted from the special class introduced in [30], we
augment these non-Markovian SPNs with symbol outputs at transitions. The
formalization here draws mainly on the following sources [17, 20, 46, 85].
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3.3.1 Augmented Stochastic Petri Nets

Formally, an ASPN is a tuple ASPN = (P, T, I,O,H,M0, V, b) with the follow-
ing elements:

� P = {p1 . . . p|P |} is a set of Places representing physical locations or sys-
tem states, which are drawn as empty circles. The marking of the ASPN
is given by the distribution of tokens in the places of the net M M̂ = N|P |
is called the potential state space of the ASPN.

� T = {t1, ...t|T |} is a set of transitions, which is partitioned in a set of
immediate transitions TI and a set of timed transitions TT .

– An element of TI is drawn as a solid bar, and is associated with
a probability TI → [0, 1] annotated at the transition, denoting the
firing probability in competition situations. If the probability is not
stated, it defaults to 1. Immediate transitions can fire as soon as
they are enabled, according to their assigned probability.

– An element of TT is drawn as an empty rectangle, and is associated
with an arbitrary continuous probability distribution function and
possibly a memory policy, both annotated at the transition. This
distribution describes the firing time, which needs to elapse between
enabling and firing of a transition. This time can be exponentially
distributed (Markovian), deterministic (constant firing time) or have
any other distribution type such as Weibull, log-normal etc. (com-
pare [84]). Different memory policies may take effect when a transi-
tion is disabled before firing: race-age (RA) remembers the enabling
time already elapsed and continues the countdown upon re-enabling,
which corresponds to the preemptive resume execution policy de-
scribed in [20]; race-enable (RE) resets the elapsed enabling time
when being disabled before firing and re-samples the probability dis-
tribution upon re-enabling, which is default and usually not anno-
tated explicitly and corresponds to the preemptive repeat different
execution policy described in [20].

� I,O,H : P × T → N0 are incidence functions and specify the connection
between places and transitions.

– If I(p, t) > 0, an input arc leads from place p to transition t, drawn
as a solid line arrow and annotated with the respective value on the
arc. The value of I(p, t) determines the number of tokens that need
to be present in place p for transition t to be enabled, and likewise
the number of tokens destroyed in p, when t fires.

– If O(p, t) > 0, an output arc leads from transition t to place p, drawn
as a solid line arrow and annotated with the respective value on the
arc. The value of O(p, t) determines the number of tokens that are
created in place p when t fires.

– If H(p, t) > 0, an inhibitor arc leads from place p to transition t,
drawn as a solid line with circle arrow head and annotated with the
respective value on the arc. The value of H(p, t) determines the
number of tokens that need to be present in p for transition t to be
disabled.
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� M0 = {m1 . . .m|P |} (M0 : P → N) is the initial marking of the ASPN,
where mi denotes the number of tokens in place pi at the initialization of
the system. The number of tokens is either represented by the respective
number of black dots in the place, or the numeral if this is not feasible.

� V = {v1 . . . v|V |} is the set of discrete output symbols of the ASPN.

� b : V × P ∪ V × T → [0, 1] is the function describing the output behavior
of the ASPN, mapping the element generating the output and the output
symbol itself to the respective output probability. The output symbols are
represented by their descriptors at the end of dashed arrows attached to
the associated model element. The arrows are annotated with the respec-
tive output probability. In most cases the output is associated either to
the transitions or to the places, a combination is however also conceivable
and therefore not ruled out.

– If the output of the ASPN is generated depending on the current
system state, then b : V × P → [0, 1]. If a state can produce output
symbols, then the sum of the probabilities of all output symbols of
the state must be 1: ∃b(vi, pj) > 0⇒

∑
k=1...|V | b(vk, pj) = 1.

– If the output of the ASPN is generated depending on the ASPN
transitions, then b : V × T → [0, 1]. If a transition can produce
output symbols, then the sum of the probabilities of all output
symbols of that particular transition must be 1: ∃b(vi, tj) > 0 ⇒∑
k=1...|V | b(vk, tj) = 1.

The elements P, T, I,O,H,M0 were taken from Petri nets and are widely
known. For more details on the semantics and dynamics of SPN refer to the
our publication [107] and general Petri net literature [17, 20].

Elements V and b hold the augmentation information. The specific output
semantics are the following: when a transition with associated output symbols
fires, one of these symbols is emitted, sampled according to their probabilities.
When symbols are associated with places, which corresponds to a specific system
state, observations are made through an independent process. The symbol is
sampled depending on the current system state and the places associated output
symbols. Observed outputs are collected in a protocol with their respective
emission / sampling time stamps.

Additional restrictions may be imposed for subclasses or easier computation,
but formal augmentation is the main feature here. Symbol emissions are usually
restricted to timed transitions, since allowing immediate transitions to emit
symbols might result in multiple symbols per time step. This does however not
seem to be a harsh restriction, since immediate transitions usually represent
logical decisions and not the ending of real activities.

In Section 3.4 we will discuss the fulfillment of the requirements using this
model description, and in Section 3.5 we will present two example ASPN, one
with transition triggered output and one with an independent sampling process
generating the output protocol.

3.3.2 Hybrid Augmented Stochastic Petri Nets

Formally, an H-ASPN is a tuple (P, T, I,O,H,M0,W, ~w0, GF, ir, rr). The ele-
ments P, T, I,O,H,M0 are exactly the same as in ASPNs. The hybrid compo-
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nents, modeled using ideas from SRNs [43] and FSPNs [46, 214], are specified
as follows:

� W : {w1 . . . w|W |} is a set of variables, representing continuous system
quantities, which are represented by their descriptors in the Petri net. The
current values of these quantities are given by a vector ~w|W | ∈ Ŵ = R|W |.
Ŵ extends the potential state space of the ASPN M̂ by the potential
values of the reward vector, forming the potential state space of the H-
ASPN M̂ × Ŵ .

� ~w0 = {w1 . . . w|W |} is the vector containing the initial values of the con-
tinuous system quantities.

� GF : T × N|P | × R|W | → 0, 1 describes the marking dependent guard of
each transition. If the Boolean expression evaluates to 1, the transition is
enabled, and it is disabled otherwise.

� ir : T × M̂ × Ŵ → R (or R|W |) describes a type of impulse reward,
which can change the value of a continuous quantity immediately. The
change can be dependent on the current marking of the ASPN. The reward
is represented by a dashed arrow from the transition to the respective
continuous quantity, annotated with the scalar value of or the function
describing the immediate change.

� rr : P ×M̂ ×Ŵ → R (or R|W |) describes a type of rate reward, which can
change the value of a continuous quantity continuously. The rate of change
can be dependent on the current marking of the ASPN. If the reward is
associated with a specific place, it can be represented by a dashed arrow
from a place to the respective continuous quantity, annotated with the
scalar value of or the function describing the change rate. The reward can
however also be completely independent of the discrete system state and
can then be represented by an ordinary differential equation (ODE).

The process generating observations from the system is different from the
one in ASPNs. Samples of the continuous measures can be taken at any time,
and will be collected in a protocol associated with the time at which the sample
was drawn. The protocol can contain values of different continuous quantities,
but not every continuous system quantity must be represented.

In the following section we will discuss the fulfillment of the requirements
using this model description, and in Section 3.5 we will present an example
H-ASPN.

3.4 Reviewing Technical Requirements

In this section we will examine to what extent the paradigms of ASPNs and
H-ASPNs can fulfill the requirements stated in Section 1.5. All of these were
considered in the construction of ASPNs, and this section will relate the re-
quirements to the model elements satisfying them.

The requirements for discrete stochastic systems are the following:
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R1 Activities or processes are governed by arbitrary continuous distributions.
This is realized through the timed transitions of the ASPN TT , whose firing
time can be described by arbitrary continuous distribution functions.

R2 Multiple such processes may be going on at the same time and independently
of each other. The number of transitions that can be connected to a spe-
cific place by an input arc is not restricted, and multiple such transitions
can be enabled at the same time, if their preconditions are fulfilled.

R3 The finishing of processes or an independent sampling process result in ob-
servable outputs. This is realized through the output function b, which
can described as a mapping of transitions and symbols to probabilities or
as a mapping of places and symbols to probabilities.

R4 The continuously generated outputs (collected in a protocol) stochastically
depend on the system state. This protocol is not inherently part of the
ASPN, however the sampling or output process by definition need to col-
lect the observed symbols in a suitable way. The output symbols can be
associated with probabilities, making them stochastically dependent on
the system state.

Thus the requirements for discrete stochastic systems are fulfilled.
The requirements for hybrid stochastic systems are the following:

R5 The system may contain continuous elements, such as reward values. This
is fulfilled by including the set R of continuous quantities in the H-ASPNs.

R6 The finishing of processes may change these values immediately. The im-
pulse reward element ir can change the value of such a continuous element
immediately when the associated state change happens / the associated
transition fires.

R7 The values may change continuously depending on the discrete system state,
specified through ordinary differential equations (ODE) The rate reward
element rr can change the value of such a continuous element continuously
and can depend on the current system state.

R8 An independent process samples some of these continuous values and these
are collected in the protocol. Analogous to ASPNs, the sampling process
by definition needs to collect the observed samples in a suitable way.

R9 The continuous values can influence the discrete system state. This is re-
alized through the inclusion of guard functions GF , which can enable or
disable transitions according to conditions, which can refer to continuous
model elements.

Thus the requirements for hybrid stochastic systems are also fulfilled.

3.5 Example ASPN and H-ASPN

In this section we will show three systems represented as ASPNs and H-ASPNs.
The examples will illustrate the different possibilities provided by the modeling
paradigm, foremost the principle of augmentation.
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Figure 3.1: ASPN of a car rental agency model with output triggered by tran-
sitions

3.5.1 Example ASPN With Transitions Triggering Output
- Car Rental Agency

The first example is that of a car rental agency, which is a classical queuing
system with two queues and one server. The example has been used in the PhD
thesis of Robert Buchholz, which also introduced the concept of ASPN [30]. The
example will also be used in Section 5.4.2 to illustrate behavior reconstruction
via VSSs.

The system consists of one employee serving two classes of customers, or-
dinary and premium. There exist two separate queues for the two customer
classes: Premium customers are served first and their service takes longer on
average than the service of ordinary customers. An ongoing service process is
not interrupted. There is one door in the rental agency used by all customers
for entering and exiting. Using the door triggers a protocol entry with the re-
spective time stamp, not distinguishing between entry and exit. The protocol
therefore reflects all arriving and leaving customers, which corresponds to all
arrivals and service completions.

The ASPN of the car rental agency is shown in Figure 3.1. Two parallel
strands represent the processes of the different customer classes, the upper pro-
cess represents premium customers and the lower one ordinary customers. The
process flow is from left to right. Both customer classes have normally dis-
tributed inter-arrival times with different mean values (PA,OA). The arrival
of a customer triggers a protocol entry, as the door is used. This is represented
by Door symbols being emitted, when the arrival transitions fire. Each queue,
represented as places (PQ,OQ) has a maximum capacity of 50 customers, which
is reflected by inhibitor arcs, disabling the arrival processes, when the queue is
full. When the employee is not occupied (token in EI), the customers can seize
the limited resource employee and advance to the service counter (transitions
PSS,OSS to places PSC,OSC). The inhibitor arc from PQ to OSS prioritizes
premium customers, when there are any in the queue. The length of both ser-
vice processes is Weibull distributed, with different scale parameters (PS,OS).
The ending of the service processes releases the employee resource and triggers
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Table 3.1: An example system output protocol of the car rental agency model
Trace

Time Stamp Symbol
29.50 Door
35.89 Door
43.90 Door
53.74 Door
68.18 Door
73.52 Door

the emission of the symbol Door, generating a protocol entry, since the door is
again used by a customer leaving the store.

The car rental agency model contains some of the elements requiring the
definition of ASPNs in the first place. The model contains four non-Markovian
transitions, up to three of which can be enabled concurrently, since no two
service processes in parallel are possible (requirements R1 and R2). The arrival
of a customer and the ending of a service process trigger symbol outputs, which
can then be collected in a protocol (requirement R3). An example protocol with
minutes as time unit can be seen in Table 3.1.

The formal description of the ASPN can be found below.

Server = (P, T, I, O,H,M0, V, b)

P = {PQ,PSC,OQ,OSC,EI}
TI = {PSS,OSS}
TT = {PA,PS,OA,OS}

I(p, t) =


1 : p = PQ ∧ t = PSS ∨ p = OQ ∧ t = OSS

∨ p = EI ∧ (t = PSS ∨ t = OSS)
∨ p = PSC ∧ t = PS ∨ p = OSC ∧ t = OS

0 : else

O(p, t) =


1 : p = PQ ∧ t = PA ∨ p = OQ ∧ t = OA

∨ p = EI ∧ (t = PS ∨ t = OS)
∨ p = PSC ∧ t = PSS ∨ p = OSC ∧ t = OSS

0 : else

H(p, t) =

 1 : p = PQ ∧ t = OSS
50 : p = PQ ∧ t = PA ∨ p = OQ ∧ t = OA
0 : else

M0 = (0, 0, 0, 0, 1)

V = {Door}

b(Door, p) =

{
1 : p = PA ∨ p = OA ∨ p = PS ∨ p = OS
0 : else

Using this ASPN we can now formally describe the relationship of unob-
served stochastic system behavior and observable output protocol. The proto-
col and the model description can now be used to reconstruct unobserved likely
system behavior, solving for example the following inverse problems:

� What was the proportion of premium customers on that particular day,
based on a sales protocol?
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� Did the employee adhere to the prescribed service times, based on a sales
protocol?

� How probable is the protocol, given the system specification we know?

� Has the system specification (our employee’s behavior / the arrival behav-
ior) changed?

In Chapter 5 we will introduce a computational model and solution algo-
rithms to solve the questions stated above and others for similar models.

3.5.2 Example ASPN With Places Triggering Output -
Disease Progression

The second example of a system modeled using ASPN is placed in the medical
domain. We used the example in [108] to illustrate behavior reconstruction
through decoding via VSSs. The system to be modeled is different from the car
rental agency, in that the actual state changes are not detectable, partly due to
the states being more concepts than actual physical states and their boundaries
being somewhat arbitrary. The example ASPN shown here is a generalization,
and will be detailed further in Section 4.4.2.

The scenario is that we have a protocol of the symptoms of a patient assumed
to be suffering from a specific disease. The disease progresses in three different
stages: Stage1, Stage2, Recovered. In each of the stages, the probability of
the patient to show symptoms is different. The protocol contains results of
medical examinations of the patient, each entry stating whether the patient is
showing symptoms at that particular point in time. Thus the process creating
the protocol and the actual system output are both independent of the state
changes of the system, and thus represents an independent sampling process.

Figure 3.2: ASPN of a disease progression model with output triggered by states

A graphical representation of the disease in shown in Figure 3.2. The time
unit assumed is days. The disease progression is linear and there are no re-
lapses. The patient is initially in Stage1, which has a normally distributed
duration (D1). The probability to show symptoms symbol (Sym) in Stage1 is
0.6, and the reciprocal probability to show none (symbol noSym) is 0.4. Stage2
also has a normally distributed duration (D2) and the probability of exhibiting
symptoms decreases to 0.3. The last stage is Recovered, where the probability
to exhibit the disease typical symptoms is 0. The sampling process generating
the protocol entries is not explicitly included in the model, since it is completely
independent of the actual disease progression. Whenever a symbol is sampled, it
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Table 3.2: An example system output protocol of the disease progression model
Trace

Time Stamp Symbol
0.00 Sym
0.93 Sym
2.05 Sym
2.91 noSym
3.99 noSym
5.05 Sym

is sampled according to the emission probability of the current system state. As-
suming a daily examination of the patient with slight deviations due to external
influences, an example of a protocol can be seen in Table 3.2.

The disease progression model contains some of the elements requiring the
definition of ASPNs. The model contains two non-Markovian transitions (re-
quirement R1), symbol outputs conditionally depend on the system state (re-
quirements R2 and R4), and are collected in a protocol (requirement R3).

The formal description of the ASPN can be found below.

Disease = (P, T, I,O,H,M0, V, b)

P = {Stage1, Stage2, Recovered}
TI = ∅
TT = {D1, D2}

I(p, t) =

 1 : p = Stage1 ∧ t = D1
∨ p = Stage2 ∧ t = D2

0 : else

O(p, t) =

 1 : p = Stage2 ∧ t = D1
∨ p = Recovered ∧ t = D2

0 : else

H(p, t) = ∅
M0 = (1, 0, 0)

V = {Sym, noSym}

b(v, p) =



0.6 : p = Stage1 ∧ v = Sym
0.4 : p = Stage1 ∧ v = noSym
0.3 : p = Stage2 ∧ v = Sym
0.7 : p = Stage2 ∧ v = noSym
1.0 : p = Recovered ∧ v = noSym

0 : else

Performing behavior reconstruction using a protocol of patients symptoms,
we can ask the following questions:

� How likely is the patient suffering from the given disease?

� Having models for several different disease, which is the patient is suffering
from most likely?

In Chapter 4 we will introduce a computational model and solution algo-
rithms to solve these questions and others for similar models.
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3.5.3 Example Hybrid ASPN - Solar Heater System

The third example will illustrate H-ASPNs. A solar-thermal heating system
from our publication [115] models a private household renewable energy system
consisting of a water tank, solar panels and optional external heating to increase
the temperature, as well as a water heater as load. This idealized model of a
private household system contains simplified dynamics for energy consumption
and production as well as several constant rewards.

Figure 3.3: H-ASPN of the solar heater dynamics

The H-ASPN of the system is shown in Figure 3.3. The model time
unit is assumed to be hours. Three different sets of places represent the
discrete system dynamics. Day and Night have deterministic durations for
their transitions Sunrise and Nightfall. The Heater can be On and Off
(HeaterOn,HeaterOff), and the durations of either state are normally dis-
tributed (SwitchOn, SwitchOff). The switch between buying external heat
(BuyHeat) and running autonomously (Autonomous) is realized through im-
mediate transitions (StartBuying, CeaseBuying) with guard functions. The
continuous measure in the system is the Water Temperature (WT ) in the hot
water storage tank, in ◦C. Independent of the system state, the water temper-
ature decreases continuously by 0.01◦C/h. When the heater is on and using
warm water, the water temperature decreases by an additional 3◦C/h. During
the day, the water temperature increases due to the solar heater panels, heat-
ing the water with a rate of 5◦C/h. When the water temperature in the tank
drops below the threshold TempLow, the external heating system is activated,
causing a constant increase of 10◦C/h in the water tank temperature. When
the threshold TempHigh is reached, the external heater is turned off.

The process generating output is sampling the continuous water temperature
at roughly 5h intervals and recording the values with the respective time stamps
in a protocol. An example of such a protocol can be seen in Table 3.3.
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Table 3.3: An example system output protocol of the solar heater model
Trace

Time Stamp Symbol
0.00 50.00
5.03 60.20
10.01 62.76
15.05 59.94
19.84 60.40
24.86 84.26

The solar heater H-ASPN contains several elements, which lead to the re-
quirements stated in Section 1.5. The system contains a continuous model
element (requirement R5), which is modified continuously depending on the
system state (requirement R7). Guard functions referencing the continuous
measure trigger immediate transitions (requirement R9) and an independent
sampling process is used to collect values in a protocol (requirement R8).

The formal description of the H-ASPN can be found below.

Heater = (P, T, I,O,H,M0, R, ~r0, GF, ir, rr)

P = {Day,Night,BuyHeat,Autonomous,HeaterOn,HeaterOff}
TI = {StartBuying, CeaseBuying}
TT = {SwitchOn, SwitchOff, Sunrise,Nightfall}

I(p, t) =


1 : p = D ∧ t = NF ∨ p = N ∧ t = SR

∨ p = BH ∧ t = CB ∨ p = A ∧ t = SB
∨ p = HOn ∧ t = SwOff ∨ p = HOff ∧ t = SwOn

0 : else

O(p, t) =


1 : p = D ∧ t = SR ∨ p = N ∧ t = NF

∨ p = BH ∧ t = SB ∨ p = A ∧ t = CB
∨ p = HOn ∧ t = SwOn ∨ p = HOff ∧ t = SwOff

0 : else

H(p, t) = 0

M0 = (1, 0, 0, 1, 1, 0)

W = {WaterTemperature} = {WT}
~r0 = (70)
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GF (t,M,WT ) =


1 : t = StartBuying ∧WT < TempLow
0 : t = StartBuying ∧WT ≥ TempLow
1 : t = CeaseBuying ∧WT > TempHigh
0 : t = CeaseBuying ∧WT ≤ TempHigh

1 : else

ir(t,M,WT ) = 0

rr(M,WT ) =



11.99 : M = (1, 0, 1, 0, 1, 0)
14.99 : M = (1, 0, 1, 0, 0, 1)
1.99 : M = (1, 0, 0, 1, 1, 0)
4.99 : M = (1, 0, 0, 1, 0, 1)
6.99 : M = (0, 1, 1, 0, 1, 0)
9.99 : M = (0, 1, 1, 0, 0, 1)
−3.01 : M = (0, 1, 0, 1, 1, 0)
−0.01 : M = (0, 1, 0, 1, 0, 1)

rr(p,M,WT ) =


5 : p = Day

10 : p = BuyHeat
−3 : p = HeaterOn

−0.01 : ∀p,M,WT

Using the H-ASPN we can formally describe the relationship of the discrete
and the continuous model part, which can be observed through an independent
sampling process. A protocol and the model description can now be used to
reconstruct unobserved behavior, answering questions such as:

� How well does the model fit the actual usage behavior?

� What is a likely usage behavior, out of several possible?

In Chapter 6 we will introduce a computational model and solution algo-
rithms to solve the questions stated above and others for similar models.

3.6 Discussion and Outlook

The presented paradigms of ASPNs and H-ASPNs were developed to fulfill the
requirements stated above. Therefore they are by construction suitable for the
tasks stated. The three examples illustrate the modeling capabilities and will
be used in later chapters to demonstrate behavior reconstruction via VSSs.

Different user models are surely conceivable, also fulfilling these require-
ments, which could be based on different DSMs, such as queuing systems. It
is an area of future research to modify or augment these modeling paradigms
adequately for modeling partially observable system variants, in order to extend
the VSS framework.

Since we created yet another type of Petri net, one can perform classical
Petri net analysis as future research, such as examining liveliness, deadlocks etc.
These would make our ASPNs more readily accessible for the SPN community.

As a result of this chapter, we now having a feasible user model for VSSs with
which we can continue to the computational models and solution algorithms for
inverse problems in the following chapters.
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Hidden Non-Markovian
Models

This chapter will outline the first and most general modeling paradigm designed
to make solving inverse problems through virtual stochastic sensors (VSS) be-
havior reconstruction work: hidden non-Markovian models (HnMM). HnMMs
are a computational model to turn the user model of augmented stochastic Petri
nets (ASPN) into a more easily processable form. We will present the idea, for-
malization and an algorithm to perform behavior reconstruction of partially ob-
servable discrete stochastic systems (PODSS) using ASPNs and HnMMs. Aca-
demic examples are used to illustrate the method’s validity and performance.

We presented initial research on behavior reconstruction of PODSSs in [89,
107, 210]. We introduced the concept of HnMMs first in [112], laying down
formal foundations and ideas for solution approaches. Our further research lead
to application examples [33, 108] and extensions which will be presented in
Chapters 5 and 6.

4.1 Combining Hidden Markov Models and Dis-
crete Stochastic Models - What Is the Idea
Behind That?

Discrete stochastic models (DSM) such as stochastic Petri nets (SPN) are widely
applicable to represent real systems with concurrent activities. However, when
modeling the system, it has to be completely observable. Doubly stochastic pro-
cesses such as hidden Markov models (HMM) can represent partially observable
behavior and reconstruct unobserved system developments from observations
[64, 159]. However, HMMs are limited in expressiveness (see Section 2.1.2), and
do not cover the intended model class: problems with concurrent and indepen-
dent non-Markovian activities and symbol outputs at arbitrary points in time
(cf. Section 1.5).

We intend to make the behavior reconstruction capabilities of HMMs avail-
able for more general DSMs, and therefore combine the advantages of DSMs
and HMMs in VSSs (see Section 1.4).

43
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4.2 Formalization of HnMM - Basic and Vari-
ants

We presented the first version of this formalization in [107] and further extended
in [112]. Since then, it has been further refined to form a more comprehensive
and useful model description. The current version used here is very close to the
one presented for conversive hidden non-Markovian models (CHnMM) in [30]
and also based on the HMM notation introduced by Lawrence Rabiner [159].

Depending on the application, the symbol emissions can depend on the tran-
sitions or on the model states, therefore we will define HnMMs with transition
triggered symbol emissions (Section 4.2.1) with three variations, and HnMMs
with a transition independent sampling process that generates symbols depend-
ing on the current system state (Section 4.2.3).

4.2.1 Formal Specification - Transitions as Central Model
Element

In this first form of HnMMs, the firing of a transition can cause the emission of
an output symbol. This is the case in the job shop process, where the beginning
and end of a processing step are marked by symbol emissions, since the entering
an leaving of the respective work area can be detected by the sensors installed.
Formally, an HnMM is a 5-tuple (S, V, TR,A,Π) with the following elements,
complemented by trace and path:

� S = {s1 . . . sN} is the set of N discrete states of the system.

� V = {v1 . . . vM} is the set of M output symbols.

� TR = {TR1 . . . TRK} is the set of K state transitions, where each

� TRk = (dist, b(v), aging) can invoke multiple state changes.

– dist describes the continuous probability distribution function that
governs a state transition .

– b(v) : V 7→ [0, 1] determines the output probability of every symbol
for that transition.

– aging is set to true, if the transition has a race-age (RA) memory
policy (see Section 3.3).

� A = {aij}NxN describes the complete state transition behavior and aij ⊆
TR is the set of transitions that can cause the transition from state si to
state sj .

� Π = (π1, ...πN ) is the initial probability vector of the discrete states and
πi is the probability of the system to be in state si at time 0.

� O = {(o1, e1) . . . (oT , eT )} is a sequence of output symbols ot with time
stamps et. It is also called trace.

� Q = {(q0, e0) . . . (qP , eP )} P ≥ T is a sequence of system states qt with
time stamps et. it is also called path.

The model λ = {A,Π} completely describes the dynamic behavior of the system
and is therefore often used as representative of the model.
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Comparison of HMM and HnMM Since we are basing HnMMs on the
commonly used HMMs, we will outline the similarities and differences between
these two modeling paradigms.

Like HMMs, HnMMs also use states to describe the hidden model part,
since state spaces underlie all DSMs. In non-Markovian models, the transitions
and activities form the central model elements, as opposed to the states in a
discrete-time Markov chains (DTMC) and HMMs, which is reflected by the
addition of TR to the tuple. In contrast to HMMs, where A contains the
transition probabilities, the transition matrix A of HnMMs is filled with actual
transition objects with arbitrary continuous distribution functions to represent
their firing time. We also attached the symbol emissions to these transitions
and added TRk as elements of A, making the HMM output probability matrix
B superfluous. The trace O (protocol) collecting the successive symbol outputs
is extended with time stamps for each symbol, as is the path Q that contains
time stamps for the state changes. State transitions not emitting symbols which
are explicitly allowed, can cause the path Q to be longer than the trace O, since
not all changes need to be observable.

4.2.2 HnMM Characteristics and Variants

Modeling and design decisions may need to be made in order to represent differ-
ent systems accurately. We identified three main characteristics described here
in detail. Depending on their specificity, they lead to different variants of the
HnMM paradigm.

Does every state change emit symbols? YES leads to model variant Eall,
NO to model variant Esome. Eall means that all unobservable state changes
have some outside effect, and can thus be detected. Examples for systems
allowing for Eall are a machine announcing every phase transition with the same
signal, or the car rental agency system described in Section 3.5. This modeling
choice results in the reduced model class CHnMM, which will be described in
detail in Chapter 5). It results in trace O and path Q having the same length
(T = P ), since every state change produces exactly one observable symbol.
Esome means that some hidden state changes cannot be detected at all, which
makes behavior reconstruction more complicated. An example where Esome
should be used is a production line where only the output of the last machine is
being monitored, but the previous processing steps, which are also part of the
model are not, thus not producing observable output.

Can one state change be realized by at most one transition? YES
leads to model variant SConeT , NO leads to model variant SCnT . SConeT
is reflected in the elements of A being not sets, but single elements of TR. An
example for SConeT is a queuing system with one queue and server (G/G/1),
where only the arrival increases the number of people in the system and only
the service process decreases it. SCnT is not computationally harder to handle,
just in terms of formalization. An example for SCnT is a queuing system with
one queue and several servers, where the finishing of any of the service processes
decreases the number of people in the queue and the whole system it. Multiple
transitions per state change can also result from converting a higher level model
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into a state space representation. The SCnT property also needs to be reflected
in Q, by logging the actual state transitions TRk, instead of the resulting state
qt.

Are the ages of all non-Markovian transitions reset when the system
state changes? YES leads to model variant Treset, NO leads to model vari-
ant Tkeep. Treset leads to so called semi-Markov models, one such hidden
semi-Markov model (HSMM) is described by Salfner [173, 174]. An example for
systems enabling Treset is when multiple processes compete, such as the failure
or the maintenance of a system component or an error and the completion of
a network communication step. Tkeep results in a potentially vast increase in
state space and complexity, but only this allows for concurrent and independent
processes. TKeep becomes necessary, when multiple independent processes are
active concurrently such as in a queuing system with multiple servers, e.g. the
rental agency system in Section 3.5. Supplementary variables [68, 70] are then
needed to keep track of the current activation time of all relevant transitions,
which is explained in Section 2.3 and in detail in [120].

This differentiation of model types results in different handling in the solu-
tion algorithms. The most complex model type combines the Esome, SCnT
and Tkeep properties. In Section 4.3 we will develop behavior reconstruction
algorithms for this most general HnMM type, if not explicitly stated otherwise.
Thus the algorithms will also be suitable for the less complex model variants.

4.2.3 Transition-Independent Sampling Process

In some real systems, the state changes themselves are not detectable, or even
the states clearly bounded (e.g. a patient’s status changing from one phase of
a disease to the next one - see Section 3.5). Consequently, the state transitions
loose their central position, and the focus is again shifted to the system states.
This needs to be reflected in the model definition. Fortunately, it only results
in minor changes, detaching symbol output from the transitions and connecting
it to the states again. This is accomplished by (re-)introducing the output
probability matrix B of HMMs in model S, V, TR,A,B,Π. The modified and
new model elements are shown here:

� TRi = (dist, aging) can represent multiple state changes.

– dist describes the continuous probability distribution function that
governs a state transition.

– aging is set to true, if the transition has a RACE-AGE memory
policy.

� B = {bjk|bjk = P (ot = vk|qt = sj)} contains output probabilities for each
state sj and output symbol vk.

The hidden process is still non-Markovian, and the sampling process is not
explicitly included in model specification. An independent sampling process can
have several causes: regular measurements of certain quantities (existing sen-
sors, maintenance cycle), or measurements made due to consultation of experts
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(e.g. a mechanic or a medic). The time between these measurements can be
completely independent of the hidden first stochastic process. The distinction
of Treset and Tkeep, as well as SCnT and SConeT is possible for this model
type as well.

The choice between transition triggered symbol output and an independent
sampling process is highly dependent on the application, however most of the
time the choice is obvious.

4.2.4 Conversion of ASPNs to HnMMs

This section describes how to convert an ASPN user model as described in
Chapter 3 into an HnMM computational model to facilitate behavior recon-
struction for VSSs. This description has been adapted from [30] to fit the up-
dated ASPN description. It is based on the well known generalized stochastic
Petri net (GSPN) to reachability graph (RG) to continuous-time Markov chain
(CTMC) conversion method [132]. The method is applicable, since GSPNs and
ASPNs are both Petri net classes. HnMM states correspond to system states,
as used in general in the RGs. As in [132], we assume that each ASPN marking
corresponds to one state of the HnMM.

1. From the known initial marking M0 of the ASPN, recursively determine
all N reachable tangible markings, i.e. reachable markings in which no
immediate transition is active, assuming a finite set of markings. Then
create one discrete state sn for each marking.

2. For each of the M unique symbols that the timed transitions of the ASPN
emit, add symbol Vm to the HnMM. (V := V , M = |V |)

3. For each of the K timed transitions in TT of the ASPN, an HnMM activity
TRk is created, whose elements (dist, b(v), aging) are given as follows:

� dist is the probability distribution of the timed transitions duration.

� b(v) is the mapping of emitted symbol to probabilities, taken from
the ASPN specification b(vj , tk).

� aging is true if the ASPN transition is of type race-age (RA), false
otherwise.

4. The state transition matrix AN×N is initially filled with empty sets ∅. For
each of the tangible markings si and enabled timed transition TRk, the
tangible marking sj is determined that is reached when transition TRk
fires in si, also taking into consideration possible subsequent immediate
transitions, assuming their number is finite. TRk is then included in the
set aij .

5. The initial probability vector Π of length N has probability 1 for the initial
marking s1 of the ASPN, 0 for all other entries.

This process converts an ASPN to an HnMM =(S, V, TR,A,Π) which can
now be used as input for VSS behavior reconstruction algorithms based on the
Proxel method [84, 120].
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4.3 Proxel-Based HnMM Behavior Reconstruc-
tion Algorithm

We will use an adapted version of the Proxel algorithm (see Section 2.3) enabling
VSS behavior reconstruction using HnMMs as computational model. The task
solved corresponds to the evaluation and decoding task described in Section
2.1.1 and determines most likely unobserved system behavior (paths) and their
probability, given an output protocol (trace). We introduced the main content
of this section in [112]. Adapting the Proxel algorithm is suitable for several
reasons:

� The Proxel method determines possible development paths of the system
and their probability, which perfectly suits the task of evaluation and
decoding.

� Proxels turn a non-Markovian Model into a DTMC, which links them to
HMMs.

� Proxels as data structure already contain route information (even though
seldom used) showing what happened to get to this exact element, which
facilitates decoding.

The adapted Proxel algorithm takes as input the HnMM and a system trace.
Starting from a defined initial state, it iteratively determines possible follow up
states in discrete time steps. When analyzing HnMMs, only paths having a non-
zero probability of producing the output trace are actually valid, and all others
can be discarded. By calculating and tracking the probabilities of all of these
system developments, the algorithm discovers the reachable system state space
on-the-fly and returns a list of possible system development paths, including the
probability of each path.

The complete adapted Proxel algorithm for HnMM behavior reconstruction
is shown in Algorithm 1.

Proxel Algorithm Elements

The Proxel is a 5-tuple ρ = (s, ~τ , t, R, p) and the central unit of the method. It
represents one point in the system state space expanded by the elapsed activa-
tion times of the currently active or race-age (RA) transitions, the route through
the state space that led to this element and the probability of this combination.

� s is the discrete state of the system, e.g. the current marking of the ASPN.

� τ is the age intensity vector and contains the activation times of the cur-
rently enabled or RA transitions.

� t is the current point in simulation time.

� R holds the route through the state space by which this particular Proxel
was reached. This corresponds to the path in HnMMs.

� p is the probability of this particular combination of s, τ, t and R.
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Specific elements of a Proxel are referred to ρ.x. All generated Proxels are
temporarily stored in the data structure Ω, which is assumed to be a first in
first outs (FIFO) queue. O = {ox, ex} is the observed symbol output sequence
of length T with the elements ox containing the symbol and ex its time stamp.

Proxel Algorithm Pseudo Code

Algorithm 1: Proxel-based behavior reconstruction algorithm for
HnMM

Input: s0 initial model state, ∆ discrete simulation step size, O system
trace

Output: Ω set of all reachable Proxels at the end of the protocol

1 Ω← �;

2 AddProxel (s0,~0, 0, s0, 1);
3 while Ω 6= � do
4 ρ← GetProxel ();
5 if ρ.t > eT then return (Ω + ρ);
6 if ∃ (ox, ex) ρ.t < ox and ρ.t+ ∆ ≥ ox then
7 foreach TRi in TR do
8 if Enabled (ρ.s, TRi) and TRi.b(ox) > 0 then
9 AddProxel (Successor (ρ.s, TRi), Update (ρ.~τ , ρ.s, TRi),

ρ.t+ ∆, Append (ρ.R,Successor (ρ.s, TRi),ρ.t+ ∆),
ρ.p ∗∆ ∗ µi(τi) ∗ TRi.b(ox));

10 else
11 AddProxel (ρ.s,Update (ρ.~τ , ρ.s,�),ρ.t+ ∆, ρ.R,

ρ.p ∗ (1−∆ ∗
∑
µi(τi));

12 foreach TRi in TR do
13 if Enabled (ρ.s, TRi) and ∀TRi.b(v) == 0 then
14 AddProxel (Successor (ρ.s, TRi), Update (ρ.~τ , ρ.s, TRi),

ρ.t+ ∆, Append (ρ.R,Successor (ρ.s, TRi),ρ.t+ ∆),
ρ.p ∗∆ ∗ µi(τi));

The following functions are used in the algorithm:

AddProxel(s, ~τ , t, R, p) inserts Proxel ρ = (s, ~τ , t, R, p) into data structure Ω .

GetProxel() removes the oldest Proxel from Ω and returns its value.

Enabled(s, T) returns true if transition T is enabled in discrete state s.

Successor(s, T) returns the discrete state reached from discrete state s when
firing transition T .

Update(~τ , s, TRi) updates the enabling time vector τ when transition TRi fires,
or no state change happens (TRi = �), in discrete state s.

Append(R, s, t) appends the new discrete state s with the time stamp t to the
Proxel route R.
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µi(τi) returns the value of the hazard rate function (HRF) of the
distribution of transition TRi when activation time τi has
elapsed.

Algorithm Explanation

The following list explains the logic of the pseudo code in Algorithm 1.

line 1 The data structure Ω is initialized to the empty set.

line 2 The Proxel representing the initial state of the model (also M0

initial marking of the ASPN) is inserted into Ω.

line 3 Loop until Ω is empty.

line 4 Get the next Proxel ρ from Ω .

line 5 Continue only if the time stamp of the last protocol entry eT has
not yet been passed.

line 6 If there is a symbol emission in the trace for the currently pro-
cessed time step (t . . . t+ ∆), then a state change must have hap-
pened between t and t + ∆, and no Proxel for remaining in ρ.s
needs to be created.

line 7/8 Consider all transitions TRi that can fire in the discrete state of
the current Proxel ρ.s and that can emit the detected symbol ox.

line 9 Add a new Proxel to Ω that represents the next discrete state of
the system after the firing of TRi, and multiply the Proxels prob-
ability by the probability for transition TRi to emit the observed
symbol ox.

line 10 If there is no symbol in the trace for the current time step (t . . . t+
∆), the system state could have remained or changed without
symbol emission.

line 11 Add a new Proxel, representing the case that the system remains
in the discrete state ρ.s.

line 12/13 Consider all transitions TRi that can fire in the discrete state of
the current Proxel ρ.s and do not emit symbols when firing.

line 14 Add a new Proxel to Ω that represents the next discrete system
state after the firing of TRi.

Discussion of Proxel Behavior Reconstruction Algorithm

Compared to the original Proxel algorithm as explained in Section 2.3, the
handling of the age vector τ and memory policies largely stays the same. A
major difference to most prior implementations of the Proxel algorithm is that
the route is specifically included in the Proxel. This makes merging Proxels
with the same discrete state and age impossible, and results in a massive state
space explosion, which should render the algorithm infeasible. However, only
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Proxels matching the specific output trace are kept and analyzed. This removal
of invalid paths considerably reduces the number of Proxels, compensating for
the loss of merging capability. As opposed to the original Proxel algorithm,
pruning the Proxel tree is also avoided when reconstructing HnMM behavior.
This is due to the possibility of losing valid paths, which might currently be
very unlikely but the only valid ones left after later trace elements have been
processed.

The set of Proxels in the last time step represents all possible paths of the
system that could have generated the given trace, with their probability p. Sum-
ming up the probability of all of these Proxels results in the overall probability
of the given model to produce the given trace, effectively solving the evaluation
task. Backtracking the route R of the Proxel with the highest probability results
in the most likely generating path for the given trace, solving the decoding task
at the same time. In contrast to the Viterbi algorithm [159, 206], which returns
only the most likely generating path, the Proxel-based behavior reconstruction
yields all possible generating paths in discrete time steps.

Section 4.4 shows several experiments on academic examples to demonstrate
the validity and explore the performance of this Proxel-based behavior recon-
struction algorithm for VSSs.

4.3.1 Ideas on Training HnMM

There is no general solution to the training task for HnMMs as of yet, the task
being inherently more complex than evaluation and decoding. Parametrization
of a model is possible, but unsupervised training from a trace is not. For HMMs,
the training task is solved by correcting each single model parameter based on
evaluation solution characteristics [15, 159], since a direct mathematical rela-
tionship exists. Specifying a mathematical relationship is however not directly
possible for HnMMs, since the model parameters in HnMMs are of a more ab-
stract nature, e.g. distribution parameters influence a whole range of transitions
in the expanded model state space. Due to the lack of a direct and defined math-
ematical relationship, the HMM training approach cannot be transferred easily
to HnMMs.

However, in [89] we showed a method to train an HnMM containing only
one non-Markovian distribution. In an initial model we exchanged that one
non-Markovian distribution by a phase-type representation, actually turning the
HnMM into an HMM. We then fixed the output probabilities, in order to enable
interpretation of trained state space afterward, and then applied the Baum-
Welch training algorithm [15, 159] to obtain a trained HMM. We then fitted
the trained phase-type distribution to a continuous distribution function. This
procedure however only works for models with one concurrent non-Markovian
distribution, otherwise a back-fit is no longer possible. Furthermore the train-
ing procedure is very expensive, as in HMMs, and its convergence behavior is
not reliable, due to a local optimization process. Therefore we will omit the
algorithm details here.

For CHnMMs, more effective and more general training methods could be
found and will be documented in Chapter 5.
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4.4 Academic Models and Experiments

Several academic models have been utilized in the development of the VSS be-
havior reconstruction algorithms, all of which have been constructed to have
certain properties. A selection of these is presented here, in order to demon-
strate and examine specific properties of the Proxel-based algorithm and test its
performance limits. We presented a decoding task for a single machine system
model with transition triggered symbol output in [111, 113]. Furthermore we
examined an evaluation task for a concrete realization of the abstract disease
model from Section 3.5 with state-dependent symbol emissions and transition-
independent sampling process in [108]. Part II of this thesis will further examine
the application of VSSs with HnMMs to real world scenarios.

4.4.1 Machine Cost - a Decoding Problem

The fictitious problem setting of this VSS example is a factory with a large
number of machines, which are maintained and repaired by the operating per-
sonnel as needed. The manager only knows the costs induced by repairing
or maintaining each machine and the times at which these costs occurred, he
does however not have a record of the actual machine states or of the actual
procedures performed. The manager also knows the general behavior of each
machine including machine states, maintenance cycle, failure behavior, possible
repair and maintenance costs. From the protocol of costs incurred by a specific
machine he wants to reconstruct the machine behavior, in order to answer the
following questions:

� What was the most likely machine behavior to produce a particular pro-
tocol?

� Based on that: How often did a particular machine fail?

� How long was it offline due to maintenance or failure?

These questions are concerned with the particular machine behavior, which is
coded in the reconstructed system development path. The costs incurred by the
machine are represented by the symbols and collected in the trace. Therefore,
to answer these questions one needs to solve the decoding task. Modeling only
one machine is sufficient in this scenario, since the process modeled is assumed
to be independent from other machines in the factory. Thus the manager can
also have different models for different machines, accounting for differences in
their maintenance and failure behavior. We first examined this example in [111]
and modified it to represent a rare event problem in [113].

Model Setup and Description

Figure 4.1 shows the ASPN of a particular machine’s behavior, using days as
model time unit. The machine can have three distinct states, four transitions,
one being Markovian, and two of which produce output. The costs induced by
the machine are reported (entered in the protocol) only when the maintenance
or repair is over. An example protocol is shown in Table 4.1. Ambiguity is
produced by both processes being able to produce the same cost of 30e, resulting
in the same symbol which can be produced by two different transitions firing.
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Figure 4.1: Augmented stochastic Petri net of machine maintenance model

Table 4.1: Example system output protocol of machine maintenance model
Trace

time symbol
11.00749656 10e
14.20150724 30e
21.22899901 200e
30.10508718 20e
34.33076467 200e
43.25410244 10e
52.91165989 10e
54.96906588 30e
65.79285681 30e
75.26030177 10e
81.16556078 100e
84.12813144 100e
85.55479482 100e
88.26581531 100e
92.11685151 30e
96.43809096 30e
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The formal description of the HnMM corresponding to the ASPN is as fol-
lows:

S = {OK,Maintenance, Failed}
V = {10e, 20e, 30e, 100e, 200e}

TR = {MaintenanceInterval,Maintenance, Failure,Repair}
= {TRMI , TRM , TRF , TRR}

TRMI = (Uniform(3, 7),−, true)
TRM = (Normal(5, 0.2),

{b(10e) = 0.5, b(20e) = 0.33, b(30e) = 0.17} , false)
TRF = (Exp(0.2),−, false)
TRR = (Weibull(5, 2),

{b(30e) = 0.33, b(100e) = 0.5, b(200e) = 0.17} , false)

A =

 0 TRMI TRF
TRM 0 0
TRR 0 0


π = {1, 0, 0}

The number of HnMM states is the same as the number of ASPN places
in this case, since the places represent distinct states of a particular machine.
We can now use this formal model description as input to the behavior recon-
struction algorithm described above. The experiments will test the methods’
behavior reconstruction capabilities, examine its performance under parameter
changes and when rare events are introduced.

Validation Experiment Showing Method Capabilities

This first experiment shows the behavior reconstruction result and compares
it to the ground truth, which is known from the simulation. The result was
computed using a discrete time step of ∆ = 1.0 day.

Table 4.2 shows a comparison of the original system development path (time
stamps, state changes and resulting states), the resulting output trace (time
stamp and symbol) and the reconstructed system development (time stamp
and state). The table shows that the actual system states were reconstructed
correctly. The time stamps of 12 of the 14 state changes were also reconstructed
within the discretization time step accuracy, and one just slightly above. One
time stamp deviates from the actual system path (16 vs. 19), however the tran-
sition involved is exponentially distributed, which greatly increases the recon-
struction difficulty.

We can therefore conclude that the adapted Proxel algorithm can recon-
struct the unobserved system behavior for this particular example. Based on
the reconstruction of this short trace, the manager can also correctly reproduce
the number of actual failures of this a particular machine, which was three for
the original and also for the most likely among the reconstructed paths, thereby
answering a question of interest in this application example.
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Table 4.2: Comparison of original system path, system output trace and recon-
structed system path for machine maintenance model

Original Path Trace Reconstruction
time trans state time symbol time state
0.0 OK 0 OK

5.715927 MaintInt Maintenance 6 Maintenance
11.007497 Maint OK 11.007497 10e 12 OK
12.015012 Fail Failed 13 Failed
14.201507 Repair OK 14.201507 30e 15 OK
19.028242 Fail Failed 16 Failed
21.228999 Repair OK 21.228999 200e 22 OK
24.931665 MaintInt Maintenance 26 Maintenance
30.105087 Maint OK 30.105087 20e 31 OK
32.795876 Fail Failed 32 Failed
34.330765 Repair OK 34.330765 200e 35 OK
38.623461 MaintInt Maintenance 39 Maintenance
43.254102 Maint OK 43.254102 10e 44 OK
47.786298 MaintInt Maintenance 48 Maintenance
52.911660 Maint OK 52.911660 10e 53 OK

Figure 4.2 shows the development of the number of Proxels and valid sys-
tem paths with logarithmic scaling on the y-axis. The plot is characteristic for
the algorithm behavior, and shows that between symbol emissions the num-
bers of Proxels and paths grow exponentially. Only when a detected symbol
is processed, can the number of valid system developments be reduced drasti-
cally through the deletion of invalid paths, thus reducing the number of possible
system paths almost to 0.

Figure 4.2: Characteristic behavior of proxel algorithm during HnMM analysis

The experiment shows that using Algorithm 1, VSSs can successfully recon-
struct the unobserved behavior of the example system from the trace.

Performance Experiments

In the performance experiments we will vary some critical parameters of the in-
put and examine the algorithm performance regarding runtime in seconds. The
original experiments we describe in more detail in [113]. The paper describes a
general HnMM behavior reconstruction algorithm based on the original HMM
forward and Viterbi algorithms. Validation and performance experiments are
performed using a modified version of the machine maintenance model shown
in Figure 4.1.
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In order to examine possible interactions, we varied the length of the input
trace and the size of the state space both at the same time. The input trace
length is increased from 1 to 100,000 symbols and the size of the discrete model
state space from 3 to 24, by adding further machine states, copying the symbol
output properties to the existing ones. Figure 4.3 shows the influence of the
model complexity in terms of the size of the state space. The increase in runtime
is exponential with respect to the number of model states, which is due to the
property of the Proxel algorithm, generating all possible system developments
in every step. This exponential growth in the size of the state space can also be
observed in the original Proxel algorithm, when Proxels are not merged [120].
The runtime requirement shows a moderate linear increase when increasing the
trace length which is expected, roughly doubling when the trace length doubles.

Figure 4.3: Algorithm runtime with increasing number of model states and
different input trace length for machine maintenance model (logarithmic scaling)

Figure 4.4: Algorithm runtime with increasing input trace length and different
model sizes for machine maintenance model

Experiments With Rare Events

In another paper we evaluate the influence of rare events on the trace and
path probabilities [111]. The paper examines the effect of rarer events and rare
symbol outputs on the reconstruction performance. Here we use the model from
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Figure 4.1 with slightly different distributions to create comparably rare events:

MI = (Normal(23, 0.1),−, true)
M = (Normal(1, 0.1), b(10e) = 0.5, b(20e) = 0.33, b(30e) = 0.17, false)

F = (Exp(0.005),−, false)
R = (Normal(4, 1), b(30e) = 0.33, b(100e) = 0.5, b(200e) = 0.17, false)

We varied the failure rate of our example machine from 0.5E−1 to 0.1E−5.
Interestingly the probability of the path and trace are not directly dependent
on the rate of the exponential transition, but show first an increase, and then a
decrease with decreasing failure rate, as shown in Figure 4.5. The relative prob-
ability of the most likely path shown in Figure 4.6 however seems to converge
when the failure rate decreases further.

Figure 4.5: Influence of machine failure rate on trace and path probability
machine maintenance model (logarithmic scaling on both axes)

Figure 4.6: Influence of machine failure rate the relative path probability ma-
chine maintenance model (logarithmic scaling on x-axis)

We also varied the probability of a symbol from 0.1 to 0.1E − 5. This
influenced the trace and path probabilities, both decreasing with decreasing
symbol probability, as shown in Figure 4.7. This was to be expected, since the
symbol probability is always multiplied to obtain the new path probability.

In the experiments in [111] we also showed that the algorithm runtime is not
negatively affected by the introduction of rare events or rare symbols. This is
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Figure 4.7: Influence of symbol output probability on trace and path probability
machine maintenance model (logarithmic scaling on both axes)

a very positive result but also expected, since the cost of the Proxel algorithm
only depends on the number of time steps and the number of Proxels generated
in every time step. Neither is influenced by model parameters such as symbol
output probabilities or failure rates of an exponential distribution.

Thus we can conclude that the VSS behavior reconstruction algorithm for
HnMMs as computational model is also by construction not negatively affected
by the systems containing rare events, which is a major advantage over discrete
event simulation (DES) methods.

4.4.2 Patient Diagnosis - an Evaluation Problem With In-
dependent Sampling Process

The second academic example here is different in that the symbol emissions
are not triggered by the model transitions, but by an independent sampling
process and are conditioned on the discrete system states. We first introduced
the patient diagnosis example already described in Section 3.5 in [108].

The scenario in this experiment is that we have a protocol of the symptoms
of a specific patient assumed to be suffering from either the flu or the com-
mon cold. We used completely fictitious data for the model specification. The
symptoms are assumed to be similar for both diseases and are coughing, fever
and pain. We have two distinct models for flu and cold with three stages each,
both shown in Figure 4.8. We assume that the flu has longer phases and a
longer overall duration, as well as more severe symptoms, reflected by higher
symbol probabilities for coughing, fever and pain. Each of the symptoms has a
different occurrence probability in each stage, with the reciprocal probability of
the symptom not occurring. An interesting feature here is that there are three
different classes of symptoms that are treated as disjoint sets of output symbols.
They could also be combined into complex symbols, but the separate treatment
is more intuitive and also algorithmically possible. Refer to our paper [108] for
details.

Given a protocol, we want to determine the most likely of the two diseases
for each patient. This can be viewed as a classification problem. We will use the
classification accuracy, meaning the portion of correctly classified cases as our
performance measure. In our experiments we assume no size imbalance between
the different classes.
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Figure 4.8: Example ASPN of cold and flu development

Validation Experiment

For the validation experiment we used a simulation to create five random disease
progressions including traces of symptom observations for each disease. Addi-
tionally we recorded the generating path of these simulations to use as ground
truth. The interval for symptom observations was 0.25 days, which was then
increased to 0.5, 1.0 and 2.0 by deleting excess information.

This section shows the results of the behavior reconstruction of two partic-
ular output traces and compares them to the generating paths known from the
simulation. Furthermore, all ten traces are examined regarding the classifica-
tion accuracy. The output process is independent of the actual discrete system
dynamics and results in a larger number of output symbols than state changes
due to frequent symptom observations.

The first experiment was conducted with the first trace generated using
the ASPN shown in Figure 4.8 (left). Table 4.3 shows the original generating
path, the trace of observed symptoms (observation interval 0.5) and the most
likely reconstructed system path, P stands for Pain, C for Cough and F for
Fever. The reconstruction was computed using the algorithm described in
4.3 with a reconstruction time step of ∆ = 0.2. The table shows that the
discrepancy between ground truth and reconstructed path is within the time
step of the reconstruction method, and therefore cannot be improved further.
Table 4.4 shows the same comparison using a trace with observation interval 2.0
and reconstruction time step 0.2. The discrepancy between ground truth and
reconstruction is larger here, since less information is available. However, the
reconstructed and the ground truth state changes are in the same measurement
interval, which is the best accuracy achievable.

An analogous experiment with the first flu trace yielded largely similar re-
sults, confirming the validity of the reconstructed paths.

We further compared the reconstruction results viewing the problem as a
classification task. We recorded the evaluation results of the ten traces for both
models shown in Figure 4.8. The evaluation probabilities using an observation
interval of 0.25 can be seen in Table 4.5 and for an observation interval of 1.0
in Table 4.6. The reconstruction method time step was again ∆ = 0.2. In both
cases, all traces yielded a larger evaluation probability for the model which
corresponds to the ground truth, resulting in an overall classification accuracy
of 1.0.

These experiments show that the method described in Section 4.3 can be
used to accurately reconstruct unobserved system behavior for the above exam-
ple. The reconstructed path corresponds to the ground truth and comparing
the evaluation probability enables a successful classification. In the next sec-
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Table 4.3: Comparison of original system path, system output trace with symp-
tom observation interval 0.5 and reconstructed system path for cold model (re-
construction time step 0.2)

Original Path Trace Reconstruction
time trans state time symbol time state
0.0 Bad 0.0 C Bad

0.5 P
1.0 C
1.5 C
2.0 F
2.5 P/F
3.0 F
3.5 -
4.0 F
4.5 C/F

4.56 GetBetter Better 4.6 Better
5.0 -
5.5 C
6.0 C
6.5 -
7.0 -
7.5 -
8.0 - 8.0 Healed

8.06 Heal Healed
8.5 -
9.0 -
9.5 -

10.0 -
10.5 -
11.0 -
11.5 -
12.0 -

Table 4.4: Comparison of original system path, system output trace with symp-
tom observation interval 2.0 and reconstructed system path for cold model (re-
construction time step 0.2)

Original Path Trace Reconstruction
time trans state time symbol time state
0.0 Really Bad 0.0 C Bad

2.0 F
4.0 F

4.56 GetBetter Better 4.2 Better
6.0 C
8.0 -

8.06 Heal Healed 9.6 Healed
10.0 -
12.0 -

tion we will test the influence of some input and method parameters on the
reconstruction performance and accuracy for the patient example.

Performance Experiments

The behavior of the model with increasing trace length and state space size is
similar to the one presented in the previous section. The sampling frequency of
the independent sampling process is, however, a parameter unique to this model
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Table 4.5: Evaluation probability of behavior reconstruction using symptom
observation interval 0.25 and reconstruction time step 0.2

Trace Cold Model Flu Model
Cold 1 1.00e− 21 2.99e− 27
Cold 2 1.79e− 13 2.76e− 23
Cold 3 3.37e− 26 8.97e− 34
Cold 4 1.24e− 16 4.63e− 24
Cold 5 3.05e− 18 6.72e− 27
Flu 1 0.00e+ 00 2.23e− 39
Flu 2 0.00e+ 00 5.45e− 35
Flu 3 0.00e+ 00 3.01e− 37
Flu 4 0.00e+ 00 2.17e− 39
Flu 5 3.19e− 39 5.05e− 23

Table 4.6: Evaluation probability of behavior reconstruction using symptom
observation interval 1.0 and reconstruction time step 0.2

Trace Cold Model Flu Model
Cold 1 7.83e− 06 2.70e− 07
Cold 2 3.62e− 03 5.74e− 08
Cold 3 2.61e− 07 2.09e− 08
Cold 4 6.39e− 03 1.90e− 06
Cold 5 1.01e− 04 9.48e− 08
Flu 1 0.00e+ 00 1.12e− 10
Flu 2 0.00e+ 00 1.30e− 09
Flu 3 0.00e+ 00 2.64e− 09
Flu 4 0.00e+ 00 3.78e− 11
Flu 5 9.54e− 15 2.80e− 06

type. Therefore, we will investigate its influence on the classification accuracy.
For this task, we introduced a third midpoint disease, with phase durations

and symptom probabilities between flu and cold. We created two test sets with
15 traces each, five traces per disease and varied the measurement interval from
0.25 days to 2 days. The results of this experiment for both test sets is shown
in Figure 4.9. As can be expected, the classification accuracy decreases with
increasing measurement interval but also with increasing reconstruction time
step. The results of the first test set are further detailed in Table 4.7.

Table 4.7: Test set 1 classification accuracy using different symptom observation
intervals and reconstruction time step

Reconstruction Time Step
SOI 0.1 0.2 0.5 1.0 2.0
0.25 1.0 1.0 0.933 – –
0.5 0.8 0.867 0.8 – –
1.0 0.6 0.667 0.6 0.6 –
2.0 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.533

To increase model ambiguity even further, we created more possible dis-
eases, forming different combinations of the diseases phase durations and their
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Figure 4.9: Reconstruction accuracy with increasing observation interval for
different test sets

symptom probabilities to create nine distinct diseases. We then used these nine
models in a two-class classification setting, always comparing them to the origi-
nal flu model, and classifying traces which were generated by both test models.
The results using the classification accuracy as criterion are shown in Figure
4.10. The least ambiguous combination when comparing the original cold model
with the original flu model (leftmost bar) results in an accuracy of 0.96, which
is almost perfect. The classification using two identical flu models (rightmost
bar) results in an accuracy of 0.5, which corresponds to pure guessing. With
increasing ambiguity between the models, this classification accuracy decreases,
as expected. However, the classifier still works with moderate accuracy, even
with largely similar models.

Figure 4.10: Matching accuracy (F1) for models with different ambiguity level

4.4.3 Discussion of Experiment Results

The experiments show that HnMMs enable the behavior reconstruction of
PODSSs with concurrent non-Markovian activities. The algorithms show a
predictable behavior in the sense that computational effort and memory re-
quirement both increase with increasing trace length and state space size.
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Hence, the main limitation of the adapted Proxel algorithms for VSS be-
havior reconstruction is the computational effort. The more events can occur
between successive symbols, the more possible system developments have to be
tracked. This can cause a severe state space explosion, making the computa-
tional effort rise above feasible limits. Therefore the method is currently only
applicable to systems with very small state spaces and not feasible for most
real-life applications.

4.5 Discussion of HnMM

4.5.1 Summary and Evaluation

This chapter showed the idea, formal specification, solution algorithms and ex-
amples for HnMMs. This represents the first working approach for solving
inverse problems of behavior reconstruction using VSSs on PODSSs, employing
HnMMs as computational model and a modified version of the Proxel method
as solution algorithm.

In this chapter we demonstrated that HnMMs can be used to reconstruct
system behavior for the class of systems informally described in Section 1.5.
Thus we can now solve inverse problems for a wider class of models and an-
swer questions on unobserved behavior, not possible or not satisfactorily solved
before.

However, the efficiency of the solution algorithms is limited. The perfor-
mance seems only feasible for models of limited size (e.g. < 10 discrete states or
at most three concurrent non-Markovian transitions) and thus this original so-
lution approach is not widely applicable in practice. HnMMs are currently only
suitable for analyzing systems of single machines with few operating states or
similarly small natural systems with few different possible states. More complex
systems have to be approximated, which would greatly diminish the benefit of
behavior reconstruction. Nevertheless, models of single machines or components
that need very accurate solutions can well fall in that group.

The problem of training general HnMMs has yet to be tackled. No direct
feedback from a solution to single model parameters is possible. A special
solution ideas exists, but it is only of academic value.

4.5.2 Further Research

This chapter represents the starting point of the research project described in
the thesis and opens up several further areas for investigation, some of which
are described in the following chapters.

Making the solution algorithms more efficient to be applicable for real-world
problems was one task of the PhD thesis of Robert Buchholz [30], which led
to the more efficient computational modeling paradigm of CHnMMs described
in Chapter 5. Virtual sensors are common in natural and engineering sciences,
where there are often continuous or hybrid systems prevalent. An extension
of HnMMs into hybrid systems was another research direction followed and
resulted in hybrid hidden non-Markovian models (HHnMM) as computational
model for hybrid augmented stochastic Petri nets (H-ASPN), described in more
detail in Chapter 6.
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For applications in gesture or pattern recognition, model training is a neces-
sary feature. A solution to the training problem task for CHnMMs is examined
in [30]. The training for the specific case of movement recognition was devel-
oped in the ongoing PhD thesis project of Tim Dittmar, and will be described
in Chapter 8. What we presented here is the most general type of HnMM. Re-
stricted sub classes can be solved much more efficiently. Some special purpose
solutions will be described in Part II of the thesis. Real world applicability of
HnMMs and VSSs in general is of interest. Several other projects described in
our papers [53, 116], Masters theses [180, 194, 207] and one PhD thesis [52] were
conducted with that goal, some of which contributed to the following chapters.

Another area of future research concerns the question of how and where
the available physical sensors should be placed within a system to capture the
observations with the goal of optimizing the validity of the reconstruction. This
implies that there is a measurement of how valid a reconstruction can be at
best, given a specific system and sensor setup. This is the topic of the ongoing
PhD more theory oriented PhD thesis project of Pascal Krenckel [106], which
he started investigating in his Masters thesis [105].



Chapter 5

Conversive Hidden
Non-Markovian Models

This chapter will introduce a second type of computational model developed for
solving inverse problems using virtual stochastic sensors (VSS) behavior recon-
struction more efficiently, conversive hidden non-Markovian models (CHnMM).
Again we will start with the idea and formalization. Efficient solution algorithms
are complemented by academic examples demonstrating their capabilities. The
central contributions described in this chapter resulted from the PhD project of
Robert Buchholz [30], extended by some further experiments.

5.1 Restriction in Modeling Power

The previous chapter described a general computational model (hidden non-
Markovian models (HnMM)) for VSSs and the corresponding solution algo-
rithms. The behavior reconstruction is however only feasible for small systems.
When applied to larger systems, the state space explosion renders the method
almost infeasible. The potential benefits of behavior reconstruction via VSSs
should be made available for larger system sizes to enable a broader application
field. Hence, the thesis of Robert Buchholz [30] had the goal to develop more
efficient behavior reconstruction algorithms for VSSs, possibly by adapting the
models.

A problem that emerged when performing the behavior reconstruction exper-
iments was the massive state space explosion. This was mostly due to system
state changes between observations, which were not detectable, because they
did not cause the emission of symbols. These undetected state changes however
have to be taken into account when following possible system behavior paths
in the Proxel method. Analysis showed that the longer the gap between two
successive observations, and the more complex the hidden and completely unde-
tectable process, the more possible system development paths are created and
have to be evaluated. This greatly increases the number of Proxels per time
step, which is one of the two main factors of the algorithms performance. When
an observation is detected after such a long gap, most of these paths become
invalid, rendering most of the computation time spent unnecessary.

Reducing this unnecessary computational effort due to model ambiguity
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would greatly increase the method’s performance. The idea is to make ev-
ery internal state change at least detectable, if not observable, i.e. we know that
something happened, but not exactly what. This implies that every firing of
a transition must emit an observable symbol, even though the emission can be
ambiguous. If that is the case, we would know that no state change happened
between successive symbol emissions, and thus the number of possible system
development paths to follow is reduced drastically. We are now dealing with
systems that reveal more of their unobservable behavior, thus we named the
resulting model class conversive hidden non-Markovian models (CHnMM).

The requirement that every state transition must emit symbols represents
a slight reduction in modeling power. We will however show, that it enables
the development of much more efficient behavior reconstruction algorithms, not
having to follow later invalid system paths so often in evaluation (Section 5.3.1)
and decoding (Section 5.3.2). The reduced model ambiguity even enables more
general approaches to model training (Section 5.3.3).

5.2 Formalization - Making HnMM Conversive

CHnMMs use the same formal description as HnMMs in Section 4.2.1. The
only difference is that now the following restriction applies: every transition of
a transition must produce an output symbol, thus the sum of the symbol output
probabilities of every transition must equal 1.

vM∑
v=v1

b(v) = 1 ∀TRi = (dist, b(v), aging) (5.1)

Conversiveness also entails slight changes in the relationship of trace and path.
For CHnMMs, every state change is observable, and the path cannot contain
more undetected state changes. Therefore we know the length of the path in
advance to be the same as the trace T = P .

These slight changes make the modeling paradigm less powerful. Only sys-
tems where every state change can be detected via some outside observable
effect can be analyzed. However, it is not necessary to be able to determine
the exact state change directly from its effect (symbol), the symbols can be
ambiguous. This restriction enables different solution algorithms, making them
much faster and thereby feasible. The tradeoff between modeling power and
computational feasibility is well worth it. These new and improved VSS behav-
ior reconstruction algorithms are described in the next section, yielding feasible
computational effort for moderately sized systems.

5.3 Fast Behavior Reconstruction Algorithms

The defining feature of CHnMMs is that every hidden state change is detectable:
as long as nothing is detected, no state change has happened. This insight can
greatly speed up the behavior reconstruction algorithms. Discrete time steps of a
fixed size are no longer necessary. The solution algorithm only needs to consider
the times when a state change is detected, i.e. the times of symbol emissions
known from the trace. The Proxel method can be modified to use time steps
that correspond to the successive symbol emissions in the trace, sampling the
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state space only at these points in time. The following sections will describe the
resulting behavior reconstruction algorithms for CHnMMs.

5.3.1 Evaluation

Formally, evaluation is to find P (O|λ), the probability for model λ to have pro-
duced the trace O. The new algorithm used for calculating the trace probability
is similar to the original forward algorithm for hidden Markov models (HMM)
[64]. It iteratively computes the forward probabilities α for the successive time
steps. Similar to HMMs, a discrete-time Markov chain (DTMC) is used to rep-
resent the system’s state space, but now it is no longer time homogenous. We
use state space expansion by supplementary variables [68] also employed in the
Proxel algorithm [120] to encode the ages of enabled or race-age non-Markovian
transitions in the states and turn the model into a DTMC.

One state of the expanded system state space is (si, ~τ), with discrete state
si and age vector ~τ . To solve the evaluation task, we iteratively compute the
forward probabilities α for each of these expanded states, which are defined in
Equation (5.2).

αt(i, ~τ) = P (qt = si ∩ aget = ~τ ∩ o1 . . . ot) (5.2)

The forward probabilities represent the probability to be in each expanded sys-
tem state (si, ~τ) at a particular point in time t (emission time) having emitted
the given output sequence so far o1 . . . ot. Summing up these forward probabil-
ities for the last time step αT , results in the evaluation probability:

P (O|λ) =
∑
si

∑
~τ

αT (i, ~τ) (5.3)

The following sections will show the formal derivation of the iterative solution
algorithm to determine αt(i, ~τ).

Formal Derivation of Solution Algorithm

Due to the memorylessness of the DTMC, which is achieved by encoding memory
in the expanded states, the forward probabilities can be computed iteratively,
using the following set of formulas. Note that the time steps t are not equally
spaced, but correspond to the emission time stamps et of the trace. In between
these, the system state does not change, we can therefore ”jump” from symbol
emission to symbol emission.
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Initialization:

α0(i,~0) = P (q0 = si ∩ age0 = ~0 ∩O = �)

= πi

Iteration:

αt(i, ~τ) = P (qt = si ∩ aget = ~τ ∩O = o1 . . . ot)

=
∑
sj

∑
~τ ′

 P (qt−1 = sj ∩ aget−1 = ~τ ′ ∩ o1 . . . ot−1) ∗
P (qt = si ∩ aget = ~τ ∩ ot|
qt−1 = sj ∩ aget−1 = ~τ ′)

 (5.4)

=
∑
sj

∑
~τ ′

 αt−1(j, ~τ ′)∗
P (qt = si ∩ aget = ~τ ∩ ot|
qt−1 = sj ∩ aget−1 = ~τ ′)



=
∑
sj

∑
~τ ′


αt−1(j, ~τ ′) ∗
δ~τ,successorAgeV ector(~τ ′,aji,∆)∗
Psojourn((sj , ~τ

′),∆)∗
Pchange((sj , ~τ

′), aji,∆)∗
aji.b(ot)

 (5.5)

End:

P (O|λ) =
∑
si

∑
~τ

αT (i, ~τ)

=
∑
si

∑
~τ

P (qT = si ∩ ageT = ~τ ∩O)

The symbols and functions that do not directly refer to CHnMM components
or path and trace are explained here.

∆ refers to the time span between the t−1st and the tth symbol
emission ∆ = et−1 − et.

δ~τ,successorAgeV ector(~τ ′,aji,∆) returns the probability that the completion of activity aji
after a sojourn time of ∆ in state (sj , ~τ

′) results in an age
vector aget = ~τ . This will be either 0.0 or 1.0, and is thus
expressed as the Kronecker delta. (refer to Algorithm 5)

Psojourn((sj , ~τ
′),∆) holds the probability that no activity is completed within the

time span of ∆, with the system remaining in state (sj , ~τ
′).

(refer to Equation (5.6))

Pchange((sj , ~τ
′), aji,∆) holds the probability that the activity aji is completed exactly

after time ∆ has elapsed with the system in state (sj , ~τ
′). This

is somewhat problematic, since we are dealing with continu-
ous distribution functions. However, the hazard rate function
(HRF) yields rates for instantaneous state changes. (refer to
Equation (5.7))

aji.b(ot) denotes the probability that the transition evoking the state
change aji emits symbol ot.
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Without loss of generality and for ease of notation we assume, that Faji is
the cumulative distribution function (CDF) of the transition evoking the state
change from sj to si, as well as τaji the corresponding age value, i.e. the time
the transition has been enabled without firing. We further assume that µaji is
the hazard rate function (HRF) of the transition evoking the state change from
sj to si . Thus the formulas to compute the sojourn probability and the state
change probability are as follows,

Psojourn((sj , ~τ
′),∆) =

∏
j∈{1...N |aij 6=∅}

1− Faji(τ ′aji + ∆)

1− Faji(τ ′aji)
(5.6)

Pchange((sj , ~τ
′), aji,∆) = µaji(τ

′
aji + ∆) (5.7)

Solution Algorithm Pseudo Code

Using knowledge from the Proxel algorithm, these formulas can be directly con-
verted into a forward algorithm for CHnMMs (see Algorithms 2 and 3). The con-
ditional probabilities αt(i, ~τ) can be included in the Proxels: ρ = (q, ~τ , t, R, α),
which signifies that P (qt = ρ.q ∩ aget = ρ.~τ ∩ o1 . . . ot) = ρ.α. To simplify the
notation, system time t will be encoded in an index to the Proxel ρt and the
route R will be disregarded, not being necessary for evaluation. Thus, a Proxel
has only three elements ρt = (q, ~τ , α). We assume the set of Proxels within the
same time step t to be Ωt. Using the Proxel idea of building the set of reachable
model states iteratively, Equation (5.5) becomes:

αt(i, ~τ) = P (qt = si ∩ aget = ~τ ∩ o1 . . . ot)

=
∑

ρ∈Ωt−1


ρ.α ∗
δ~τ,successorAgeV ector(ρ.~τ,aρ.q,i,∆)∗
Psojourn((ρ.q, ρ.~τ),∆)∗
Pchange((ρ.q, ρ.~τ), aρ.q,i,∆)∗
aρ.q,i.b(ot)

 . (5.8)

To build an algorithm from this formula, single forward steps need to be per-
formed inductively for the whole observation trace o1 . . . oT as in Algorithm 2.
The actual forward algorithm step in Algorithm 3 is called iteratively for every
time step in the trace, starting with the initial Proxel set Ω0, which contains
the initial Proxel ρ0 = (s0,~0, 1).

Algorithm 2: CHnMMForward

Input: s0 initial model state, O system trace
Output: ΩT set of all Proxels at the end of the protocol

1 Ω0 ← (s0,~0, 0) ;
2 for t = 1 . . . T do
3 Ωt = CHnMMForwardStep (O,Ωt−1, t) ;

4 return ΩT ;

The resulting Proxel set ΩT contains the forward probabilities αT (i, ~τ) of all
possible end states si for the whole trace. The sum of these probabilities then
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solves the CHnMM evaluation task (5.9).

P (O|λ) =
∑
ρ∈ΩT

ρ.α (5.9)

Algorithm 3: CHnMMForwardStep

Input: O,Ωt−1, t
Output: Ωt

1 ∆ = et − et−1;
2 Ωt = ∅;
3 foreach ρt−1 in Ωt−1 do
4 j = ρt−1.q;

5 Psojourn =
∏

i∈{1...N | aji 6=∅}

1− Faji(ρt−1.τaji + ∆)

1− Faji(ρt−1.τaji)
;

6 for i = 1 . . . N do
7 if aji 6= ∅ then
8 ~τ ′ =successorAgeVector (ρt−1.~τ , aji,∆);
9 p = Psojourn ∗ µaji(ρt−1.τaji + ∆) ∗ aji.b(ot) ;

10 if p > 0 then Ωt = addOrMerge (Ωt, ρt−1, si, ~τ
′, p);

11 return Ωt;

The forward step algorithm works as follows:

line 1 The time step ∆ between symbol emission t−1 and t is determined.

line 2 The new Proxel set for time step t is initialized as empty.

line 3 For every Proxel ρt−1 in the Proxel set of time step t− 1.

line 4 Find the index j of the discrete state of ρt−1.

line 5 Determine the probability that the system remains in this discrete
state sj for time ∆ given the age vector ρ~τ .

line 6/7 For every possible successor state si, if there is a state transition
from sj to si

line 8 Compute the age vector ~τ ′ resulting from the state change.

line 9 Compute the state transition probability p using Equation (5.8).

line 10 If the transition probability is not zero, call function addOrMerge

to add the new Proxel with discrete state si, age vector ~τ ′ to the
Proxel set Ωt.

line 11 Return the Proxel set of time step t.

The function addOrMerge shown in Algorithm 4 integrates the new Proxel ρt
into the set of existing Proxels Ωt by either adding its probability to an existing
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Algorithm 4: addOrMerge

Input: Ωt, ρt−1, q, ~τ , p
Output: Ωt

1 pnew = ρt−1.α ∗ p;
2 if ∃ρ ∈ Ωt with (ρ.q = q ∧ ρ.~τ = ~τ) then ρ.α+ = pnew;
3 else Ωt = Ωt ∪ { (q, ~τ , pnew) };
4 return Ωt;

Proxel with the same state and age vector combination (line 2), or by adding
it as a new set element (line 3).

The function successorAgeVector returns the age vector which results
when state change aji is evoked after time ∆ has elapsed, and with the pre-
vious age vector ~τ . The age τk of a transition Tk is incremented, if it is not
exponentially distributed, was enabled in discrete state sj and is either still en-
abled in state si or is of type race-age (RA) (line 4). The age of a transition
is kept, if is is not enabled in state sj , not exponentially distributed, but is of
type RA (line 5). All other transitions ages are set to 0 (line 6).

Algorithm 5: successorAgeVector

Input: ~τ , aji,∆
Output: ~τ ′

1 Rowj = {ajx ∈ A|1 ≤ x ≤ N};
2 Rowi = {aix ∈ A|1 ≤ x ≤ N};
3 for k = 1 . . .K do
4 if TRk ∈ Rowj ∧ TRk 6= aji ∧ ¬isExp(TRk.dist) ∧ (TRk ∈

Rowi ∨ TRk.aging) then τ ′k = τk + ∆;
5 else if TRk /∈ Rowj ∧TRk.aging∧¬isExp(TRk.dist) then τ ′k = τk;
6 else τ ′k = 0;

7 return ~τ ′;

Algorithm Discussion and Result Interpretation

The time complexity of the CHnMM forward algorithm is O(T ), and thus op-
timal [30]. The memory complexity is at O(1), when regarding the sequence
length, since only the two most recent Proxel sets need to be kept in memory.
The algorithm computes exact results, because no approximations are needed.
The time is not artificially discretized into steps, but the exact emission times
are used.

Using the state change rate µ instead of transition probabilities was neces-
sary, because an instantaneous state change probability is infinitesimally small.
Thus the results can not be interpreted as actual probabilities. However, com-
paring different models using these CHnMM forward results is valid, since the
ratio of the state change rates and state change probabilities of two different
distributions is the same. Therefore, the evaluation results can be used as likeli-
hood measures, comparing the results of two or more different to find the most
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likely one to have generated the given trace.
The forward algorithm shown in this section solves the evaluation problem

for the computational model class of CHnMMs. Regarding the theoretical com-
plexity, this should present a feasible behavior reconstruction mechanism for
VSSs. Experiments testing the actual algorithm performance are described in
Section 5.4.2. The decoding task will be addressed in the next section.

5.3.2 Decoding

Formally, decoding is to find the path Q which maximizes the probability
P (O|λ,Q). The algorithm to find the most likely path Q is similar to the
original Viterbi algorithm [64, 159, 206]. The approach is analogous to the
CHnMM forward algorithm, also using the method of supplementary variables
[68] used in the Proxel algorithm [120] to expand the state space and encode the
ages of all relevant non-Markovian transitions, resulting in a DTMC as model
state space.

As in the Viterbi algorithm, the solution to this problem is found iteratively,
by computing the most likely path step by step on the expanded state space of
the model. The result is the conditional probability δt(i, ~τ) of the most likely
path to end in each state (si, ~τ), given the partial observation sequence o1 . . . ot
(Equation (5.10)). After the last step of this iteration, the most likely path is
found through backtracking (Equation (5.11)).

δt(i, ~τ) = max
Qt−1

(P (Qt−1 ∩ qt = si ∩ aget = ~τ ∩ o1 . . . ot)) (5.10)

= max
sj ,~τ ′


[
max
Qt−2

(P (Qt−2 ∩ qt−1 = sj ∩ aget−1 = ~τ ′

∩o1 . . . ot−1))] ∗
P (qt = si ∩ aget = ~τ ∩ ot|qt−1 = sj
∩aget−1 = ~τ ′)

 (5.11)

= max
sj ,~τ ′

 δt−1(j, ~τ ′)∗
P (qt = si ∩ aget = ~τ ∩ ot|qt−1 = sj
∩aget−1 = ~τ ′)

 (5.12)

The inner max in Equation (5.11) is known inductively through the path prob-
ability of most likely path of previous time step δt−1 to end in a particular
state. The second term is the probability to perform a specific state change
from (sj , ~τ

′) to (si, ~τ) when emitting ot, and exactly the same as the second
term in forward induction step (cf. Equation (5.4)). Thus we chose to adapt
the CHnMM forward algorithm to solve the decoding problem.

Iterative Decoding Algorithm

The decoding algorithm has the same structure as Algorithm 2. The only dif-
ference is that the probabilities of previous states are not summed up, but only
the maximum probability of the previous paths is kept. Therefore, the only
changes need to be made in the addOrMerge algorithm.

The result set ΩT contains the highest path probability for discrete state and
age vector in a Proxel. The Proxel with the largest probability is the final state
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of the most likely sequence of internal states to have generated the observation
sequence. To enable backtracking, Proxels needs to be amended by a reference
to the predecessor Proxel (q, ~τ , α, qpred, ~τpred) where qpred and ~τpred are the
discrete state and age vector that uniquely identify the predecessor Proxel. The
resulting modified addOrMerge functionality is shown in Algorithm 6.

Algorithm 6: addOrMerge(Decoding)

Input: Ωt, ρt−1, q, ~τ , p

1 pnew = ρt−1.α ∗ p;
2 if ∃ρ ∈ Ωt with (ρ.q = q ∧ ρ.~τ = ~τ) then
3 if ρ.α ≥ pnew then return Ωt;
4 Ωt = Ωt\{ρ};
5 Ωt = Ωt ∪ { (q, ~τ , pnew, ρt−1.q, ρt−1.~τ) };
6 return Ωt;

Using this modified function in the forward step Algorithm 3 results in a
simple iterative decoding algorithm. Followed by a backtracking loop, this al-
gorithm solves the decoding task for CHnMMs.

Recursive Decoding Algorithm

One problem with this iterative approach for decoding is that all Proxels have to
be kept in memory for backtracking purposes, unlike the evaluation algorithm,
where only two Proxel sets are kept in memory in parallel. This quickly renders
the decoding algorithm infeasible with modern desktop computers.

To alleviate this problem and make decoding feasible, a recursive algorithm
was developed. Following the divide-and-conquer paradigm, the algorithm idea
is the following:

� If the remaining observation sequence length is below a threshold (usually
3), perform iterative decoding and backtracking. (lines 1-8)

� Otherwise perform forward computation for the first half of the sequence
and discarding all but the last set, which represents the sequence mid-
point. (lines 9-13)

� With this mid-point Proxel set, call the algorithm recursively for the sec-
ond half of the sequence, returning the second half of the most likely path.
(line 14)

� Then call the algorithm recursively for the first half of sequence using this
end Proxel for backtracking, obtaining the first half of the most likely
path. (line 15)

The complete recursive decoding algorithm is shown in Algorithm 7. For ease
of understanding, we omitted the backtracking functionality. The algorithm
including backtracking functionality can be found in [30].
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Algorithm 7: DecodingRecursive

Input: lo, hi,Ωlo−1, O, ρmax
Result: Sequence of internal states q0, . . . , qT that is most likely to

have created the time-stamped signal sequence

1 if hi− lo < 4 then
2 for t = lo to hi do Ωt = CHnMMForwardStep ( O,Ωt−1, t) ;
3 for t = hi to lo− 1 do
4 if t = T then ρmax = arg max

ρ∈ΩT

(ρ.α);

5 else ρmax = element of Ωt with
(ρmax.q = ρmaxt+1

.qpred) ∧ (ρmax.~τ = ρmaxt+1
.~τpred);

6 Ωt = ∅ ;
7 q∗t = ρmax.q;

8 return ρmax

9 Ωlo = CHnMMForwardStep ( O,Ωlo−1, lo− 1);
10 mid = b(hi+ lo)/2c;
11 for t = lo+ 1 to mid do
12 Ωt = CHnMMForwardStep ( O,Ωt−1, t− 1);
13 Ωt−1 = ∅ ;

14 ρ′ = DecodingRecursive (mid+ 1, hi,Ωmid, O, ρmax);
15 return DecodingRecursive (lo,mid− 1,Ωlo−1, O, ρ

′);

Algorithm Discussion

By construction, the iterative algorithm has a time complexity of O(T ), but
the memory complexity is also O(T ). The recursive algorithm is slightly slower
O(T log(T )), but its memory complexity is reduced drastically to O(log(T )).
Therefore the recursive algorithm represents a more efficient solution for the
CHnMM decoding problem, yielding the most likely path and its probability.

The difference to HnMM decoding is a much better efficiency. However,
like the original Viterbi algorithm, we ”only” obtain the one most likely path,
whereas in HnMMs we obtain all possible paths. This more informative result
comes at a high price in terms of performance. However, if more than the most
likely path is needed, Algorithm 1 is also applicable for CHnMMs.

The CHnMM decoding complements the CHnMM evaluation algorithm and
increases the number of feasible behavior reconstruction method for VSSs. Per-
formance tests will be shown in Section 5.4.2.

5.3.3 Training

Two solutions to the training task for CHnMMs have been presented in [30].
One is modeled after the original HMM training algorithm, as are the eval-

uation and decoding approached for CHnMMs. The Baum-Welch algorithm or
forward-backward algorithm is an expectation maximization (EM) algorithm
that iteratively modifies all model parameters in order to increase the trace
likelihood [14, 15, 64, 159]. The EM algorithm for training CHnMMs modifies
the symbol emission probabilities and initial state probabilities of the CHnMM.
Instead of transition probabilities as in HMMs, for CHnMMs the mean and
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standard deviation of the activity durations are modified. The algorithm has
very similar properties to the original Baum-Welch algorithm. It needs a fully
specified model as starting point and converges on a local optimum for the trace
likelihood. In addition, due to being an unsupervised training approach, the sys-
tem structure can change through training. The symbol emission probabilities,
which can be interpreted as defining a transitions meaning, are changed through
by the this adapted Baum-Welch algorithm. This is acceptable, if the trained
model will only be used as a black box for evaluation tasks. When decoding
is of interest, this approach is not feasible, since the structure of the trained
model is hard to interpret, and thus also are the reconstructed paths. Further-
more, the algorithm has a poor performance and can only be feasibly executed
for small models and relatively short traces, [30] speaks of a trace length of
up to 1000 symbols, thousands of discrete states but fewer than six concurrent
non-Markovian activities. Thus the training of CHnMMs is possible, however
compared to the evaluation and decoding task algorithms much more expensive.

The second approach to training CHnMMs replaces one parameter of inter-
est by a variable and carries this variable through the Proxel forward analysis
algorithm in our publication [32] and [30]. The resulting symbolic expression is
then optimized according to the goal criterion and thus the optimal parameter
value can be determined directly. The procedure is more efficient than EM, since
it only needs one run of the forward algorithm, it however can only optimize
one single model parameter, in the demonstrated case a single symbol emission
probability. The procedure could theoretically work for more than one param-
eter, but most likely not very well, since the resulting symbolic expression is
already very complex. Thus the approach has only very limited training power
(e.g. one distribution parameter at a time) and is restricted to parameters, which
can be directly included in the goal function, such as emission probabilities or
exponential transition rates.

5.4 Academic Models and Experiments

We used two different academic models to demonstrate the capabilities and per-
formance of the CHnMM behavior reconstruction algorithms [30, 31, 109]. In
Section 5.4.1 a quality tester model [30] will be used to demonstrates CHnMM
evaluation. In Section 5.4.2 a car rental agency model will be used to demon-
strate CHnMM decoding and test the influence of the algorithm parameters on
its performance. Part II of this thesis will further examine the application of
VSSs with CHnMMs to real applications.

5.4.1 The Quality Tester

The quality tester model represents part of a production line and has been used
in [30] as running example. It has two input streams with different inter-arrival
times, which are abstracted to two machines with different distributions for their
respective production intervals. The items produced by the machines can be
defective. Both streams are merged prior to running through a quality tester
and the tester cannot distinguish the source of an item. Only the test result (OK
or Defective) is recorded and documented in a protocol with the time stamp of
the test result. The time needed for the testing and for the transfer from the
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machine to the tester is constant and the same for both inputs, therefore one
protocol time stamp represents the production time stamp of an item. We are
assuming seconds as model time unit.

This system is partially observable, since only the protocol can be observed
from the outside, containing the quality predicate of each item, but not its
source. One question of interest in this scenario is the following:

� Which machine produces more defective items?

This information cannot easily be deduced from the protocol. Therefore we
need VSSs to reconstruct the actual, or likely source of each item.

Machine 2

Tester

Ok
Ok
Defective
Ok
Defective

4514s
4550s
4631s
4688s
4754s

...

...Machine 1

Not Observable

RA

N(150, 25)

RA

N(120, 20)

Ok
p

Defective
1-p

Ok
p

Defective
1-p

Machine 2 Machine 1

2 2 1 1

Figure 5.1: The quality tester model, shown schematically (left) and as an
augmented SPN (right).

CHnMM of the Quality Tester Model

Figure 5.1 (left) shows a schematic of the tester model, (right) shows the corre-
sponding augmented stochastic Petri net (ASPN), with only one system state
and two concurrent non-Markovian transitions. Both transitions are RA, since
they are not affected by the firing of the other. The firing corresponds to the
arrival of an item at the tester and thus the time of a test. Each machine has
its own defect probability p1 and p2. This ASPN can now be converted to an
HnMM with the method from Section 4.2.4, actually resulting in a CHnMM,
since both transitions emit symbols:

S = {s1}
V = {Ok,Defective}

TR = {TRM1, TRM2}
TRM1 = (N(150, 25), {b(Ok) = p1, b(Defective) = 1− p1} , false)
TRM2 = (N(120, 20), {b(Ok) = p2, b(Defective) = 1− p2} , false)

A = [TRM1, TRM2]

Π = (1)

The resulting CHnMM is actually very simple, with only one state, but two con-
current non-Markovian transitions. Thus it can be used for testing performance
limits, and also for validating the behavior reconstruction results.
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Table 5.1: Normalized probabilities of scenarios for quality tester model evalu-
ation experiment

Scenario Normalized Probability
Machine 1 damaged ∼ 1
Machine 2 damaged 1.22 ∗ 10−26

Raw materials degraded 2.89 ∗ 10−7

Model Matching via Evaluation Experiment

The quality tester model is used here as example for the solution of the evalua-
tion task. We will solve the model matching task using VSSs: by comparing the
evaluation probabilities of several models, we find the model with the highest
probability to be the likely generating model. The trace to be analyzed was
generated using discrete event simulation (DES).

The scenario is the following: We assume that in normal operation mode,
the defect probability for either machine is 0.01. When an increase to 0.05 is
detected in the protocol, we are looking for the error source. Three different
scenarios are identified as causing this sudden degradation in the products. For
each scenario, a CHnMM was defined, only differing in the symbol emission
probabilities of the two transitions.

Scenario 1 The first machine was damaged and thus produces more defective
items (λ1 with p1 = 0.9, p2 = 0.99).

Scenario 2 The second machine was damaged and thus produces more defec-
tive items (λ2 with p1 = 0.99, p2 = 0.9).

Scenario 3 The quality of the raw materials used has degraded causing both
machines to produce more defective items (λ3 with p1 = 0.95,
p2 = 0.95).

Then the CHnMM forward algorithm (see Algorithm 2) is executed for each
model for the test protocol. The resulting P (O|λi) had numerical values of
about 10−3000, which were normalized as follows:

P (O by λi|O by λ1, λ2 or λ3) =
P (O by λi ∩O by λ1, λ2 or λ3)

P (O by λ1, λ2 or λ3)

=
P (O by λi)∑3
j=1 P (O by λj)

=
P (O|λi)∑3
j=1 P (O|λj)

The normalized results can be seen in Table 5.1. Scenario 1 with a defect on
machine 1 is by far the most likely of the three. Thus machine 1 is most likely
the source of the problem, which also corresponds to the ground truth.

Using the CHnMM forward algorithm for behavior reconstruction, we were
able to identify the source of a problem in a production line based on already
recorded data, and without interrupting the ongoing production process. In a
real setting, this would enable a fast identification of likely error sources and
thus a more efficient repair process.
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Figure 5.2: The car rental agency model, shown schematically

Figure 5.3: The car rental agency model as an augmented SPN

This experiment shows that the modified CHnMM forward algorithm pro-
duces accurate and valid results for this example use case.

5.4.2 Car Rental Agency

The second model used for experiments is that of a car rental agency, which has
already been described in Section 3.5. A schematic is shown in Figure 5.2. The
model was introduced in [30].

The rental agencies employee is serving two customer classes, prioritizing
premium customers and spending more time on their service. The door of
the rental agency is used by all customers, triggering a protocol entry every
time, which does not distinguish between entering and leaving. Therefore, the
protocol contains time stamps of all instances of customers arriving and leaving.

The ASPN of the car rental agency is shown in Figure 5.3. We assume
minutes as time unit. Both customer classes have normally distributed inter-
arrival times with different mean values. Each queue has a maximum capacity
of 50 customers. The length of both service processes is Weibull distributed,
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Table 5.2: Example system output protocol of car rental agency model
Trace

time symbol
29.50 Door
35.89 Door
43.90 Door
53.74 Door
68.18 Door
73.52 Door
81.38 Door
89.01 Door
94.48 Door
96.54 Door
99.23 Door

with different scale parameters, making the duration of the premium service
longer than the ordinary service. All arrival and service transitions emit the
same symbol Door, generating a protocol entry.

An example protocol (trace) is depicted in Table 5.2. All entries have the
same symbol, they only differ in time stamps.

CHnMM of the Car Rental Agency Model

Using the method described in 4.2.4 we converted the ASPN into a CHnMM.
An intermediate step is the reduced reachability graph (RRG), which shows the
tangible model state space including state transitions, but does not yet contain
the augmentation information. Figure 5.4 shows an excerpt of the RRG which
contains 5203 elements in total.

Each discrete model state is uniquely described by three elements: the cus-
tomer type currently being served (I - none, P - premium customer, O - ordinary
customer), the number of waiting premium customers and the number of wait-
ing ordinary customers. For easier overview, the states are color coded: red -
premium customer in service, blue - ordinary customer in service, green - clerk
idle. The transitions between the states are also color coded in addition to the
labels: red - premium customer arrival (PA), blue - ordinary customer arrival
(OA), green - premium / ordinary customer service (PS / OS). In the RRG,
the immediate transitions and vanishing markings disappear, leaving only tan-
gible markings and timed transitions producing emissions. Thus the model is
conversive.
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Figure 5.4: The state space of the car rental agency model

The formal representation of the car rental agency CHnMM is shown below.

S = (I, 0, 0) ∩ {(P, i, j) |i, j ∈ N0, i, j <= 50}
∩ {(O, i, j) |i, j ∈ N0, i, j <= 50}

V = {Door}
TR = {PremiumArrival, OrdinaryArrival,

PremiumService,OrdinaryService}
= {TRPA, TROA, TRPS , TROS}

TRPA = (Norm(45, 5), b(Door) = 1, false)

TROA = (Norm(22.5, 5), b(Door) = 1, false)

TRPS = (Weib(16, 2), b(Door) = 1, false)

TROS = (Weib(12, 2), b(Door) = 1, false)

A = {akl|transition from sk to sl}N×N

akl =



TRPA : sk = (x, i, j) ∧ sl = (x, i+ 1, j) ∧ i < 50
∨sk = (I, 0, 0) ∧ sl = (P, 0, 0)

TROA : sk = (x, i, j) ∧ sl = (x, i, j + 1) ∧ j < 50
∨sk = (I, 0, 0) ∧ sl = (O, 0, 0)

TRPS : sk = (P, i, j) ∧ sl = (P, i− 1, j) ∧ i > 0
∨sk = (P, 0, j) ∧ sl = (O, 0, j − 1) ∧ j > 0
∨sk = (P, 0, 0) ∧ sl = (I, 0, 0))

TROS : sk = (O, i, j) ∧ sl = (P, i− 1, j) ∧ i > 0
∨sk = (O, 0, j) ∧ sl = (O, 0, j − 1) ∧ j > 0
∨sk = (O, 0, 0) ∧ sl = (I, 0, 0))

0 : else

Πk =

{
1 : sk = (I, 0, 0)
0 : else

The set of states S is structured by the model behavior and contains 5203
elements, the set of symbols V has only one element and TR contains the four
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timed model transitions. The elements of the state transition matrix A = {akl}
represent the semantics of the state changes and reflect the preference behavior
when serving customers. Assuming the system starts empty with an initial
marking of (0, 0, 0, 0, 1), Π has only one non-zero element at (I, 0, 0).

We can now use this CHnMM to demonstrate decoding as behavior recon-
struction via VSSs.

Demonstrating Behavior Reconstruction via Decoding

The first experiment with the server model studies the accuracy of the recon-
structed system behavior obtained when using the decoding method described
in Algorithm 7. The traces were generated using DES, while monitoring the
path at the same time as ground truth for comparison.

Table 5.3 shows the original system behavior path, the resulting trace and
the reconstructed system path. The generating path contains for each state
change the time stamp, the transition and the resulting state. In the trace,
each state change is represented by a symbol emission, even though not unique.
The decoding result is the most likely reconstructed system path. Differences
between the original and reconstructed path are highlighted.

This small fragment of the path shows that the reconstructed system behav-
ior is similar to the ground truth, but not identical. The reason for the path
being different is that the algorithm reconstructs the most likely path, which
might differ from the actual generating behavior. A decoding result is always
the best possible guess, also for HMMs.

Table 5.3: Comparison original system path, system output trace and recon-
structed system path for car rental agency model

Original Path Trace Reconstruction
time trans state time symbol time trans state

0.0 I,0,0 0.0 I,0,0
29.50 OA O,0,0 29.50 Door 29.50 OA O,0,0
35.89 OS I,0,0 35.89 Door 35.89 OS I,0,0
43.90 PA P,0,0 43.90 Door 43.90 PA P,0,0
53.74 OA P,0,1 53.74 Door 53.74 OA P,0,1
68.18 PS O,0,0 68.18 Door 68.18 PS O,0,0
73.52 OA O,0,1 73.52 Door 73.52 OA O,0,1
81.38 OS O,0,0 81.38 Door 81.38 OS O,0,0
89.01 OS I,0,0 89.01 Door 89.01 PA O,1,0
94.48 OA O,0,0 94.48 Door 94.48 OS P,0,0
96.54 PA O,1,0 96.54 Door 96.54 OA P,0,1
99.23 OS P,0,0 99.23 Door 99.23 PS O,0,0

115.31 PS I,0,0 115.31 Door 115.31 OS I,0,0
115.69 OA O,0,0 115.69 Door 115.69 OA O,0,0
119.77 OS I,0,0 119.77 Door 119.77 OS I,0,0

We used the Damerau-Levenshtein distance (DLD) for a more extensive path
comparison [12]. Each firing of a transition in the path was interpreted as one
unique symbol. The DLD computes the edit distance between strings using
deletion, insertion, substitution or transposition of adjacent characters. This
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measure was chosen since these are common differences that can occur between
similar system paths: missing state changes (deletion), symbols attributed to
a different transitions (substitution), falsely assumed transitions (insertion) or
transitions changing their order of occurrence (transposition). In this particular
model, these errors arise from missing or adding a customer, mis-classifying a
customer, or switching two customers.

For a path with 2649 elements for 20,000 minutes (≈ 14 days) of system time
the average DLD of the reconstructed most likely path to the ground truth was
558, which means that a significant portion (0.79) of the path was identical. For
comparison, we computed the distance between two unrelated but valid model
paths at 773, and the distance of a path to a random string of the same length
and alphabet at 1310, which is roughly 0.5. We consider this deviation in 0.21
of the path to be a satisfactory result, when the only information available are
time stamps when a customer of unknown type has either entered or left the
system.

We also considered an application scenario, where the manager wants to
know the actual number of premium customers visiting the agency for a defined
period of time. We conducted an analysis of reconstructions for five different
paths of length 2650, covering 14 days of system time, comparing ground truth
and reconstructed path. The correct number of premium customers out of
1300 customers in these 14 days was reconstructed correctly in three cases, in
the other two cases, the reconstruction differed from the ground truth by one.
Thereby we could answer the managers question almost exactly.

The results obtained here are based on a VSS model in perfect correspon-
dence with the real system. In a real application we can expect the VSS model
to differ from the real system, due to limited system knowledge, enhancements,
degradations, replacements of parts or other system changes. We are currently
working on methods to alleviate these problems by making the models adaptable
to slight and gradual changes in transition parameters [22].

Nevertheless, we can conclude from this experiment that CHnMM behavior
reconstruction via decoding is possible and produces helpful results for this
example.

Performance Experiments

The performance experiments were performed using the car rental agency model
and CHnMM forward algorithm 2. The tests used a current dual core laptop
with two GHz and two GB RAM. Experiments on the recursive CHnMM de-
coding algorithm 7 can be found in [30]. The evaluation has little memory
requirement, therefore only the time complexity is considered.

Input Size: Trace Length Experiment First we tested the influence of
the trace length on algorithm performance, which should be linear to be feasible
(see Section 5.3.1). We tested two settings with maximum queue lengths of 50
and 10. We also varied the length of the trace from 1 up to 26,550 symbols
(200,000 minutes or ≈ 140 days system time) for the maximum queue length
ten. For maximum queue length 50 we varied the trace length between 1 and
1600 symbols (12,000 minutes or ≈ 200 hours system time).

The results of the experiment are show in Figure 5.5. The computation time
for queue length 50 can only be considered feasible up to 1000 symbols, where
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Figure 5.5: Development of computation time with increasing input size (i.e.
increasing input trace length) for maximum queue lengths of 50 (top) and 10
(bottom)

it already was at 45 minutes. It became unfeasibly high for longer traces, due
to the large discrete state space size of more than 5000. For a maximum queue
length of ten, the behavior reconstruction for the same trace length was possible
in under one minute. The CHnMM forward algorithm processed the maximum
trace length in about 25 minutes. The main reason is that the state space for
the model with maximum queue length ten only contains 243 states.

The linear relationship of computation time to input length is observed as
expected, since the number of forward steps grows linearly with the trace length.
The method is still feasible for traces of up to 100,000 symbols for discrete state
spaces below 200 to 300 states. This seems to be a bearable limitation enabling
the analysis of real life systems.

Model Size: State Space Size Experiment The previous experiment al-
ready showed the strong influence of the state space size on the method per-
formance. The second experiment will be used for a closer investigation. We
therefore varied the maximum possible queue length from 1 to 30, resulting in
state spaces from 9 to 1923 and fixed the trace length at 1655 symbols, corre-
sponding to six days of system time.

The results are shown in Figure 5.6. When the model has 1,000 discrete
states, 20 minutes of computation time are needed to process the whole path.
A doubling in state space size also roughly doubles computational effort to 41
minutes. The initially superlinear relationship quickly converging to a linear
relationship. The initial superlinearity can be attributed to side effects between
number of states and possible values of the age variables.

The conclusion from this experiment is that the algorithm can still be prac-
tically feasible for models up to 10,000 discrete states, with moderate trace
lengths, which is again not too strong a limitation.

Model Complexity: Transition Number Experiment The state space
explosion caused by the number of supplementary variables (age variables) can
also be severe. We will test its influence here by modifying the number of
concurrently active non-Markovian transitions. To eliminate side effects due
to prioritization of different customer classes and activities, we will change the
model structure as follows. We will introduce a third class of customers and
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Figure 5.6: Development of computation time with increasing problem size (i.e.
number of discrete system states)
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Figure 5.7: Development of computation time (logarithmic scaling) with increas-
ing model complexity (i.e. number of concurrent non-Markovian transitions)

each customer class is assigned their own clerk. Thus up to six independent
transitions can be active concurrently, representing the three arrival and three
service processes. The maximum queue length was set to five, resulting in
a discrete state space of 216. The average inter-arrival time of customers per
stream was set to 50 minutes, the average service time 30 minutes. In the model
we varied from zero to six concurrent non-Markovian transitions by gradually
exchanging exponentially distributed by Weibull distributed transitions. We
used a trace length of 23 symbols, corresponding to only 3.5 hours of system
time. This was necessary, since longer trace lengths resulted in memory overflow
for the more complex models.

The results in terms of computation time necessary are shown in Figure 5.7
with logarithmic scaling on the y-axis. For a model with only Markovian tran-
sitions, the computation time is negligible at 0.016 seconds. For a model with
three non-Markovian service transitions we need ten seconds. Two additional
non-Markovian arrival transitions already result in ten minutes of computation
time for this very short trace. The algorithm did not finish for the model with
six concurrent non-Markovian transitions. We are observing an exponential
increase in computation time, due to an exponential increase in Proxels per for-
ward step. Each additional non-Markovian transition adds another dimension
to the age vector.

Considering the extremely short trace and reasonable discrete state space,
the absolute maximum of concurrent non-Markovian transitions should be set
to six. Depending on the application, this can be quite a strong limitation, but
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it is unavoidable due to the state space explosion inherent in the Proxel method.
(see Section 2.3)

5.4.3 Discussion of Experiment Results

The experiments in this section show that VSS behavior reconstruction using
CHnMMs is possible and that the results are useful. Two experiments showed
working evaluation and decoding algorithms. The performance experiments
showed much better results than for HnMMs. The evaluation task can be solved
with a linear relationship in trace length and state space size. The upper limits
for input and model size seem to allow the analysis of realistic systems.

The strongest limitation of the algorithms is in the number of concurrent
non-Markovian transitions. Only models with up to six can be analyzed in with
feasible computation cost. This can be infeasible for real life problems, mak-
ing observations of smaller system parts necessary. However, the algorithms
presented in this chapter are still much faster than HnMM reconstruction algo-
rithms, which can handle only very small state spaces.

Performance experiments for VSS behavior reconstruction using the recur-
sive decoding algorithm (Algorithm 7) are presented in [30]. They show that
the increase in computational effort is by a factor of less than ten for similar
trace lengths to the ones tested here. The memory usage stays well withing PC
working memory range and under 100 MB for the model tested there. There-
fore the system and input size limitations for the recursive CHnMM decoding
algorithm are slightly stricter, however in the same order of magnitude as the
ones stated here for the iterative forward algorithm.

5.5 Discussion of CHnMM

5.5.1 Summary

This chapter presented CHnMMs, a subclass of HnMMs with the restriction
that all activity completions must be externally detectable through a symbol
emission. This restriction in modeling power only slightly changes the formal
specification but has a large impact on the behavior reconstruction algorithms.
For CHnMMs, a much faster behavior reconstruction is possible, and even viable
training approaches have been developed.

The improved performance enables more complex systems to be analyzed
and the training possibility allows for unsupervised training, meaning the sys-
tem does not have to be observable at any point in time. This makes behavior
reconstruction and thus solving inverse problems via VSSs more readily appli-
cable for real world problems.

The restriction to only observable state changes is not always reasonable,
but should be preferred, when applicable. When activities without outputs are
present in physical systems (e.g. manufacturing), one might combine them into
complex activities to enable modeling via CHnMMs. When systems are less
obviously structured (gestures, daily routines), one should choose CHnMMs
whenever possible. The gain in performance by far outweighs the loss in mod-
eling power.
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5.5.2 Further Research

The fast behavior reconstruction algorithms may allow real-time capability.
Therefore, CHnMMs are a reasonable option for pattern and gesture recog-
nition on touch devices and beyond, which we demonstrated in several publi-
cations [29, 54, 55, 56, 57]. This has been investigated in a PhD project and
details are included in Chapter 8 in Part II of this thesis.

The concept of conversiveness of a system could also be used as a measure
of how much information the system traces contain, having implications on how
valid a reconstruction can be at all. This was investigated in a Masters thesis
[105], and is currently the topic of a PhD project [106].

The feasible algorithms for CHnMMs open up more application areas for
further research in Masters theses or other research projects, however, the va-
lidity of the restriction to only observable state changes needs to be tested for
each possible area.



Chapter 6

Hybrid Hidden
Non-Markovian Models

This chapter will introduce a computational model for hybrid augmented
stochastic Petri nets (H-ASPN), designed to make the solution of inverse prob-
lems using virtual stochastic sensors (VSS) possible for hybrid systems: hybrid
hidden non-Markovian models (HHnMM). First we will show the idea and for-
malization. Behavior reconstruction algorithms are presented, and some aca-
demic examples analyzed to examine their capabilities. We initially devised the
paradigm of HHnMMs by extending hidden non-Markovian models (HnMM) by
rewards in [114] then improved it by enabling mutual influence between contin-
uous and discrete part in [115, 180].

6.1 Making HnMM Hybrid

Physical systems are often of hybrid nature: they contain real-valued vari-
ables or have real valued performance measures of interest. Discrete model-
ing paradigms such as hidden Markov models (HMM), HnMMs and conversive
hidden non-Markovian models (CHnMM) are not applicable, since they only
consider discrete models and discrete output symbols.

Several hybrid modeling paradigms exist e.g. fluid stochastic Petri nets
(FSPN) [86, 183] for systems containing continuous parts or reward models
[144, 176] for external performance measures. However, as for stochastic Petri
nets (SPN), all existing paradigms require the model to be completely observable
to analyze the system and predict possible future behavior. (compare Section
2.2.3)

Behavior reconstruction is currently not considered for hybrid systems in
this context. However, in control theory, state observers provide a concept
similar to state reconstruction of hybrid systems [185]. The methods used there
most often employ black box models, relating the input and output of a system
to its internal state, using complex mathematical models. In the system class
we described in Section 1.5, we cannot assume to always be able to observe the
input and output of a system. Therefore the concepts and methods from control
theory are not directly applicable here.

We want to enable behavior reconstruction for hybrid systems, such as the
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balance of energy consumption and production in a private household using solar
thermal technology, and the glucose-insulin-metabolism of a diabetes patient.
These systems are no longer doubly stochastic in the sense of HnMMs. The
relationship of discrete and continuous model part is determined by ordinary
differential equations (ODE). However, the times of measuring the continuous
values and creating a protocol entry can be stochastic.

We assume hybrid models with discrete and continuous parts, which can in-
fluence each other as follows: The influence of the discrete part on the continu-
ous part is described via transition triggered impulse rewards or state dependent
ODEs. The influence of the continuous on the discrete part will be realized via
guard functions, which can contain references to continuous values and disable
or enable activities in the discrete part. This is a design decision making it
possible to base HHnMMs on a hybrid version of augmented stochastic Petri
nets (ASPN) with only slight modifications, namely H-ASPNs, as described in
Section 3.3.2.

Concerning partial observability, we assume that the discrete system state
is not observable at all, but the continuous model quantities can be measured.
A possibly stochastic process produces a protocol with time stamped measure-
ments of some or all continuous measures as observable system output.

6.2 Formalization - Rewards and Guards

The formal definition of HHnMMs is closely related to HnMMs. The discrete
state space of an HnMMs as hidden model is extended by the values of the
continuous variables. A HHnMMs is therefore a six-tuple (S, TR,A,Π, ~r, rr)
with trace O and path Q. The underlying user model is a H-ASPN, see Section
3.3.2 for details.

� S = {s1 . . . sN} is the set of N discrete system states.

� TR = {TR1 . . . TRK} is the set of K state transitions

� TRk = (dist, gf, ir, aging) can invoke multiple state changes.

– dist describes the continuous probability distribution function that
governs a state transition with parameters or an immediate state
transition with probability as weight.

– gf is an optional guard function describing a possibly complex en-
abling rule by a Boolean expression based on the current system state
(default = true),

– ir(~r, s) changes to the reward vector ~r through an impulse reward
when the transition fires in state s ,

– aging is set to true, if the transition has a RACE-AGE memory
policy. (see Section 3.3)

� A = {aij}NxN describes the complete state transition behavior, and aij is
the set of transitions that can cause the state transition from si to sj .

� Π = (π1, ...πN ) is the initial probability vector of the discrete states and
πi is the probability of the system to be in state si at time 0.
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� ~r = (r1, ...r|R|) contains the initial values of all continuous measures.

� rr(~r, s) defines the system’s rate rewards. Each describes changes to the
continuous quantities in the form of an ODE d~r

dt , which can depend on the
state s.

� O = {(o1, e1) . . . (oT , eT )} is a sequence of measurements ot of one or more
of the continuous quantities of ~r with time stamps et, referred to as a trace.

� Q = {(q0, e0) . . . (qP , eP )} is a sequence of system states qt with time
stamps et, referred to as a path.

The model λ = {A,Π, ~r, rr} completely describes the dynamic behavior of the
system and can therefore be used as representative of the model.

Mapping H-ASPN to HHnMM

For the conversion of the user model H-ASPN to a HHnMM, we can use the
procedure described in Section 4.2.4 for the discrete model structure. The con-
tinuous model quantities can be mapped as follows:

� ~r := ~r0 the initial values of the continuous quantities in the H-ASPN
correspond directly to those in the HHnMM.

� TRk.gf := GF (TRk, . . . , . . .) the guard function of transition TRk is the
guard defined for the corresponding transition in the ASPN.

� TRk.ir := ir(TRk, . . . , . . .) the impulse reward ascribed to a specific tran-
sition of the HHnMM also directly corresponds to the impulse reward of
the H-ASPN.

� rr := rr The rate reward function of the H-ASPN can be directly trans-
ferred to the HHnMM.

Thus the conversion of an H-ASPN as user model for VSSs to HHnMMs as
computational model is easily possible by construction.

6.3 Behavior Reconstruction of Hybrid HnMM

Behavior reconstruction for hybrid systems using using HHnMMs as computa-
tional model is the task of determining the possible path of the hidden model,
including the discrete states and the development of the continuous quantities.
We will present an algorithm for decoding and evaluation based on the Proxel
method (see Section 2.3). The algorithm is an improved version of the one we
presented in [114].

The evaluation and decoding algorithm for HHnMMs is based on the one
for HnMMs described in Chapter 4. A Proxel in Algorithm 1 includes path
information in terms of the discrete states and the time stamps of the state
changes for behavior reconstruction. Additionally, the Proxel for HHnMM be-
havior reconstruction also includes the current values of the continuous model
quantities, which are updated as the system progresses.

The following changes in the algorithm need to be made to adapt the HnMM
behavior reconstruction algorithm to HHnMMs. They are elaborated in the
remainder of this section.
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1. Computing the values of the continuous quantities is realized by evaluating
the rate rewards for the time spent in each state and the impulse rewards
for each transition firing.

2. The validity of a system path is determined by comparing the Proxels
continuous quantities with the corresponding protocol entries when they
fall in same discrete time step. Since an exact hit cannot be assumed for
continuous quantities, we will need to specify maximum allowable devia-
tion.

3. The guard functions need to be taken into account when determining
whether a transition is enabled, modifying aging and firing of transitions.

4. The inclusion of immediate transitions leads to vanishing markings in the
model state space. These have to be treated differently, since they do not
persist throughout a time step.

5. Pruning of Proxels with probabilities below an adaptive threshold became
necessary during the experiments described in Section 6.4.

Computing the Continuous Quantities

A separate function is used to compute the effect of impulse and rate rewards
on the continuous measures.

Impulse rewards take effect when a transition is fired and may modify one or
more continuous quantities instantaneously. The value of increase or decrease
may depend on the current discrete system state (e.g. costs per items in stock)
or the value of other continuous quantities (e.g. penalty for meager throughput).

Rate rewards change the continuous quantities continuously. The values are
updated at the end of each time step, before the next state change. The value
of the reward can depend on discrete system state (e.g. cumulative performance
of running processors) and/or values of other continuous quantities (e.g. change
of glucose level according to insulin level). The rate rewards can be defined by
ODEs, which are approximated using Euler’s method with a time step smaller
than the Proxel time step, e.g. ∆

10 , which is reasonable, since ∆ should already
be small.

Determining Valid Paths

For HnMMs, path validity is a binary decision: either the path can trigger
the emission of the observed symbol, or not. If yes, the path is valid and
kept, otherwise it is not valid and can be pruned (see Section 4.2 for details).
Furthermore, the set of HnMM output symbols is finite as opposed to sample
of continuous measures for HnMMs. Therefore changes in the handling of trace
elements are necessary.

For HHnMMs, the protocol entries are samples of continuous quantities with
an infinite value space. The Proxel contains a value of the continuous quantity,
but only for the point in time at the end of the time step. There are several
reasons for the deviation of the observed protocol entry from the reward value
in a valid reconstructed path, in an otherwise deterministic relationship:

� If the Proxel time stamp and sample time stamp are not the same, the
continuous quantity may have changed in between.
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� The calculation of the continuous quantity in the Proxel algorithm is not
exact, but done via Euler’s method, which is an approximation.

� The discrete system part behavior is different in the reconstructed path
and reality, due to the reduction to discrete time steps in the Proxel
method, which is one of the known inherent error sources of the Proxel
method [30].

� The measurement accuracy of the continuous system quantity and there-
fore protocol entry may not be perfect.

For all of these reasons, the protocol entry and the reconstructed value of a
continuous quantity will most likely deviate. Therefore, we have to define a
close enough criterion, an ε value of maximum allowable deviation from the
protocol entry, which can serve as a validity criterion.

If a trace element representing a sample of one of the continuous measures
falls within a Proxel time step, the Proxel value of the continuous quantity is
compared to it. In three cases, the path can be considered valid:

1. If the difference between the Proxel reward value and the protocol value
at the beginning of time step is smaller than ε.

2. If the difference between the Proxel reward value and the protocol value
at the end of time step is smaller than ε.

3. If the Proxel reward value at the beginning of the time step is smaller
(larger) than the protocol entry and after the time step larger (smaller)
than the protocol entry, the Proxel reward value has passed through the
ε corridor.

In all three cases, the path is considered valid, and the Proxel is kept. Otherwise,
the Proxel is discarded as invalid.

The choice of ε influences both method performance and result accuracy.
A smaller ε will result in fewer valid paths and less pronounced state space
explosion. However, it increases the danger of marking all Proxels as invalid
and discarding them, leading to a premature termination and a failure in re-
construction. This is compensated by less time and memory complexity due
to fewer Proxels being processed. A larger ε results in more valid paths and a
higher chance of having valid paths left at the end of the analysis. It will also
lead to an increase in time and memory complexity. Especially longer periods
without samples make the state space explosion more pronounced, since only
when a sample is read and compared to the existing paths, can a good pro-
portion of these be discarded. Another problem is, that the most likely path
with the highest probability might not be the one with the closest match to the
continuous measures in the trace. The number of higher probability paths with
larger deviations increases with ε.

Finding a good tradeoff for ε can be difficult. It depends on the model com-
plexity, the protocol frequency, and the behavior of the continuous quantities.
No general rules could be found so far, and a tuning process was necessary to
find suitable values for ε in each case. Tests have been made to make ε adaptable
to the number of currently valid paths. See experiment Section 6.4 for results.
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Integrating Guard Functions

The influence of the discrete on the continuous part is implemented through
the rate and impulse rewards, which change the values of the continuous model
quantities over time. Reversing that means that the values of the continuous
quantities can influence the behavior of the discrete part, which is in turn gov-
erned by state transitions. We chose to use the well-known Petri net concept
of guard functions. These are Boolean expression that can contain conditions
on the discrete model elements as well as on set of continuous model quantities.
The guard function of a transition defaults to true, if none is specified.

We considered the following possible usages for guard functions in HHnMMs:

� A guard function can selectively disable an otherwise enabled timed tran-
sition and thereby inhibit its firing, when a given condition is not fulfilled.

� A guard function can enable an immediate transition, when a certain
condition is met, behaving like a flank-induced trigger.

In the behavior reconstruction algorithm, the guard functions have to be
checked before processing a transition, either through firing or through increas-
ing the corresponding age variable. A transition can only age or fire, if it is
enabled. Enabling means there are enough tokens in the input places to satisfy
the input arcs’ multiplicities, and fewer tokens than necessary for inhibitor arcs
are in the corresponding places, and the associated guard function evaluates to
true.

The transitions’ firing time distributions are not influenced by the continu-
ous model part as in FSPNs [198], to avoid increasing complexity and unclear
semantic implications. However, compared to FSPNs we added complexity by
introducing immediate transitions with probabilities and guard functions.

Including Immediate Transitions

Immediate transitions fire immediately, when they become enabled, thus in
combination with guard functions, continuous quantities can directly trigger a
state change when crossing a threshold.

When using the state space of a model as its representation, Proxels assume
only tangible markings and restrict the system to at most one state change
per time step. Immediate transitions introduce vanishing markings, which are
usually removed to form the RRG. If the immediate transitions are associated
with probabilities, impulse rewards, or guards, removing them might change or
cloud the system semantics. Therefore, the Proxel method needs to be modified
to handle immediate transitions and the resulting vanishing markings, that must
not persist over any period of time.

We have developed the following approach to handle immediate transitions
in the Proxel algorithms appropriately:

� Proxels with vanishing discrete states are handled before Proxels with
tangible states, satisfying the condition that immediate transitions always
fire first when in competition with times transitions.

� The Proxels resulting from the firing of immediate transitions are added
to the data structure of the same time step, not the data structure of the
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next time step, as would be usual. The system time in these Proxels P.t
is not increased by ∆. (compare Chapter 2.3)

� Only when no more Proxels with vanishing markings exist, are the Proxels
with tangible states handled, thus again making sure the precedence rule
is followed.

These steps are easily integrated into the existing Proxel algorithm, making
further changes to data structures or algorithm logic unnecessary.

Pruning of Irrelevant Paths

In the original Proxel algorithm (see Section 2.3), the Proxel tree is pruned by
discarding Proxels below a given probability threshold [84, 120], to make the
algorithm feasible. This usually results in a small error and does not negatively
impact the overall result.

In HnMM analysis (see Section 4.2) pruning was not necessary due to reduc-
tion of paths to only valid ones. Furthermore, paths with higher probabilities
might become invalid later on, and low probability paths need to be kept.

In HHnMMs, the number of valid paths is larger when ε is larger. Thus
pruning will sometimes be necessary for feasibility reasons. However, the danger
of pruning the best paths due to small probability is still imminent and needs
to be kept in mind.

In contrast to the Proxel algorithm, the pruning threshold for behavior re-
construction needs to be dynamic, since the absolute path probabilities decrease
continuously. Experiments with this cutoff threshold will be presented in the
experiments Section 6.4.

6.3.1 Algorithm

The pseudo code of the modified behavior reconstruction algorithm 8 is similar
to Algorithm 1. A Proxel is now described by a 6-tuple ρ = (s, ~r, ~τ , t, R, p).
The added vector element ~r contains the current values of the continuous model
quantities. The other quantities are the same as described in Section 4.3. With-
out loss of generality we assume that the first vector element ρ.r0 is the quantity
of interest being sampled for the protocol, samples of more than one reward
quantity can be handled accordingly.

The following functions are used in the algorithm, most only contain slight
changes to the HnMM functions (Section 4.3) due to additional input variables,
only the functions ir and rr are completely new.

AddProxel(s, ~r, ~τ , t, R, p) inserts Proxel ρ = (s, ~r, ~τ , t, R, p) into the data struc-
ture Ω.

GetProxel() deletes a Proxel from Ω and returns its value.

Vanishing(s) returns true if in discrete state s there are immedi-
ate transitions enabled, thus making is a vanishing
state.

Enabled(s, T) returns true if transition T is enabled in discrete
state s.
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Algorithm 8: HHnMMProxel

Input: s0 initial model state, ~r0 vector of initial reward values, ∆
discrete simulation step size, O system trace, ε deviation from
trace reward value

Output: Ω set of all reachable Proxels at the end of the protocol

1 Ω← �;

2 AddProxel (s0, ~r0,~0, 0, s0, 1);
3 while Ω 6= � do
4 ρ← GetProxel ();
5 if ρ.t > eT then return (Ω + ρ);
6 if !∃ (ox, ex) ρ.t < ex and ρ.t+ ∆ ≥ ex then valid = true;
7 else valid = false;
8 if !valid and |ρ.r0 − ox| < ε then valid=true;
9 else if !valid and ρ.r0 > ox then SmallerBefore = false;

10 else if !valid and ρ.r0 < ox then SmallerBefore = true;
11 if Vanishing (ρ.s) then
12 foreach TRi in TR do
13 if TRi.dist == IMM and Enabled (ρ.s, TRi) then
14 TRi.ir (ρ.~r);
15 if !valid and (|ρ.r0 − ox| < ε or SmallerBefore and

ρ.r0 > ox or !SmallerBefore and ρ.r0 < ox) then
valid=true;

16 if valid then
17 AddProxel (Successor (ρ.s, TRi), ρ.~r, Update

(ρ.~τ , ρ.s, TRi), ρ.t, Append (ρ.R, Successor
(ρ.s, TRi),ρ.t), ρ.p ∗ TRi.dist.prob);

18 else
19 rr ( ~ρ.r, ρ.s);
20 if !valid and (|ρ.r0 − ox| < ε or SmallerBefore and ρ.r0 > ox

or !SmallerBefore and ρ.r0 < ox) then valid=true;
21 if valid then
22 AddProxel (ρ.s, ρ.~r, Update (ρ.~τ , ρ.s,�), ρ.t+ ∆, ρ.R,

ρ.p ∗ (1−∆ ∗
∑
µi(τi)));

23 foreach TRi in TR do
24 if Enabled (ρ.s, TRi) then
25 TRi.ir (ρ.~r);
26 if !valid and (|ρ.r0 − ox| < ε or SmallerBefore and

ρ.r0 > ox or !SmallerBefore and ρ.r0 < ox) then
valid=true;

27 if valid then
28 AddProxel (Successor (ρ.s, TRi), ρ.~r, Update

(ρ.~τ , ρ.s, TRi), ρ.t+ ∆, Append (ρ.R, Successor
(ρ.s, TRi),ρ.t+ ∆), ρ.p ∗∆ ∗ µi(τi));
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T.ir(~r) is defined by the HHnMM and change the reward
vector ~r according to the impulse reward function
ir of transition T .

Successor(s, T) returns the discrete state reached from discrete state
s when firing transition T .

Update(~τ , s, TRi) updates the enabling time vector ~τ when transition
TRi fires, or no state change happens (TRi = �),
in discrete state s.

Append(R, s, t) appends the new discrete state s with the time
stamp t to the Proxel route R.

rr(~r, s) is defined by the HHnMM and change the reward
vector ~r according to the models rate reward func-
tion rr.

Explanation

The following list explains the logic of the pseudo code in Algorithm 8.

line 1/2 The data structure Ω is initialized to the empty set and the initial
Proxel representing with initial state s0 and ~r0 is inserted into the
data structure.

line 3/4 Until the Proxel data structure is empty, get the next Proxel ρ from
the data structure.

line 5 If the end of the protocol has been reached, return the current Proxel
set Ω.

line 6 If there is no protocol entry in the trace for the currently processed
time step (t . . . t+ ∆), then all paths are valid by default,

line 7 otherwise they need to be checked for validity.

line 8 If the current Proxel ρ is not yet valid, check whether the relevant
reward value ρ.r0 is within ε of the protocol value ox,

line 9 otherwise remember if the Proxel reward value ρ.r0 is larger than the
trace element ox

line 10 or if the Proxel reward value ρ.r0 is smaller than the trace element ox.

line 11 If the current state ρ.s is vanishing (there are immediate transitions
enabled),

line 12/13 consider all immediate transitions TRi that can fire in the discrete
state of the current Proxel ρ.s.

line 14 Modify the Proxels reward vector ~r according to the transitions impulse
reward function TRi.ir.
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line 15 If the current Proxel ρ is not yet valid, check whether the relevant
Proxel reward value ρ.r0 is within ε of the protocol value ox, or whether
the Proxel reward value ρ.r0 has passed the trace value ox.

line 16/17 If the Proxel ρ is now valid, add a new Proxel to the data structure
that represents the next discrete state of the system after the firing
of TRi, and multiply the Proxel’s probability ρ.p by the probability
associated with that immediate transition.

line 18 If the current state ρ.s is tangible (no immediate transitions enabled),

line 19 modify the Proxels reward vector ~r according to the rate reward func-
tion rr of the current system state ρ.s.

line 20 If the current Proxel ρ is not yet valid, check whether the relevant
reward value ρ.r0 is within ε of the protocol value ox, or whether the
Proxel reward value ρ.r0 has passed the trace value ox.

line 21/22 If the Proxel ρ is now valid, add a new Proxel to the data structure
that represents remaining in the current discrete system state ρ.s, and
subtract the probability of leaving the current system state.

line 23/24 Consider all timed transitions TRi that can fire in the discrete state
of the current Proxel ρ.s.

line 25 Modify the Proxel’s reward vector ~r according to the transitions im-
pulse reward function TRi.ir.

line 26 If the current Proxel ρ is not yet valid, check whether the relevant
reward value ρ.r0 is within ε of the protocol value ox, or whether the
Proxel reward value ρ.r0 has passed the trace value ox.

line 27/28 If the Proxel ρ is now valid, add a new Proxel to the data structure
that represents the next discrete state of the system after the firing of
TRi, and multiply the Proxel’s probability ρ.p by the probability of
transition TRi firing in the next time step.

Algorithm Discussion

Algorithm 8 enables behavior reconstruction for HHnMMs based only on sam-
ples of continuous quantities. This extends the application area of VSSs to
hybrid systems with mutual influence between discrete and continuous part.

The set of Proxels in the final time step represents all possible system end
states having produced the observed protocol, with the given ε for maximum
allowable divergence of the continuous measures. This set of Proxels also con-
tains a list of paths that could have produced the given protocol, or something
close to it. It can be analyzed further to answer questions regarding the original
system, which will be demonstrated in the following sections.

The validity of the reconstruction as well as the effect of ε and other method
and input parameters on algorithm performance and result accuracy will also
be examined in the next section. Post processing can be done for the most
likely path(s) or the path(s) with the smallest divergence from the protocol.
The difference of these will also be analyzed in the following section.
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6.4 Academic Models and Experiments

This section shows two examples used in some of our previous publications
[114, 115] to emphasize specific aspects of the modeling paradigm.

The VSS decoding task for hybrid systems is demonstrated on the solar-
thermal heating system described in Section 3.5 and on a model of the daily
glucose-insulin-metabolism described in more detail in our publications [114,
115]. The performance experiments are performed using the metabolism model.

The experiments demonstrate the path reconstruction ability and show the
influence of several method parameters on result accuracy and method perfor-
mance. The test data (traces) was generated using discrete event simulation
(DES), also recording the actual generating system behavior for method valida-
tion and determining the accuracy.

6.4.1 Demonstrating Path Reconstruction - Solar Ther-
mal Heating

The model of the private household system shown in Figure 6.1 contains three
independent system parts which all influence the water tank temperature (WT ):

� A deterministic day-night dynamic with 16h of daylight and 8h of night-
time causes a steady increase of +5◦C/h in water temperature during the
day.

� The house’s heating system switches On and Off in normally distributed
Intervals (µ = 8h, σ = 2h), which causes a steady decrease −3◦C/h in
water temperature when the heating is On.

� An optional external heating unit is used according to certain conditions
and produces a steady increases of +10◦C/h in temperature when turned
On. The heating is switched On, when the water temperature WT drops
below 50◦C, and switched Off when the water temperature is above
80◦C.

An additional state independent ODE models a steady decrease in water
temperature of −0.01◦C/h, which represents the temperature loss to the en-
vironment. Regular temperature measurements are recorded in a protocol at
roughly 5h intervals. An excerpt of a trace is shown in Table 6.1.

Using this HHnMM corresponding to the ASPN shown in Figure 3.3, we can
now perform behavior reconstruction via decoding. The reconstructed paths
can then be analyzed to answer questions such as:

� What is the amount of actual external heating needed for a solar thermal
system?

� Did the system perform to the given specifications?

� What are possible reasons for an unusually high need of external heating?
(unusually large or an untimely usage profile)
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Figure 6.1: A graphical representation of the solar heater dynamics

Table 6.1: Protocol of regular water temperature measurements with time
stamps

Trace
Time Water Temperature
0.00 50.00
5.03 60.02
10.01 62.76
15.05 59.94
19.84 60.40
24.86 84.26
29.95 90.00
35.04 83.96
39.96 69.15
44.77 57.47
49.68 65.80

Validation Experiment

The tested trace has a length of 200 symbols, representing 1000h of system
time. Table 6.2 shows an excerpt of the recorded actual generating path, with
two external heating periods within the observed time span.

The behavior reconstruction with ε = 2.0◦C yielded 115 possible generating
paths in a computation time of 3 minutes. Table 6.2 shows an excerpt of the
reconstructed most likely generating path. Comparing it to the original path,
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Table 6.2: Excerpt of original system path and reconstructed system path
Original Path Reconstruction

Time Transition Time Transition
5.66 HeatingOff 6.0 HeatingOff
8.46 HeatingOn 10.0 HeatingOn

14.51 HeatingOff 16.0 HeatingOff
23.73 HeatingOn 23.0 HeatingOn
33.41 HeatingOff 33.0 HeatingOff
40.15 HeatingOn 41.0 HeatingOn
45.27 StartBuying 46.0 StartBuying
47.79 HeatingOff 49.0 HeatingOff
48.69 StopBuying 50.0 StopBuying
. . . . . . . . . . . .

358.91 StartBuying 359.0 StartBuying
360.64 HeatingOff 361 HeatingOff
361.62 StopBuying 362.0 StopBuying

. . . . . . . . . . . .

it correctly reproduces the two external heating periods, with the time stamp
deviations being close to the discretization accuracy ∆ = 1.0h. Furthermore,
all but one of the 40 random heating periods were reconstructed correctly.

The reconstructed path answers the question, how much external heating
was necessary. Within the 1000h of system time simulated, the external heating
was needed for 7h in total. This also closely corresponds to the ground truth,
where the external heating was turned on for 6.13h. The deviation between the
two values is within the discretization step size, and therefore very accurate.

The experiment showed a successful VSS behavior reconstruction of a hybrid
model with an eight-element discrete state space, one continuous measure, two
concurrent non-Markovian transitions and several constant rewards.

6.4.2 Demonstrating Path Reconstruction - Diabetes Ex-
ample

The second application example, which we already used in [114, 115], models
the glucose insulin metabolism of a type 1 diabetes patient, who cannot produce
insulin naturally, and therefore has to inject it. The specifics of the insulin and
glucose interaction dynamics were taken from [80].

The ASPN is shown in Figure 6.2 with impulse rewards for eating, snacking
and injecting insulin and rate rewards as state independent ODEs describing the
metabolism dynamics. The empirical insulin usage function is shown in Figure
6.3. The model assumes two distinct states of the patient hungry with a duration
∼ N(0.5h, 0.1h)) and full with a duration ∼ N(7.5h, 1.0h)), resulting in eating
intervals averaging 8h. Eating increases the blood glucose level immediately by
1000units, and is usually followed directly by an insulin injection increasing the
insulin level immediately by 3000units.

Sometimes the patient forgets the insulin injection, which is modeled by a
competing transition without the impulse reward for insulin. The patient also
eats a snack when the blood glucose level drops below 5000units, which in turn
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Figure 6.2: A graphical representation of the insulin glucose metabolism model
of a diabetic in the form of a state space with associated rewards

increases the glucose level by 200units through an immediate transition with
a guard function. An output trace of the model contains only measurements
of the patient’s blood glucose level, since this can be monitored easily by the
patient themselves.

Table 6.3: Tabular function describing the insulin usage fraction
Trace

Insulin Level Usage Fraction
0 0.0075

1800 0.0105
3600 0.0145
5400 0.0190
7200 0.0255
9000 0.0330

10800 0.0405
12600 0.0490
14400 0.0545
16200 0.0575
18000 0.0590

The setting assumes glucose level measurements at regular 3h intervals
recorded in the protocol. The goal of the VSS behavior reconstruction is to
deduce the patient’s behavior, and especially to detect deviations from the pre-
scribed dietary and medication plan. This information can be deduced from the
reconstructed system paths and help answer the following questions:

� How well did a diabetes patient adhere to the dietary and medication
schedule? (regular injections, no snacks)

� What did they miss, if anything, did they snack?
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An excerpt from an example measurement protocol with 32 entries for 100h
of system time is shown in Table 6.4.

Table 6.4: Protocol of regular glucose level measurements with time stamps
Trace

time Glucose Level
2.36 5581
5.82 5109
9.27 6131
12.11 5827
14.82 5577
18.00 6191
20.83 5858
23.86 5559
26.30 6340
29.41 5923
32.43 5599
35.44 6271
38.30 5879
41.60 5518

The recorded actual system path is shown in Table 6.5. It is described by
the state transitions, which completely determine the system development when
the initial conditions are known. The behavior reconstruction used ε = 60 and
resulted in 45050 possible paths with a computation time of 11s. Table 6.5 also
shows the most likely reconstructed path. A comparison with the original path
shows only small deviations, all incidences of snacking and forgotten injections
are correctly reproduced. 10 out of the 14 time stamps in the path differ within
the discretization accuracy four are one step off.

Table 6.5: Eating and injection times in original system path and reconstructed
system path

Original Path Reconstruction
time trans time trans

7 Snack 6.79 Snack
9 Snack 8.69 Snack

10 EatForget 8.73 EatForget
16 EatInject 15.94 EatInject
25 EatInject 26.14 EatInject
34 EatInject 34.70 EatInject
42 EatInject 42.65 EatInject
50 EatInject 48.58 EatInject
58 EatInject 58.82 EatInject
66 EatInject 65.29 EatInject
73 EatInject 72.95 EatInject
79 EatInject 80.00 EatInject
87 EatInject 86.42 EatInject
94 EatInject 92.56 EatInject
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The VSS behavior reconstruction for this hybrid model can be regarded as
successful. The deviations from the dietary plan were reproduced correctly,
answering the questions posed for this application example. This experiment
shows that VSSs are able to reconstruct the behavior of hybrid systems with
complex continuous dynamics. The experiment used a small state space and
short trace, thus runtime was not an issue.

6.4.3 Performance Experiments

The performance experiments were conducted to test the influence of several
method and input parameters on performance and result accuracy: the validity
criterion ε, the sample interval, the trace length and the best best path crite-
rion. The performance quantities of interest are the number of valid paths, the
computation time needed and the maximum path and trace probabilities. The
experiments were conducted using the type 2 diabetes patient example model
shown in Figure 6.2.

Epsilon Boundary Experiment

In the first experiment we varied the ε value, which determines path validity (see
Section 6.3). It determines the largest allowable deviation of a reconstructed
path reward value and current trace value, if the deviation is larger, the path
is discarded. We varied the values from 60 to 140, using a sample interval of
three hours, a sequence length of 33 symbols and no pruning of paths with
smaller probabilities. With ε values below 60, the algorithm terminated before
the protocol was analyzed completely, and no valid paths were found in the
reconstruction. With ε values larger than 140, the runtime and memory usage
increased drastically, rendering the algorithm infeasible.

Figure 6.3: Development of the number of valid paths (left), the overall compu-
tation time (center), the logarithmic maximum path probability and the loga-
rithmic cumulative trace probability (right) for increasing ε value

The experiment results are shown in Figure 6.3. The number of valid paths
grows super-linearly with epsilon, as does the computation time. Furthermore,
the maximum path probability and the cumulative trace probability both in-
crease. This has the following reason: when more paths are considered valid,
the cumulative value becomes larger. The maximum of a larger number of paths
is statistically also larger. However, a more probable path must have a larger
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discrepancy from the trace, otherwise it would have been detected with smaller
ε values already. Therefore it might not be as useful (see Section 6.3).

The overall behavior of the algorithm is as expected, the increase in effort
with growing ε depends also on the number of concurrent transitions, which
is two at most for this scenario. The value of ε should be chosen as small as
possible to retain valid paths, in order not to produce more likely further off
paths. This is due to the assumption that the most realistic generating path
should produce a trace similar to the given trace.

This predictable behavior is however only true for the algorithm without
pruning. When pruning is introduced, the two thresholds (pruning cutoff prob-
ability and ε) show an unpredictable interaction pattern. Increasing the ε value
might then actually lead to fewer valid paths or even to a premature termina-
tion of the analysis. One reason is that a larger ε leads to paths with higher
probability but larger distance to the trace. These more probable paths are
retained and less likely paths are pruned, even though they were closer to the
trace. This can lead to the more distant paths become invalid later on due to
too large deviations, leading to a premature termination of the analysis. This
rather complex interaction will have to be investigated further in the future, it
however again leads to the suggestions to choose ε as small as possible, refraining
from pruning whenever feasible.

Automatic Adjustment of Epsilon Parameter In a further experiment
we tried to skip the manual parameter tuning step and devise rules for adjust-
ing ε dynamically to obtain a more stable algorithm. This however proved very
difficult and we did not find a good rule to create a stable HHnMM analy-
sis algorithm that could deal with traces of flexible length without premature
termination or undue complexity increase.

Another observation was that ε and the pruning threshold both influence the
resulting path and trace probabilities. When comparing evaluation probabilities,
both parameters should be fixed and the same for different models or traces.
An automatic tuning should only be used when decoding is the task to be
performed.

Sample Interval Experiment

In a real application setting, the sample interval might be adjustable, if not for
existing data, then for future data collection. Therefore, we are testing its effect
on algorithm performance. We varied the mean of our normally distributed
sampling interval for our example model from 1h to 24h, while ε was fixed at
100, a trace covering 100h of system time and a pruning threshold of 6E − 6.

The experiment results are shown in Figure 6.4. Overall, the number of
valid paths when processing the complete trace increases with increasing sam-
ple interval. This is due to having less information and therefore having more
possible system developments corresponding to the trace. However, this growth
is somewhat erratic, which is due to the introduction of pruning, and the de-
scribed interaction of pruning threshold and ε, which leads to dips in the result
complexity for certain sample interval values.

The computation time behaves similarly erratic, increasing in general with
a larger sample interval, however with a dip when the number of valid paths
decreases unexpectedly. As in the previous experiment, the maximum path
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Figure 6.4: Development of the maximum number of concurrent Proxels log-
arithmic scaling (left), the computation time logarithmic scaling (center), the
logarithmic maximum path probability and the logarithmic cumulative trace
probability (left) for increasing sample interval

probability and the cumulative trace probability increase with an increasing
number of valid paths, more ambiguity leading to more and more likely gener-
ating paths.

Figure 6.5: Reconstruction accuracy using Damerau-Levenshtein-Distance for
different sample intervals

The overall result of this experiment is that as expected, more frequent
samples allow a faster reconstruction, since they allow an earlier elimination of
invalid paths. More frequent samples also lead to a better path reconstruction.
Figure 6.5 shows that with larger sample intervals the Damerau-Levenshtein
distance (DLD) measure between the actual generating path and the most likely
reconstructed path increases. We can therefore conclude that the more and
higher frequency samples are available or possible from a system, the better.

Most Probable vs. Closest Match Path Experiment

This experiment evaluated the effect of the measure used for selecting the most
likely generating paths to keep, when pruning is enabled. The two measures used
were the path probability, keeping the most probable ones, and the deviation
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of the path from the trace, keeping the closest ones. In addition we evaluated
the resulting path set by taking the path with the highest probability and the
path with the smallest deviation from the trace. The measure of goodness
of reconstruction was the difference between the actual generating path and
the reconstructed path in terms of differences of the transition time stamps,
penalizing a missing or wrong transition with five.

Table 6.6: Effect of measure to determine the most likely generating path
Path Prob (log) Path Deviation

Pruning Criterion Best Path Criterion SI3 SI8 SI3 SI8
Path Probability Path Probability -75.94 -42.72 30.05 70.24
Path Probability Trace Deviation -78.06 -44.80 27.29 66.95
Trace Deviation Path Probability -81.41 -78.05 18.10 26.86
Trace Deviation Trace Deviation -67.56 -58.21 16.28 50.86

Table 6.6 shows the numerical results of this experiment for traces with
sample interval three and eight. For both sample intervals, the paths out of
the set of paths with little deviation from the trace were much better behavior
reconstructions than the paths found always keeping the most probable paths.
The best match for a sample interval three was achieved when taking the most
likely of the paths found using the trace deviation measure. The best match for a
sample interval of eight was achieved using the path with the smallest deviation
from the trace overall. The probability of the closest paths are expected to be
less than the ones of the most probable paths. However, the most probable close
path even has a larger probability than the other paths’ probabilities.

Figure 6.6: Deviation of reconstructed path and original path transition time
stamps for sample interval three with different policies for choosing the most
likely path, when pruning for path probability (left) and pruning with trace
deviation (right)

Figure 6.6 shows the differences in the single transition time stamps for the
best two paths using each pruning criterion for sample interval three. The black
lines show the most probable path from each set, the gray ones the paths with
the smallest trace deviation from each set.

The experiment showed that using the closest path measure for selecting the
paths to keep results in better behavior reconstructions. Another observation
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was that when using the trace deviation measure for the pruning decision, the
effect of the ε boundary was much more predictable, and in addition, signif-
icantly smaller ε boundary values could be used without risking a premature
termination of the simulation.

Varying Trace Length

In this experiment we monitored the algorithm performance parameters over
the simulation up to a maximum trace length of 100 symbols, using a sample
interval of three, a pruning threshold of 120 and a cutoff value of ten.

Figure 6.7: Development of the number of valid paths (left), the computation
time (center), the logarithmic maximum path probability and the logarithmic
cumulative trace probability (right) for increasing trace length

The results are shown in Figure 6.7. The computation time increases with
growing trace length, which is expected and indicates that the method will
scalable well for longer traces. The path and trace probabilities decrease rapidly,
which is also expected and inherent to path reconstruction.

The number of valid paths was recorded after the processing of each symbol.
It varies randomly over the course of the analysis, with a tendency to increase
with increasing trace length. When varying the cutoff threshold or ε parameter
to keep the number of paths bounded, one was always at the risk of memory
overflow or premature termination of the simulation.

Conclusion of Performance Experiments

The performance experiments show that ε is a crucial method parameter. It
should be chosen as small as possible and as large as necessary. However, due
to the sensitive interplay of ε and the pruning probability, this process is com-
plicated. When using the trace deviation measure, the process is significantly
easier. The dynamic adjustment of ε during runtime was too volatile to be use-
ful. The behavior reconstruction experiments for HnMMs show a predictable
algorithm behavior in terms of computation time. This indicates that it will be
possible to analyze more realistic model specifications.

6.4.4 Discussion of Experiments Results

The behavior reconstruction experiments showed the validity of the approach,
since the reconstructed paths closely resembled the actual generating behavior.
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The performance experiments showed an expected dependence of the method
accuracy and performance on the sample frequency and ε parameter. Currently,
the performance is highly dependent on the model parameters, making expert
knowledge necessary for feasible implementation and parameter choices. An au-
tomatic tuning of ε introduces more complexity and will have to be investigated
further in the future. The computational effort currently needed for behavior
reconstruction is however considerable, which makes the method currently only
applicable to real world systems with very small states space size.

A real world application of VSSs on hybrid systems is beyond the scope of
this thesis and therefore a part of future work.

6.5 Discussion of HHnMM

6.5.1 Summary and Evaluation

This chapter formalizes HHnMMs as computational model for VSS behavior
reconstruction of hybrid systems from measurement protocols of some or all of
the continuous measures, thus solving an inverse problem. We designed the
model such that it can contain a complex reward structure and guard functions
referring to reward values, enabling mutual influence between the continuous
and the discrete part. This extension of the HnMMs to hybrid systems extends
the possible application fields of VSSs for behavior reconstruction.

6.5.2 Further Research

Since this modeling paradigm is the most recent and least investigated of the
three, there is still groundwork in addition to investigating real life application
scenarios.

Possible future application areas open up by including continuous measures
in the models can be found in the area of renewable energy, power grid and
infrastructure questions. Depending on the size of the topic and possible re-
search or application partners, several Masters projects are conceivable. One
such application in non-intrusive appliance load monitoring (NIALM) is the re-
construction of energy consumption behavior on an appliance level solely based
on cumulative consumption measurements, which is presented in Chapter 7,
here however realized using CHnMMs.

On the model level, one can introduce a relaxation by having some discrete
activities also observable, increasing observability and thus conversiveness of
the model and the validity of the reconstructions. Combining this with actual
application examples would make it a suitable topic for a PhD thesis.

More theoretical research is necessary on how much information is needed,
defining information density and possibly suggesting suitable sampling frequen-
cies for specific systems based on the system model. One could also be more
precise and determine when or where exactly another sample would be needed
to gain the most information. This again is a suitable PhD topic, since it can
also benefit the corresponding analysis of HnMMs and CHnMMs.
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Chapter 7

Applications in Engineering

This chapter will present use cases of inverse problems for virtual stochastic
sensors (VSS) from two application scenarios introduced in Section 1.2: A1
manufacturing and A2 (renewable) energy sector. From the manufacturing do-
main we will apply VSSs to workflow reconstruction from sparse observations
in a job-shop setting. From the energy domain we will apply VSSs to non-
intrusive appliance load monitoring (NIALM). The two examples demonstrate
the applicability of the modeling paradigms presented in Part I of this thesis
to realistic scenarios. They do not represent fully complete solutions to the
tasks at hand, but are intended to illustrate the benefits that can be gained
from defining and solving inverse problems of technical systems using VSSs for
behavior reconstruction.

7.1 Introduction and Motivation

Discrete stochastic models (DSM) have been widely used and accepted in the
engineering domain and more specifically in manufacturing. As stated in Sec-
tion 1.2, one inspiration for developing VSSs came from partially observable
processes in manufacturing and the energy sector.

Application area A1 manufacturing is characterized by high demands in
efficiency and quality. Extensive research has been done to improve process
efficiency in assembly lines, which are perfect for producing high numbers of
partially customizable, but largely standardized products. Workshop processes
on the other hand are commonly used for manufacturing customized consumer
product and use highly flexible workflows. There is an urgent need for analysis
and optimization of processes within these workshop. We first presented the
application described in Section 7.2 as an idea in [33] (see Chapter 4 for further
details) and then implemented it as part of a PhD project [53, 116] that is
documented in thesis of Barbara Dengler [52]. The case study was conducted in
cooperation with the Optibox Project and VSSs are used there as an analysis
component.

Application area A2 (renewable) energy sector is characterized by a flexi-
ble, heterogeneous, dynamic and widely dispersed network of suppliers, storage
facilities and consumers. Rules on how to manage the grid on small and large
scale are yet to be specified. On a private household level, smart meters allow
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the gathering of a huge amount of data, which can be utilized to analyze and
optimize a households energy consumption. In addition to analysis, the data can
also be used to improve the prediction quality of the future household energy
requirement. The application described in Section 7.3 was tested in a Masters
thesis [180] and described in a our paper [115] as application of hybrid hidden
non-Markovian models (HHnMM). We presented an improved VSS approach
employing real world data in [117, 194]. The case study involves reconstruction
of specific appliance load profiles from cumulative smart meter data (NIALM).

7.1.1 Research Questions

The general research question of this section is: Under what circumstances can
solving inverse problems through VSSs be helpful in engineering applications,
where classical DSMs are often used for modeling and simulation? The task is
therefore to identify reasonable application areas, define inverse problems and
demonstrate applicability in selected real use cases.

For the two application examples, the more specific research questions are
as follows:

� Are VSSs applicable to process analysis in partially observed industrial
production processes? Under what circumstances can they generate a
benefit?

� Can VSSs be used for NIALM? What are the constraints?

The answers to these questions can point to future research and also identify
limitations and boundaries of VSS applicability. This will also contribute to the
second goal of the thesis (see Section 1.4), by showing where VSSs can generate
benefit compared to existing paradigms.

7.2 Optibox - Virtual Stochastic Sensors for
Tracking in Workshop Environments

7.2.1 Background in Job Shop Production Processes

The VSS application example used here is job shop process, which is a highly
flexible production environment with multiple independent workstations. Work-
shops can be used for repair processes or as manufacturing system for small or
single-order products, which can differ completely or have highly customizable
features. The job order and size are very flexible and determined by customer
demands.

In job shops, similar machines are clustered according to their technological
processes. Different jobs may require different sets of these processes. Goods are
moved manually from one process to another with intermediate storage areas.

The process is characterized by a high flexibility compared to a continuous
flow assembly line production process. Traditionally, the workflows are handled
according to expert opinions, or through simple rules that have evolved over a
long time and have proven sufficient so far. The progress of items and orders is
not monitored; scheduling, analysis and optimization are therefore very difficult.
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A globalized market creates the demand for increased competitiveness and a
need for structured evaluation and optimization arises. Most existing methods
and tools aim at serial production environments and large production lots, and
are not easily adaptable, or too expensive and extensive for workshop manu-
facturing in small companies [52]. The need for a flexible process analysis and
optimization method for workshop production environments is therefore appar-
ent [52, 53].

7.2.2 Optibox Project Idea

Installing professional monitoring equipment for the complete manufacturing
process in a workshop is not possible, since the processes are not well defined (as
opposed to assembly line processes), and the approach would be too expensive
for the prevalent small businesses. An alternative is the installation of few
sensor stations with inexpensive equipment for a limited time span. This can
be handled by an outside provider, who brings in the necessary expertise and
appropriate data analysis techniques to close the gaps in these observations and
draw the right conclusions [33, 110]. Viewing this as an inverse problem, we want
to reconstruct the actual workflows of specific items from their observations at
easily accessible points in the production process.

The analysis was tested in cooperation with the Optibox project team. The
goal of Optibox was to enable small and medium companies to optimize their
production systems using inexpensive, mobile, self-learning equipment. Utilizing
radio-frequency identification (RFID) technology to collect data and ending in
an attached simulation module to perform the necessary process optimization
[52, 53, 116].

The step for which VSSs are highly suitable is the reconstruction of the par-
tially monitored workflows. These workflows are characterized by partially ob-
served processes, whose general structure is known and representable by DSMs.
The observable process output in the form of e.g. RFID signals can be stochastic,
since the sensor equipment is error prone.

7.2.3 Example Job Shop Production Scenario and Model

The example job shop scenario shown in Figure 7.1 contains different workplaces
and storage areas. It was designed by domain experts based on an actually
existing workshop and can therefore be considered realistic. The specific areas
involved in the use case are highlighted and marked: workplaces 1, 2, 3, storage
areas A, B, C and the entrance and exit point E.

Three distinct workflows with two variants each are considered in the use
case, each in two different variants, each including at least one storage and at
least one processing step. Table 7.1 illustrates these.

As in a normal workshop, only the processing times spent at the workstations
are known, the storage times are flexible and not restricted, as are the transport
times between the areas. For easier data acquisition in the experiments, the time
scale of the processes was adjusted to seconds, which is not a process limitation.
The time scale could as well be minutes, hours, or days, making it realistic
for a real job shop. This does not affect the numerical results in the following
sections.
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Figure 7.1: Example workshop layout with areas of interest marked

Table 7.1: Workflows in OptiBox job shop experiment
WF1-1: E - C - 1 - E
WF1-2: E - C - 1 - B - E
WF2-1: E - A - 2 - 3 - B - E
WF2-2: E - A - 2 - B - 3 - E
WF3-1: E - A - 1 - 2 - B - E
WF3-2: E - A - 1 - B - 2 - E

Furthermore, the processing steps duration is assumed to be uniformly dis-
tributed. This is reasonable, since usually for a lack of better data only minimum
and maximum processing time are known. This sparse information justifies the
simple distribution type.

processing time at workplace 1 ∼ Uniform(20s, 30s)

processing time at workplace 2 ∼ Uniform(10s, 20s)

processing time at workplace 3 ∼ Uniform(15s, 25s)

Four RFID readers are placed at the following points entrance/exit E, stor-
age areas A and B, and workplace 1, each covering the whole area. These
readers detect when a product enters and leaves the location. In the data col-
lection setup, products were represented by Lego bricks marked with distinct
RFID tags, where the assignment of a tag to a specific job was known to the
experimenter.
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Deriving Models for the Workflows

For VSS analysis, augmented stochastic Petri nets (ASPN) are needed for these
workflows. We will analyze the workflow of each item individually, not the
complete workshop process with interactions between the different jobs. This
is possible, since we have the RFID tag information, with clear start and end.
When capacity considerations are of interest, the process would have to be
modeled differently.

One option for the model is combining all workflows in one model and then
using decoding to determine the most likely path, which should correspond to
the workflow. The second option is to design one ASPN per workflow, later
using evaluation to determine the most likely workflow model.

An excerpt of the ASPN (see Chapter 3) combining all workflows is shown
in Figure 7.2. The process contains decisions represented by immediate transi-
tions (solid vertical bars), assuming that competing transitions having the same
probability. The output, corresponding to the RFID sensor readings, is asso-
ciated with the transitions entering and leaving the monitored areas (symbol
1 at entrance/exit E, symbol 2 at storage A, symbol 3 at storage B, symbol
4 at workplace 1). Each has an emission probability of 1.0, implying that no
reading errors happen. The timed transitions are annotated with probability
distributions describing their respective process duration. The durations of the
storage and transport processes are not specified and are therefore represented
by exponential distributions.

The complete system reachability graph (RG) is depicted in Figure 7.3,
including the processing steps, excluding process durations and probabilities.
The vanishing states due to the immediate transitions in the ASPN are depicted
as dashed circles. Their elimination was not possible due to the non-Markovian
transitions preceding them. Including the output symbol information in the
RG yields a hidden non-Markovian model (HnMM) (see Section 4.2.4 for the
detailed conversion process).

Figure 7.2: ASPN excerpt of all workflows combined in one model
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Figure 7.3: Reachability graph of the ASPN containing all workflows

Analysis Algorithm Modification

An HnMM containing vanishing states has to be treated differently from a model
with only non-zero state holding times. The proposed modification of Proxel
method is very similar to the one already described in Section 6.3 for HHnMMs
with immediate transitions:

� If in any Proxel an immediate transition is enabled, disregard all timed
transitions and determine the probabilities of the immediate state changes.

� Create the child Proxels for the current time step in such a way that they
are processed in the same time step as their parents.

This results in a behavior as if no time elapsed and also allows for multiple
successive immediate transitions. There is a small error due to the transitions
taking effect only in the next time step, but it is not cumulative and therefore
acceptable. No overhead is generated and only small algorithm modifications
are necessary. The only critical point is the handling of emitted signals, i.e.
keeping track of if they have been emitted and processed already when dealing
with successive immediate transitions. This can however also be solved with
few modifications in the algorithm.

7.2.4 Experiments

In this section we will briefly describe the behavior reconstruction experiment
for the Optibox project, data acquisition, evaluation and decoding results, as
well as another experiment introducing more ambiguity in the traces.

Data Acquisition and Pre-Processing

The data was collected in an artificial workshop setup, due to technical and
legal difficulties in the real workshop environment. The workshop layout shown
in Figure 7.1 was plotted on a 1m× 1m canvas and fixed on a plywood board.
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The RFID sensors were placed beneath the board in the marked areas. The
sensor data was collected in a central database, with a time stamp accuracy of
1s.

The individual production goods were represented by Lego cubes, with at-
tached RFID tags. To mimic the workshop process, the Lego cubes were handled
and moved around manually as single order. The timing for the work areas was
checked by stopwatches and the timing in the other locations was arbitrary.
A picture of the data acquisition setup is shown in Figure 7.4. The protocol
generated was complemented by the ground truth, which contained the actual
assignment of workflows to tags. The workflows were executed simultaneously
by several experimenters, to simulate a realistic environment.

Figure 7.4: Experiment setup with data collection unit and tags

An example of the raw data collected in the Database can be seen in Figure
7.5, containing the following fields:

� Id (unique DB key)

� TimeStamp (time of DB entry)

� Duration (period within sensor range)

� OptiBoxID (sensor number)

� TagID (unique RFID tag identifier)

� StartDate (when sensor range was entered)

� EndDate (when sensor range was left)
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In a followup step, the data was pre-processed, normalizing the time stamps,
extracting the entering and leaving times of items from the sensor zones and
annotating them with the correct symbol. This step resulted in 69 workflow
executions in total out of which 52 represented correct executions of one of the
six possible workflows. One of the resulting traces resulting from workflow 2-1
(E-A-2-3-B-E) is shown in in Table 7.2.

Figure 7.5: Excerpt of raw data obtained from sensors

Behavior Reconstruction by Evaluation and Decoding Experiments

In the first experiment we used one model containing all workflows (refer Figure
7.2) and decoding (Algorithm 1) to determine the most likely generating path.
An example input trace is shown in Table 7.2). The output of the algorithm is
a list of all possible paths with their respective probabilities. The runtime of
the analysis was under one minute for all traces due to them being very short,
and therefore not considered further.

When analyzing the algorithm output, we compared the most likely recon-
structed path to the ground truth, i.e. the actual workflow executed when col-
lecting data, and considered the cumulative probability of all distinct workflow
paths.

According to the symbol sequence, the trace could point to two different
workflows (E-A-2-3-B-E or E-A-2-B-3-E). The behavior reconstruction using
Proxels yielded 2776 possible generating paths. An excerpt from this list is
shown in Figure 7.6 ordered by path probability: logarithmic path probabil-
ity (log prob), path probability (prob), followed by value pairs of state change
time stamp (t) and target system state (s). A plot of all path probabilities
in descending order is depicted in Figure 7.7. All of these reconstructed paths
corresponded to ground truth workflow E-A-2-3-B-E.

Therefore the reconstruction was successful: The most likely path corre-
sponds to the ground truth, as well as the largest sum of the probabilities of all
paths representing the same workflow.

The experiment was conducted for all 52 complete traces, with similarly
positive results. The absolute number of possible generating paths per trace
varied from less than 20 to several thousand, all of which corresponded to the
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Table 7.2: Pre-processed protocol of sensor readings for example workflow E-
A-2-3-B-E

Trace
timestamp symbol

815 1
817 1
819 2
829 2
877 3
891 3
893 1
909 1

Figure 7.6: Possible generating paths of example workflow protocol

respective ground truth workflow.
The behavior reconstruction using six different workflow HnMMs, one for

each workflow, and model matching via evaluation yielded similarly good result.
For each of the 52 traces we were able to reconstruct the ground truth workflow
correctly.

The workflow reconstruction using a single model and decoding as well as
individual models and evaluation worked very well with perfect data. The pos-
itive result is most likely due to the rather conversive model, with three groups
of workflows already distinguishable by symbol order and perfect data collection
results. In order to better test the robustness of the method, we repeated the
experiment with more ambiguous data.

Figure 7.7: Plot of path probabilities in descending order for example protocol
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Benchmark With Ambiguous Data

To introduce more ambiguity, we virtually removed the sensor in workplace 1
in the data and in the HnMM. This resulted in four workflows (WF1-1,WF1-
2,WF2-1,WF2-2) with the same symbol order (1 − 1 − 2 − 2 − 3 − 3 − 1 − 1),
which are considered as a subset in this experiment. Decoding and evaluation
experiments both yielded the same results, i.e. reconstruction of a single trace
yielded the the same most likely generating path in both algorithms.

Table 7.3: Confusion matrix when omitting the sensor at workplace 1
EA1B2E EA12BE EA2B3E EA23BE

EA1B2E 9
EA12BE 2 5
EA2B3E 9
EA23BE 10

The actual reconstructed paths are shown in confusion matrix in Table
7.3, showing the number of reconstructed instances for each trace and possi-
ble matching path. 30 out of 35 traces of the four workflows were still recon-
structed correctly, five traces were wrongly classified as different workflow, due
to the large similarities in timing. This performance degradation can however
be expected, since less data is available about the actual system behavior, thus
the model is now less conversive.

7.2.5 Results and Discussion

The Optibox use case demonstrates the applicability of VSSs to monitoring
workshop processes, enabling behavior reconstruction in job shop environments.
A realistic layout and data generation process was designed in cooperation with
domain experts, and executed using real sensor equipment. The successful work-
flow reconstruction from the resulting trace data shows applicability of VSSs to
inverse problems in job-shop settings with partial sensor coverage of the work-
shop area.

The experiment also confirms that more detailed information about processes
and more data collection devices placed at neuralgic points will lead to better
reconstruction results.

7.2.6 Benefit and Outlook of VSS in Workshop Environ-
ments

In a real application setting, the reconstructed workflows via VSSs can be used
to analyze and optimize the underlying production process, providing a flexible
solution for small and medium producing companies [52, 53].

This method is applicable in workshop environments where a good selection
of tagged items and sensor locations is possible, and it requires much less effort
than a complete surveillance. A heuristic to determine a good placement of
sensors, achieving the desired level of model conversiveness would be especially
suitable for this application (see Section 7.4.2).
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In the future it would be beneficial to conduct real world experiments to
backup the findings here, as a good topic for a Masters thesis. A lightweight solu-
tion involving inexpensive and pervasive technology for future research projects
was developed in a Bachelor Thesis Project [3].

Analyzing the effect of faulty or error prone equipment, as well as missing
or erroneous sensor readings is needed before real life deployment and can be
conducted in the form of a thesis project. However, the analysis should still be
feasible, since previous research showed reconstruction of more ambiguous data
is possible using VSSs.

7.3 NIALM - Virtual Stochastic Sensors for Dis-
aggregation of Smart Meter Data

7.3.1 Motivation

In order to satisfy future energy demands, as well as political and environmen-
tal policy, the energy supply grids need to become more flexible, e.g. to enable
on-the-fly load balancing. Smart grids will be needed to counter these chal-
lenges. Corn et al. citeCCAK12 use cell-based programming for prediction and
balancing of energy demand and supply in balance groups; in [47] they use neu-
ral networks and local optimization and also apply it to balance groups. All of
these are necessary to ensure the reliability of smart grids, which is explicitly
addressed in [81] and solved using different methods.

Smart meters are core elements of future solutions to a flexible network for
managing decentralized generation and consumption of electrical power. Smart
meters allow fine granular measurement of power demand and usage over a time
period, also allowing for transmission of the data to the supplier [158]. Private
households can use smart metering data to adapt their power consumption to
low price periods, reducing or monitoring energy consumption of specific devices
[13]. Efthymiou and Kalogridis [59] are concerned with anonymizing the data
set by smart meters through a trusted third party as a man in the middle.
They also distinguish between high frequency data for analysis, which should be
anonymous, and low frequency data for billing, which needs to be attributable.
A deeper analysis of the consumption requires disaggregation of the cumulative
data collected on the smart meter.

Non-intrusive appliance load monitoring (NIALM) is the research field con-
cerned with methods to enable disaggregating of cumulative power consumption
measurement, reconstructing a particular appliances. The term and idea were
first introduced by Hart in 1992. Some selected papers on the subject are
[79, 158, 221, 222].

Reconstructing unobserved behavior from observable quantities is an inverse
problem and exactly what virtual sensors were designed to do. Therefore we
tested and evaluated the applicability of VSSs to NIALM through a Masters
thesis [194] and subsequently published the results [117]. To make the applica-
tion realistic, we will be using established benchmark data sets available on the
internet.
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7.3.2 Existing NIALM Approaches

NIALM is a current research field with a growing arsenal of methods that can be
applied to different scenarios and each have their advantages and disadvantages.
The methods discussed here are used as representatives for different types of
NIALM approaches, not as complete survey.

HMM-Based Methods

Several NIALM approaches are based on HMM and related model types. These
approaches represent each appliance with a separate model, usually including
on- and off-states and possibly their durations. Most methods use factorial
structures to combine the power consumption of the single appliances in the
states to a cumulative value, which represents the data measured by the smart
meter. This combined model can in turn be used to disaggregate the cumulative
consumption data and draw conclusions on the household level.

Kim et al. use Conditional Factorial hidden semi-Markov models (HSMM)
with gamma and exponential distributions to represent the on- and off-states
of the single appliances with their durations [100]. Kolter and Jaakkola apply
additive Factorial HMM to energy disaggregation, restricting the inference al-
gorithm in order to make the problem computationally tractable [102]. Nylund
uses a Gibbs sampling algorithm and gamma distributions to represent explicit
state durations in the hidden Markov model (HMM), does however not include
appliance models with more than two states [148]. Parson develops HMMs
and an unsupervised learning approach, which uses general appliance models
and tunes them to a particular households cumulative measurement [153]. He
also shows that HMMs cannot accurately represent some appliance constella-
tions, but HSMMs can, showing the need for explicit state durations [152]. The
approach can also learn models with more than two states from the data, de-
pending on the type of appliance.

Direct Reconstruction Methods

Other approaches directly use the cumulative data and decompose it instead
of starting from single appliance models and combining them. These have also
been successfully applied in NIALM.

Baranski and Voss use fuzzy clustering, a genetic algorithm and dynamic
programming to disaggregate a low frequency data stream into appliances with
possibly multiple states [10]. Zeifmann et al. show and compare different meth-
ods to directly identify appliances and decompose the cumulative energy con-
sumption into its components, without a graphical model such as an HMM
[221, 222]. Kang et al. use optimization methods to disaggregate the cumu-
lative power reading, namely mixed integer pattern optimization and linear
programming. Both show good result quality [96].

Some researchers showed that explicit modeling of state durations can in-
crease the disaggregation quality. Others allow for more than two states per
appliance in the model. Only one of the approaches we investigated allowed
for more than two states per appliance and at the same time arbitrary state
duration distributions [152]. Being Semi-Markovian, the models have to be
combined using factorial structures. The models represented in Part I enable
multiple concurrent non-Markovian distributions and therefore also allow for
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directly combining different appliances in one model. We hope to achieve appli-
cability and establish VSSs as another possible approach with specific beneficial
traits in the NIALM arsenal.

7.3.3 NIALM Data Sets

Several openly available data sets exist, out of which we have investigated three
commonly used ones.

The UMass Smart* Data Set for Sustainability (2013 release) (Smart*) was
collected over a three-month period in three private homes [8]. It includes not
only the aggregate power readings, but also circuit and appliance level energy
consumption information, as well as environmental data. This makes it uniquely
suitable for supervised training approaches.

The Building-Level Fully-Labeled Electricity Disaggregation Dataset
(BLUED) contains data sampled at a very high frequency (12 kHz) over a whole
week in a home in the USA [4]. The data set is fully labeled with appliance state
transitions and time stamps in order to enable supervised learning approaches
and evaluating the quality of energy disaggregation methods by comparing the
results to this ground truth.

The Reference Energy Disaggregation Data Set (REDD) also contains data
collected from several private homes on a circuit and device level, as well as
the cumulative data [101]. It was collected with existing approaches and their
differing requirements in mind.

We have selected the Smart* data set for this work. One reason is that
our approach does not need high frequency samples, but longer traces, which
rules out BLUED. Compared to REDD, the labeling and handling was more
comprehensive, which led to the decision. REDD can, however, be used in
future experiments as a further benchmark.

7.3.4 Our Specific Test Case

The Smart* Home data set [8] contains data collected from three different pri-
vate homes over a three-month period, using several sensor types: power meters,
plug meters, switch sensors, thermostats, motion sensors, and weather stations.
The available circuit data is labeled as a specific rooms outlets or with the main
consumer, assuming that most of the time we have one (main) appliance per
circuit. We will therefore use both appliance and circuit as describing the same
level of granularity in this section. Furthermore, we have aggregate consumption
data for the whole house.

In our analysis, we focused on the most extensive data set of Home A, and
used cross-validation for the experiments. Only the power monitoring data for
single circuit and the cumulative measurement were of interest, environmental
data, motion or switch sensors, as well as thermostats were ignored, resulting
in 25 circuits and one grid measurement.

The classical NIALM task is to reconstruct from aggregated data the circuits
and/or appliances that most likely caused this particular usage profile. However,
in order to do that we first have to devise a model to use for the behavior
reconstruction. We developed a three-step approach:

1. Data analysis and pre-processing to bring the raw data into a format our
algorithms can process.
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2. Model construction from the available training data, in order to find a
good model structure to represent the processes.

3. Load reconstruction that should result in the solution of the actual NIALM
task.

Details of these steps will be described in the remainder of this section.

Data Analysis and Pre-Processing

The input data consists of a list of successive time-stamped measurements (ap-
parent power and real power) of all circuits and an aggregate for the grid over
a given time period. We first filtered the input data to get a time-stamped list
of the apparent power per circuit or grid. We selected the apparent power since
it represents the raw data and does not contain negatives.

Then we manually identified distinct usage states for the appliances, one
example is shown in Figure 7.3.4 (left). This step lead to a list of appliance
states with a range of associated power levels. For each of these appliance
states, we automatically determined an empirical distribution of possible power
levels from the respective histogram and used it to represent the state output.

Figure 7.8: Power usage plot of dryer appliance

Furthermore, we determined the probabilities of state changes from the data
for the predetermined device states. The duration distributions of the states
were fitted to a Weibull distribution, which was predetermined as the most
suitable distribution type.

Model Construction

As a next step we integrated the previously determined data into a model for
each circuit. This resulted in 25 models with up to to seven distinct usage states,
e.g. for the counter outlets.

Combining these 25 appliances into one complete model for the whole house-
hold, did not result in a feasible model, but in memory overflow and unfeasible
time consumption of the behavior reconstruction.

As a countermeasure, we reduced the number of appliance states to two
or three, usually on/off and for the dryer two different on-modes as shown in
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Figure 7.3.4 (right). Furthermore, we reduced the total number of appliances
to 11, retaining the appliances which most influence the overall consumption,
also having the most data available. The truncated appliances’ influence was
combined and represented in one anonymous appliance.

Figure 7.9: ASPN of dryer appliance before (left) and after (right) model state
reduction

This reduction process resulted in an overall feasible model with 4608 states.

Appliance Load Reconstruction via Decoding

We used the Proxel-based behavior reconstruction algorithm for HnMM (Al-
gorithm 1) to determine a possible system path and the appliances causing
the consumption. The input trace is a sorted list of grid power readings and
the output should be the most likely path of single appliance states with time
stamps.

Since the initial device states are unknown, all possible combinations must
be initialized and evaluated. This initially huge state space can only reduced
by the first trace element. The pruning of Proxels per step is necessary for
runtime purposes and therefore results in a greedy approach. In initial tuning
experiments, retaining 30 Proxels per step was determined to be a good pruning
threshold, realizing a compromise between accuracy and computational effort
[117, 194]. The next section will describe the experiments and results.

7.3.5 Experiments

For the experiment, we varied the training data and test data in order to achieve
a good coverage of the data set. We trained three different models, one using
five consecutive days from each month. As test data we selected four days of
each month, resulting in twelve days of test data. Table 7.4 shows the selected
dates for training the models and testing the algorithm.

The path reconstruction was evaluated by comparing the reconstructed ap-
pliance states in the path of the Proxel in the last time step with the highest
probability with the ground truth in two different ways:
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Month Training Data Test Data
May 6.5. - 10.5. 6.5. 9.5. 18.5. 20.5.
June 3.6. - 7.6. 3.6. 5.6. 15.6. 17.6.
July 1.7. - 5.7. 1.7. 5.7. 14.7. 15.7.

Table 7.4: Days selected for training models and testing purposes

� Measure 1 compares the reconstructed appliance state with the ground
truth state in time steps when there is a recorded consumption data point:
Equation (7.1), CD is the number of correctly classified appliance states
in time steps with recorded consumption data, and d is the total number
of consumption data points for this appliance. M1 places more weight on
consumers with more data available, regardless of whether these are due
to noise or frequent consumption changes.

� Measure 2 compares the reconstructed appliance state with the ground
truth state in all time steps, assuming no changes in the ground truth
appliance state in between consecutive measurements: Equation (7.2),
CT is the number of correctly classified appliance states in all time steps,
and n is the total number of time steps in the trace.

M1 =
CD

d
(7.1)

M2 =
CT

n
(7.2)

7.3.6 Performance Experiments

For the performance experiments we trained the model with 11 appliances and
reduced state space for each appliance. In the first experiment, we used 3.600s
of test data from each of the twelve selected days. In a further experiment, we
expanded this to 36,000s.

Figure 7.10 shows the average reconstruction accuracy of the different test
days, using measure 1 and 2. For the single appliances, accuracy measure 1
shows smaller values, since a small amount of samples per appliance leads to
large penalties, when some of these are reconstructed inaccurately. Further-
more, the overall accuracy of measure 2 is much larger than measure 1, due to
more stable appliances balancing the effect of other noisy and less accurately
reconstructed consumers.

Most appliances were be reconstructed with an accuracy of 0.9 or better,
with the exception of the Duct Heater and the Master Outlets. The Duct Heater
shows less accuracy due to the extremely noisy data produced by the device,
which make it inherently hard to reconstruct. Furthermore, a two-state model
might not be detailed enough for the device. The Master Outlets represent not a
single appliance, but a variable set, where probably the actual appliances differ
between training and test data.

Figure 7.11 shows the reconstruction accuracy for the whole model measure
1 achieved per model and test day. The models trained with different data do
not show significant differences here. A closer analysis showed that the drastic
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Figure 7.10: Reconstruction accuracy for appliances and overall for accuracy
measure 1 and 2

Figure 7.11: Overall reconstruction accuracy measure 1 for all three models and
twelve test days

decrease in accuracy for mid June to mid July is due to the Master Outlets
being reconstructed completely wrong. In all other cases the accuracy is 0.8 or
above and thus can be regarded as acceptable.

Figure 7.12 shows the reconstruction accuracy for the whole model measure
2 achieved per model and test day. As in the previous comparison, measure 2
results in higher accuracy values, due to devices with a more stable behavior
gaining more influence, resulting in accuracy values of 0.9 and above. Further-
more, there is a slight difference between the models, the July model performs
better on the July test data than the June or May model.

Figure 7.13 shows the accuracy measure 2 achieved in the second set of
performance experiments, testing longer traces of 36,000s. The reconstruction
accuracy of single appliances and overall is compared between the 3,600s and
36,000s test traces. The two test days seem comparable in accuracy, the re-
construction for May 18th from without the test set even being slightly better.
Here the Duct Heater shows again that it is inherently hard to reconstruct due
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Figure 7.12: Overall reconstruction accuracy measure 2 for all three models and
twelve test days

Figure 7.13: Comparing May model appliances and overall reconstruction ac-
curacy for 3, 600s and 36,000s traces from May 6th and 18th

to very noisy data. In the experiment, the accuracy improves with increasing
trace length, which is a positive result.

Using the shorter traces, the accuracy for reconstructing the correct state of
the single devices ranged from 64% to 100%. The overall accuracy was around
94%. the longer traces resulted in a single device reconstruction accuracy rang-
ing from 67% to 100%, with an overall accuracy of 93% for the test data, which
was better than for the training data at 90%.

The runtime for the experiment with one-hour snippets was 2− 3 min., and
for the 36,000s snippets 30min. per trace. This seems a feasible result, espe-
cially considering the positive results concerning the reconstruction accuracy.

7.3.7 Results and Discussion

The results point to a possible applicability of VSSs in NIALM, 90% recognition
accuracy are competitive, if the identified device states are relevant. Currently,
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the model construction process is manual, using single device data, which cannot
be assumed to be always available. The method would require a mandatory
training phase before a house can be monitored.

One way to circumvent a training phase for every household would be to
create standard appliance models. These could be tuned to a particular house
prior to the actual analysis, this can be a feasible approach at least for automatic
devices, which switch their states according to certain technically determined
rules, such as dryers or refrigerators. The time properties of other circuits will
most often be individual for each household.

The reduction to 11 major circuits was a necessary and still produces accept-
able reconstruction accuracy results: 90% accuracy was achieved when leaving
out appliances with little impact on the overall consumption. [153] showed that
this is not unusual, and often a very small subset of the household appliances
contributes a large share to the consumption. These major consumers are also
the ones relevant when looking for improvements and optimization of the per-
sonal consumption profile. Furthermore, the runtime can be considered feasible
for online analysis, 3min of analysis time for 1h of data, can be considered
real-time for the context.

7.3.8 Benefit and Outlook of VSS for NIALM

The use case shows that VSSs are applicable for NIALM analysis, even though
we currently assume device models or training data to be available. This is
also true for some of the other approaches, and still an open research question.
The models created and consumption reconstructions can be used for analysis
or prediction of energy consumption: pointing to main causes for energy usage,
indicating chances for behavioral changes to reduce energy consumption, or
rescheduling to save money. In the future, dynamic models of single household
consumptions could be used to disaggregate or predict energy consumption for
larger networks of households (e.g. street-wise).

The current method provides a flexible way of modeling the appliances at dif-
ferent levels of detail, which can be chosen depending on the required modeling
accuracy and possible restrictions in computational effort.

Possible specific improvements for the proposed method include more de-
tailed representation of the single states consumption, using empirical distribu-
tions for the state durations and a more flexible pruning method [194]. Overall,
the behavior reconstruction abilities of VSS can prove to be useful for NIALM,
especially for prediction, when a more realistic modeling of device state dura-
tions is unavoidable.

7.4 Discussion of Applicability in Engineering

7.4.1 Summary and Evaluation of the Research Questions

The first use case presented in this chapter shows the applicability of VSS to
workflow reconstruction in small and flexible production environments such as
workshop manufacturing. Even though the test case was artificially created,
due to the collaboration with domain experts, the use case closely resembled a
real scenario. Therefore, an actual practical applicability to this type of inverse
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problem can be assumed, especially, since the application involves the placement
of sensors and the modeling of the processes can be steered according to the
desired paradigm. The applicability to already existing monitoring data should
be tested, if available.

The second use case presented here shows the applicability of VSS to non-
intrusive appliance load monitoring (NIALM), though currently under the strict
assumptions of known appliance models or the availability of single appliance
data. Furthermore, the performance is not scalable to more complex models or
much longer traces yet. Therefore, both of these are subject of future research
in this not yet standardized research field and differing objectives.

We know from experience that many processes in the field of engineering can
be described using discrete or hybrid stochastic models. The models presented
in Part I of this thesis are also based on discrete or hybrid stochastic models. If
processes of interest in the field of engineering are partially observable, resulting
in inverse problems, we can therefore use VSSs to reconstruct the complete
processes under specific circumstances:

� The process is not too complex, implying a limited number of discrete
states or concurrent activities. (compare Chapter 4)

� The process is conversive, i.e. the observable information allows to draw
direct or indirect conclusions on all unobservable parts. (compare Chapter
5)

� The information available is rich enough to determine the underlying pro-
cess, otherwise reconstruction deteriorates to the performance prediction
of standard (state space-based) simulation.

7.4.2 Further Research Areas in Engineering

Necessary theoretical research on the information density of the different mod-
eling paradigms can be complemented with more practical and application ori-
ented questions:

� When there is a process to observe and analyze, how many sensors does
one need to gather enough information for process reconstruction?

� Where should those sensors be placed optimally?

� If the number of sensors is limited, and below the number needed for
optimal coverage, where should these be placed?

� Is process reconstruction feasible and worthwhile for the given application
and with the given resource restrictions?

The theoretical basis to answer these questions is currently being created in
the recently started PhD project of Pascal Krenckel [105, 106].

The engineering field holds a myriad of possible application domains. Close
to the ones investigated here, one can try to determine other areas involving
distinct workflows or processes in general as application areas to investigate.
These would be suitable topics for Masters theses. Processes involving contin-
uous quantities, can be modeled and analyzed using HHnMMs (Chapter 6).
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Furthermore, reliability engineering seems a promising application area of
VSSs, since it is also related through the usage of the hazard rate function (HRF)
in the Proxel method. Building and analyzing models of process components
with complex failure behavior has been demonstrated to work well with Proxels
[120, 123]. If the failure process or the component parameters are only partially
observable, VSSs could be employed.
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Chapter 8

Applications in Movement
Recognition and Analysis

This chapter will present a use case for virtual stochastic sensors (VSS) from
the third application scenario introduced in Section 1.2: A3 Human Computer
Interaction (HCI). We will apply VSSs to the recognition of movements with
distinct time dynamics and unique trajectory shapes in 2D and 3D space. These
can be viewed as inverse problems, since the trajectories of fingers or pens are
only a result of the actual gesture preformed. Experiments demonstrate the
applicability in several different settings, and show the benefits of employing
VSSs in HCI. The approach presented here is currently being investigated in
the PhD project of Tim Dittmar, and closer to a complete solution than the
examples presented in Chapter 7.

8.1 Introduction and Motivation

One well known and successful application area of hidden Markov models
(HMM) is gesture recognition [60, 146]. The main task in the field of gesture
recognition is to find the meaning of a trajectory or a set of points captured
via video, motions sensor, gyroscope or other devices. Employing HMMs, the
recorded pattern can be compared to a set of HMM, each representing a specific
meaning, evaluating the resemblance. Decoding can also be used to identify the
intended meaning, with all patterns represented in one model and distinguished
by different system paths.

We have enhanced HMMs to hidden non-Markovian models (HnMM) and
VSSs by enabling explicit modeling of state holding times with arbitrary dis-
tributions. Overcoming the memorylessness restriction of HMMs by enabling
explicit modeling of state holding times has been shown to be beneficial in sev-
eral applications, e.g. in speech recognition [24, 62, 129, 140, 157].

Being a currently very active research field, we will concentrate on movement
patterns in our applicability study. A movement in the context of this chapter
is characterized by a 2D or 3D trajectory with unique shape and additional
timing information. A trajectory is considered to be a single execution of such a
movement. In general, such a movement can be considered as a time continuous
stochastic process and a trajectory as one sample of this process. This process
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can be distinctive for specific users and / or for specific gestures. By enabling
explicit modeling of the time component of a movement, we hope to successfully
apply VSSs to movement analysis and generate benefit for that application area.

Human movement and gesture recognition is a growing area of research, with
several focus points, among them are the following [161]:

� detection and segmentation of deliberate gestures for interaction in con-
tinuous movements: e.g. touchless interaction in an operating table envi-
ronment [92]

� movement extraction from 2D video, accelerometer or other data: e.g.
Kinect sensor, surveillance cameras [138, 183]

� recognition and analysis of interaction gestures for HCI: e.g. dialing by
putting the phone to the ear, touch gesture interaction [167, 212]

� using biometric features of gestures and movements for verifying or iden-
tifying users: e.g. online signature recognition, keystroke behavior [196]

In our research we will test the applicability of VSSs to the recognition of
specific movements. This movement recognition can either be used to identify an
intended gesture for interaction or to verify a user for authentication purposes.
Not of interest here are movement detection and segmentation. We assume
that the starting and ending of a movement are explicit or have already been
detected otherwise. The tracking of hands or objects and trajectory extraction
from videos or other data is also not considered here. We assume the trajectory
information to be easily accessible or the result of pre-processing steps.

We first investigated the idea of movement recognition via VSS in a student
research project and the PhD project of Sascha Bosse [28, 29] using WiiMote as
input device. A Masters thesis investigated the applicability of VSSs to gesture
recognition on a multi-touch table [54]. The results of these preliminary studies
will be briefly described in Sections 8.3.1 and 8.3.2. The PhD project of Tim
Dittmar extends the idea and conducts a thorough analysis of the applicability
in several different fields, also considering real-time capability [54, 55, 57]. The
remainder of the chapter highlights results of this ongoing thesis project.

8.1.1 Research Questions and Goal

Our main research questions for the application area A3 HCI is the following:

� Are VSSs applicable for the recognition of 2D and 3D movements in dif-
ferent contexts?

� Can we extend or modify our models to enable flexible and easy-to-use
movement recognition?

The main goal of the research presented in this chapter is therefore to provide
a feasible VSS based method with the models from Part I of this thesis to
enable recognition and reconstruction of movement patterns from trajectory
information.

The following characteristics need to be met by our method to be competitive
in the field of gesture and movement recognition:
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� Real time capability: In order to be suitable for interaction via gestures
and movements, the response time for recognizing a movement should
ideally be below 0.1s, otherwise users will experience a delay [147].

� Training by example: In order to be applicable for gesture interaction in
different contexts and different application scenarios, the method must be
accessible for UX experts without in-depth knowledge of the underlying
models and methods and their usage. In authentication scenarios, no
predefined gesture exists. Therefore it is necessary to enable the generation
of models via training with given example trajectories, either for defining
a specific set of interaction gestures or to train models to identify users
e.g. through their signature.

Besides these, there are some characteristics which would further enhance
the applicability of VSSs in movement recognition:

� General applicability: If our VSS based movement recognition method
were not restricted to a specific movement type (e.g. signatures, hand
movements), or input device (touch surface, WiiMote, Kinect), the possi-
ble range of applications is relatively large.

� Flexible recognition accuracy: In order to be applicable in different scenar-
ios, e.g. gesture interaction as well as user authentication, the accuracy of
the method should be adjustable to the specific demands of an application
area.

The application areas we will touch in our analysis are:

� 2D touch gesture recognition: gestures enable fast and intuitive interaction
on mobile devices. How can 2D touch interaction be improved when using
VSSs?

� Online signature recognition: online signatures are used for user authen-
tication, demanding for example a low false acceptance rate (FAR). Can
we compete with existing methods in this field?

The next section will review some existing methods used in these application
scenarios.

8.2 Existing Approaches for Movement Recog-
nition

Taking the general field of gesture, trajectory or movement recognition, a myr-
iad of different algorithms have been applied, with varying performance. This
section points to some major methods and method classes. Surveys of the field
of gesture recognition that have mainly been used as guidelines here are the
following.

� Mitra and Acharya consider different types of gestures, one of which does
not translate into trajectories, however different recognition methods are
reviewed [141].
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� Rautaray and Agrawal concentrate on hand gestures for HCI, but cover
a wide range of actual recognition methods, all applicable to trajectories
[161].

� Bachmann et al. present a very comprehensive review, including recent
interaction devices such as the Leap Motion Controller and applications
as areas such as medical applications, games and human-robot interaction
[7].

An older survey can be found in [97], which tries to devise a taxonomy
of gestures for HCI encompassing the research of the past decades. it also
highlights the problems solved and created by gesture interaction and states a
gap between research and practice. The advent of touch devices has closed this
gap considerably since then. Another taxonomy of gestures ca be found in [199],
which helps understanding the type of gestures users prefer and software needs
to be able to handle.

Mewes et al. [137] investigate the field of touchless interaction, which has
gained more attention recently, especially in the context of sterile environments
such as operating rooms. They find that much development is going on, driven
by needs and technical possibilities, and what is missing most is the evaluation of
usability and intuitiveness as well as practical integration in real environments.
In [170] the authors had found that from a subjective point of view, touchless
gestures were preferred over other methods in this context.

In the BioSecure signature evaluation campaign [87], twelve different online
recognition methods were compared and the influence of acquisition conditions
and information content on recognition accuracy was evaluated. Dynamic time
warping (DTW) performed best, regarding the equal error rate (EER).

We will distinguish two types of methods here. The first are template-based
methods, which take (several) exemplary executions of a movement as bench-
mark and compare new trajectories to these templates. The second method class
constructs models from exemplary executions (trajectories) of a movement. New
trajectories are then compared to or processed using these models.

Classification methods do not directly fall into these categories, however are
also used in the general context of gesture recognition, e.g. a multi-class SVM is
used for recognizing gestures performed with a wearable 3D accelerometer [215].

8.2.1 Template-Based Gesture Recognition

Distance Measure Approaches

Wobbrock and colleagues have contributed several methods and tools to the area
of gesture recognition through template matching. All of these are algorithmi-
cally simple and flexible and are therefore well suited for rapid prototyping in
gesture recognition. The methods all focus on gesture shape and compare newly
entered gesture to previously recorded template gesture using distance measures,
such as euclidean. The $1 recognizer can be applied to uni-stroke gestures [213],
the $N recognizer to multi-stroke gestures [5, 6], and the $P recognizer to point
clouds [201].

The $3 recognizer for 3D gestures by Kratz and Rohs uses data taken via
acceleration sensors [104] from a WiiMote. It further introduces a heuristic and
thresholds to avoid too many false positives.
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The approaches by Wobbrock and others are easy to implement and easy
to use. However, they are not aimed at high accuracy and produce a match
for every tested trajectory, regardless of the actual distance from the matching
template. Therefore they are not applicable in authentication settings, however
very fast and easy to use in user interaction.

All of these methods do not by default include timing features of the move-
ment traces. They can however be extended to include time features in addi-
tion to spatial coordinates. This is currently being tested in a student research
project.

Dynamic Time Warping

DTW was first developed for speech recognition. It is used to match different
time dependent series in an optimal fashion, warping the time series to find opti-
mal alignment [143, 172, 205]. The methodology can be applied to various types
of time dependent data. Usually the aim is to recognize similar shapes, even if
the timing largely differs. DTW therefore deliberately removes or ignores tim-
ing information when comparing shapes. The wide range of DTW applications
in gesture recognition ranges from signature verification [99] to touch gestures
of the complete hand [171] for user authentication. This is intentional and can
account for differences in timing caused by different or irregular sampling rates,
different test subjects, different sample length, etc. DTW was originally de-
veloped for scalar data, but can also be extended to multi-dimensional data
[193].

DTW is more complex than distance measure approaches. However, without
employing thresholds, the method always finds a best match, regardless of the
distance of the warp. DTW usually only contains the value space dimensions as
features and specifically ignores timing information. The method can however
be extended to include a time feature in addition to spatial coordinates, which
has been shown in a Masters thesis [76].

An explicit extension to include the timing information is dynamic space-
time warping, aligning the sequences in space and time. It has been successfully
applied to recognition of hand gestures in more real world environments with
noisy background. [2, 186]

8.2.2 Model-Based Movement Recognition

Hidden Markov Models

HMMs (see Section 2.1.2) have been used for movement recognition with dif-
ferent approaches and applications over the past 30 years, including pattern
recognition in online and offline Handwriting, gesture recognition, and many
more.

Most methods use sequential model structures mimicking distinct gesture
phases with left-right or left-right-banded HMMs [60, 146, 181]. Some publica-
tions present gesture element models using ergodic HMMs [98, 181].

HMMs can carry timing information through the transition probabilities
and implicit state holding times in combination with the sampling frequency.
However, only geometric distributions as state holding times are represented
accurately.
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Conditional models such as conditional random field (CRF) and maximum
entropy Markov model (MEMM) are also used for gesture recognition and was
shown to perform better on contextual motion recognition such as human inter-
actions, because of the inclusion of context dependence in the paradigm [184].

Finite State Machines

Finite state machiness (FSM) for gesture recognition as used in [82, 83] are an
abstract type of spatio-temporal model of successive system states, representing
different movement phases. The criteria or characteristics of each movement
phase are usually described as feature vectors. A gesture is recognized success-
fully if the final state of the FSM is reached. Specifying a winning criterion is
also possible if multiple models reach the final state.

The method proposed in [82, 83] uses offline training with examples and can
perform online recognition. The authors use it to distinguish gesture types, such
as waving or drawing a circle, and not to distinguish movements with distinct
trajectories that we consider in our research. The FSM described in [82, 83]
explicitly includes timing information in the feature vectors of the model states
as minimum and maximum times for each state.

Time-Delayed Neural Network

Time delayed neural networks (TDNN) have been used in different contexts
of pattern recognition. TDNN process input data with a sliding window ap-
proach and use time delays between the different layers to represent temporal
relationships.

In [218, 219] they are applied to recognize 40 hand gestures from the Amer-
ican Sign Language (ASL). The authors use image processing methods to gen-
erate motion trajectories of the hands and face from video images. TDNNs are
then trained using on average 38 trajectories for the 40 gestures. The resulting
models are used to recognize motion patterns from the remaining trajectories.
The recognition accuracy is above 90% for both testing an training data.

In [40] the authors develop a space-time delayed neural network (STDNN)
class and use it to recognize sequences of ”moving Arabic numerals” as well as
for lipreading isolated words from two small (6 and 19) Chinese vocabularies. In
both experiments STDNNs outperform TDNNs and show satisfactory results,
considering the difficulty of the tasks.

The gestures and patterns used in both papers all differ in shape, and it
is unclear, whether a difference in time dynamics alone could be detected by
a TDNN. Since TDNNs were designed to compensate distortions in the time
domain, we can only speculate, that patterns with similar shape but differing
temporal dynamics would be hard to distinguish.

8.2.3 Conclusions of Related Work

Many different approaches of movement recognition have been implemented
and tested. Most examples can be found in the area of gesture recognition for
interaction.

Template based methods are easy to use and work well in rapid prototyping
environments. They require little training or learning effort, since they only
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compare single execution instances to one another. For the same reason they are
however not very robust and reliable, when an application calls for a controlled
error tolerance. Only when including thresholds for the successful recognition
can false acceptance errors be reduced.

Methods using models imply a higher training or learning effort. However,
they can more easily accommodate variations in movement executions and allow
for a more controlled handling of wanted and unwanted deviations from the
training set.

Many of the methods described focus on the spatial characteristics of a move-
ment and ignore or only implicitly handle the timing information in trajectories.
Our VSSs described in Part I of the thesis can explicitly include timing infor-
mation and the stochastics thereof via distribution functions in the model. We
therefore hope to provide a stochastic model which can distinguish gestures not
just by shape, but also by differences in execution timing. This can be of in-
terest in interaction scenarios to easily increase the size of the available gesture
set or in authentication settings, where the execution timing can be considered
a biometric feature of the movement.

8.3 Wii-Mote and Multi-Touch Table - Prelim-
inary Studies on Virtual Stochastic Sensors
for Gesture Recognition

In this section, we will summarize the idea and results of two preliminary studies
on VSSs for movement recognition.

8.3.1 Feasibility Study - Distinguishing Gestures With
Differing Execution Speed

We achieved the results described here in a student research project and pub-
lished them in [28] and were intended as a first feasibility study. We used a
WiiMote as gesture input device, as in [104, 181].

The main question to be answered was: Can HnMMs be used to recognize
gestures and to distinguish different execution speeds? This led to several sub-
questions, which also needed to be addressed.

� What should the HnMM model structure look like?

� What should the output symbol set be?

� How do HnMMs perform in comparison to HMMs?

The goal was to achieve 90% recognition accuracy as a threshold to make inter-
action applications feasible, if the recognition and distinction was at all possible.

Approach

In the study, we used a WiiMote controller to capture 3D acceleration data.
The acceleration data was then discretized in ranges to generate symbols (large
negative / small negative / no / small positive / large positive acceleration). The
resulting traces were used directly to train the HMMs. For HnMMs, changes in
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the acceleration were used as symbols (large/medium/small (positive/negative)
variation), since the emissions happen at state changes in HnMMs. This was
intended to produce largely similar states in the models.

The resulting HMMs and HnMMs included Start, Stop, Neutral states.
The HMMs were trained using the Baum-Welch algorithm [64, 159] to create
three independent models for the three spatial dimensions. The HnMMs were
parametrized with distribution parameters derived from the input data, using
one state for every movement phase.

Experimental Results and Discussion

For experimental comparison, we defined a set of simple gestures (up fast, up
slow, left-right-up fast, left-right-up slow). One person performed each gesture
20 times. For every gesture, an HnMM and an HMM were trained using 10
executions. For the ten gesture executions in the test set, we determined the
probability for every model and chose the most likely one to be the intended
gesture. The two modeling approaches were then compared using their overall
recognition accuracy.

The first experiment used discretization to five symbols for hte HMMs, and
seven symbols for the HnMMs. This resulted in 85% accuracy for HMMs and
88% for HnMMs, which we regarded as a tie, considering the small sample size.
Reducing the output symbol set to three for both HMMs and HnMMs resulted
in 55% accuracy for the HMMs and 80% accuracy for HnMMs.

We therefore concluded, that HnMMs were feasible for gesture recognition
and able to distinguish different executions speeds. One major drawback of
the approach is the necessary manual parametrization of the HnMMs, which
is clearly not a scalable approach. Furthermore, the symbol set used here was
chosen somewhat arbitrary, other methods of generating symbols are possible
and should be investigated. We also found that the accelerometer was very
sensitive and not perfect for the task, and would therefore be replaced if possible.
In this first experiment, runtime was not of interest, which is however a necessary
factor in interaction scenarios.

However, the first test showed that VSSs are applicable in gesture recognition
and led the way to further investigations.

8.3.2 Experimental Comparison - (Multi-)Touch Gesture
Recognition With HMM and HnMM

The study described here included a Master thesis project [54] and some of our
further publications [55, 57].

The goal was a more thorough study of the applicability of HnMMs to the
recognition of touch gestures. This time, a multi-touch tabletop using the Frus-
trated Total Internal Reflection (FTIR) principle [77] was used as input device,
providing stroke date from the touch gestures through the TUIO protocol [95].
A focus was set on real-time capability, which is essential for direct-touch user
interaction.
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Approach

In this study, we extracted movement directions from the stroke data to use them
as symbols. A discretization of these resulted in eight different output symbols
(up, up-left, left, down-left, down, down-right, right, up-right). The succession
of movement directions were used for HMM training, and the changes in these
for HnMMs, resulting in symbol sets of eight each.

To reach a performance level necessary for interaction purposes, we used
conversive hidden non-Markovian models (CHnMM) [30] (see Chapter 5) as
non-Markovian model. This was possible, since a change in direction is per
definition a state change, and therefore every state change can be detected.
All gesture phases were contained in both CHnMMs and HMMs, resulting in
models of similar size. The transitions durations for the CHnMMs chosen to be
distributed by the normal distribution.

As training for HMMs we again used Baum-Welch. The CHnMMs were
parametrized manually.

Experimental Results and Discussion

The first test set contained six distinct gestures, such as fast and slow circles,
performed 20 times each for training and testing. Precision and Recall were
used as accuracy metrics for n-ary classifiers [155, 200]. Precision describes the
fraction of all positive classifications that were correct, and Recall is the fraction
of all class instances that were classified correctly.

In the first experiment, the HMM recognition system reached a precision of
0.737 and recall of 0.725. With CHnMMs we reached a precision of 0.955 and
recall 0.883 with the test set. For the training data set, all measures for both
model types were above 0.9.

The recognition runtime for both approaches was below 50 ms, so real time
capability is assumed.

In conclusion we determined that both systems worked, in the sense that
they were able to distinguish similar gestures with differing speeds reasonably
well. HMMs actually performed better than expected, they were also able to dis-
tinguish gestures with similar shape and differences in execution speeds. This is
most likely due to the execution speed being reflected in the number of successive
similar symbols before a state change, and therefore reflected in the transition
probability and state holding time. CHnMMs achieved a better accuracy than
HMMs. However, the manual setting up of CHnMMs is not feasible for actual
applications and must be replaced by automatic training. Furthermore was the
choice of what to represent as model states, and what as symbols was neither
trivial and solved by choosing a reasonable candidate.

8.4 Stroke Map - Virtual Stochastic Sensors for
the Recognition of Freeform Trajectories

The two preliminary studies showed the general applicability of VSSs to move-
ment recognition. The approach described here is the core of the PhD project
of Tim Dittmar [56, 58]. The major drawback of previous approaches was that
no automatic model generation was possible. One of the reasons being that
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there is no general way to ”translate” time stamped position data into states
and symbols, both for HMMs and CHnMMs. The choice of symbols and state
meanings was highly application dependent. This is one issue that needs to be
resolved, since the choice of gesture representation greatly impacts recognition
accuracy and performance.

The second study also showed that CHnMMs need to be the model of choice
for feasible performance when using VSSs for gesture or movement recognition.
What is needed was a more general form of representing the gesture shape in a
VSS model.

A first idea was to divide a touch surface area into sections representing
unique CHnMM states. This posed problems with gestures that ran close to
the section boundaries, so that small variations already caused different paths
for the same gesture. Furthermore, the idea would result in gestures not being
translation invariant, which might be important for different applications and
should therefore at least be possible. We investigated attractors instead of
fixed areas and also fuzzy areas as representation of the different model states.
None of the ideas lead to satisfactory results We also analyzed different time
dependent gesture features as possible symbols, such as x and y component of
the movement, acceleration, angular acceleration, etc. None of these options
lead to feasible recognition accuracy.

In all of these experiments, the distinction of what should be the model
state and the symbol remained unclear, and both were not necessarily different.
A more general approach for translating movement trajectories into CHnMMs
was needed. Starting fresh and plainly looking at the trajectory data led to a
breakthrough idea which eventually solved our training issue: The stroke map.

8.4.1 Idea - Utilizing Stroke Maps for Capturing Freeform
Movement Trajectories

When performing movement recognition, we are assuming that every freeform
gesture has a distinct shape, meaning that different execution instances of the
same gesture have similar shape and timing properties.

The idea of the stroke map is then to determine regions that the sample
trajectories of a movement pass through. Every such region or area is equivalent
to exactly one CHnMM state. The set of areas we then call stroke map and
it contains the spatial information of all sample trajectories of a movement.
The times between the consecutive areas in the sample trajectories are used to
parametrize a continuous distribution function for the transitions between the
consecutive CHnMM states. [56]

This approach has several advantages:

� It is extremely flexible. Relying only on x, y coordinates and t timing
information, it is basically applicable to any 2D trajectory, regardless of
input device, and even 3D, when including the z coordinate.

� It is independent of input device data frequency. This is achieved by a
pre-processing step of interpolation of the recorded points in a trajectory.

� It has adaptable strictness of acceptance. Several parameters of the
method can be used for adjusting the strictness of the recognition. (see
Section 8.4.3 for details)
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The following section will describe in detail how the VSS model is derived
from training examples.

8.4.2 Training - How to Generate Stroke Map and
CHnMM for a Movement

The process of defining and parametrizing a VSSs model consisting of a CHnMM
and a stroke map for trajectory recognition involves two phases [56]. First the
stroke map with spatial information is created from the sample trajectories and
then the CHnMM is parametrized with the timing information.

Figure 8.1: Steps to creating the stroke map from sample trajectories

The creation of the stroke map involves five easy to automate steps which
are illustrated in Figure 8.1:

1. A variable number of sample trajectories (strokes) is collected from the
input device. The data frequency is of no concern, since each data point
consists of x, y(, z) coordinates and a time stamp t.

2. The data points are interpolated linearly to form sample paths. Spline
interpolation would also be possible but it is more expensive and would
complicate the interpolation of the time stamps.

3. On every sample path, a series of spatially equidistant points is determined
and given an index k. These can either have a predefined distance or be
a fixed number (nArea) for each stroke.
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4. The points with the same index k are collated and for each k a circular
area is determined which holds at least these points. The area can be
the minimal surrounding circle, a circle around the center point, or a
circle of minimum size (minRadius) for single or very close points. More
irregular shapes are also possible, again resulting in more complicated
model generation and later recognition.

5. A circular tolerance area is created surrounding each area, to accommo-
date for variations in trajectory execution. The tolerance can be deter-
mined by a fixed factor (tolF ), or even adaptable to the number of samples.

Figure 8.2: CHnMM corresponding to stroke map for trajectory recognition

In the second phase, we create a CHnMM with one state for each area and
one for the start. When using points with a predefined distance, the CHnMM
can contain several end-states accommodating for different trajectory length.
From the trajectories, we collect samples of the time duration between the
equidistant points forming the areas. These samples are used to determine
a specific distribution function (distType). This distribution can be empiri-
cal or of a specific type; we chose uniform as distribution type for our initial
tests. These distributions are associated with the transitions between consecu-
tive CHnMM states corresponding to the areas. The output symbols are hitting
the area with p = 0.9 or the tolerance area p = 0.1 respectively, which are also
adaptable. The resulting CHnMM is illustrated in Figure 8.2.

Movement Recognition Using Stroke Map and CHnMM

The process of comparing a given movement trajectory with a VSS model is then
straightforward. First the same interpolation (2) and point selection (3) steps as
in the stroke map generation are performed for the trajectory in question. Then
the point coordinates are compared to the respective areas: generating symbols
(AkHit, tk) if the point is within the area, or (AkTol, tk) if it is within the
tolerance area. If one of the trajectory points does not correspond to even the
tolerance area, then the process is aborted and the trajectory is classified as not
matching. Otherwise the generated symbol sequence is passed to the CHnMM
to perform the evaluation method described in 5.3.1. A non-zero number as
evaluation result shows that the trajectory is similar to the model movement.
It can be used to compare the trajectory to different models in order to find the
most likely movement. A threshold for a minimum evaluation result value for
successful recognition was tested in an authentication scenario [58].

The following section describes experiments on the method parameter influ-
ence and is followed by experiments on a real-world application example.
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8.4.3 Experiments - Performance of Touch Gesture
Recognition Under Different Parameter Sets

Initial experiments were conducted to test the recognition accuracy of the stroke
map CHnMM combination under different, and the influence of the method and
model parameters. The experiment used a browser based touch interface on
an iPad for data input and a laptop with Intel Core i5 from 2011 for model
generation and evaluation tasks. The data was retrieved using JavaScript, in
order to demonstrate platform and application independence.

The measure of interest in the initial experiments is the recognition accuracy,
which is defined as follows for a single movement X in Equation (8.1). This
accuracy can be averaged over the whole set of movements, if the number of
instances is the same for every movement.

accuracy =
number of instances of X classified as X

total number of instances of X
(8.1)

The questions to be answered are the following:

� Can stroke map and CHnMM be used for movement trajectory recogni-
tion?

� Can stroke map and CHnMM distinguish movements with similar shape
but different temporal dynamics?

� What is the influence of the main method and model parameters on
recognition accuracy: nArea = 10 . . . 20, minRadius = 0.01 . . . 0.19,
tolF = 1.1 . . . 2.1

Data Sets and Experiment Setup

Figure 8.3: Sample gesture executions from data set 1

Two data sets of 2D gestures were collected using a browser based touch
interface with a background grid as orientation. In the first data set (DS1),
ten different participants were told to draw a single-stroke free form gesture of
their own choice, see Figure 8.3 for the different participants gestures. Every
participant executed his gesture 20 times. In a second data set (DS2), one
person performed three simple shapes with different temporal dynamics to test
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Figure 8.4: Sample gesture executions from data set 2

the model’s ability to distinguish these. The different movements are depicted
in Figure 8.4, where the different speeds are reflected in different sample point
frequency with more points showing a slower speed. 30 sample executions were
recorded for every movement.

We used four-fold cross validation in DS1, training the movement models
with fifteen trajectories each and testing them against the remaining five tra-
jectories of every movement. As result, the movement model with the highest
evaluation value was chosen, which corresponds to a classification scenario. The
parameters were varied independently of each other, resulting in over 660 dif-
ferent parameter sets.

Recognition Performance Under Different Parameters

Since all shapes in data set 1 were distinct, none of the trajectories is falsely
assigned to a different movement. Only unclassified incidents happened, with
up to 78 out of the 200 test gestures, depending on parameters. The complete
calculation including training and recognition needed 30 seconds of computation
time, calculating one classification in mere 0.24ms. This shows that the method
is definitely competitive and applicable in an interaction context, where the
recognition of a user input should happen in under 0.5s.

Within the given boundaries 10− 20, the number of equidistant points on a
stroke nArea did not influence the recognition accuracy much, and can therefore
be fixed at ten for the remaining experiments. Figure 8.5 shows the number of
unclassified gestures in relation to the parameters tolF and minRadius. It
shows that decreasing the tolerance factor makes necessarily a stricter model,
since only shapes within the boundaries of the training samples are accepted,
which increases the number of unclassified gestures. The same holds for the
minimum radius of the circular area.

The experiment results show that movement recognition using VSSs is possi-
ble with the stroke map CHnMM combination. The size of the tolerance factor
and the minimum radius of the stroke map areas can be used to determine
model strictness. In this experiment, we did not test fraud attempts, which
would call for a stricter parameter set, therefore no tradeoff between lenience
and strictness can be specified.
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Figure 8.5: Number of unclassified gestures for different model tolerances and
10 areas

Table 8.1: Confusion table for second data set experiment minRadius=0.01 and
five-fold cross validation

Classified Gesture
Executed Gesture Cf Cs Df Ds Tf Ts None
Circle-fast (Cf) 30 - - - - - -
Circle-slow (Cs) - 29 - - - - 1

D-fast (Df) - - 29 - - - 1
D-slow (Ds) - - - 28 - - 2

Triangle-fast (Tf) - - - - 29 1 -
Triangle-slow (Ts) - - - - - 30 -

Recognition Performance for Movements with Similar Shape

Based on the experiments with DS1, the parameters tolF = 1.7, minRadius =
0.01 and 0.05, nAreas = 10 were chosen for the experiments with DS2. We
used 5-fold cross validation and performed the classification task for the six
movements with three distinct shapes.

The confusion table showing the classification results of the 180 trajectories
executed are shown in Table 8.1. The experiment showed one misclassification
and four unclassified trajectories. Increasing the model with a minRadius =
0.05 resulted in all gestures being classified, but also 15 false classification, where
always a fast gesture was identified as a slow one of the same shape. Reducing
the amount of training data to 15 trajectories by using 2-fold cross validation
resulted in less recognition accuracy. 18 out of 180 were not classified at all,
however, no misclassifications happened.

The experiment shows that VSSs can distinguish gestures with different
execution speeds and similar shape. The model should not be to lenient for
correct classification, but a substantial set of training examples is needed to
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ensure a satisfactory classification result.

Discussion of Performance Experiments

The initial experiments showed that VSSs with CHnMMs and stroke map to
capture the trajectory shape are suitable for 2D touch gesture recognition and
distinction of different execution shape and speed. The model tolerance is ad-
justable, and the method could therefore be applicable different contexts, with
lenient models in interaction scenarios and strict models in authentication set-
tings.

In further experiments, we will test different application scenarios to deter-
mine the application breadth in terms of different data and application require-
ments.

8.4.4 Experiments - Applicability to Online Signature
Recognition

In order to show the applicability of VSSs with stroke map and CHnMMs to
movement recognition, we wanted to test and compare it using existing data
sets.

One specific application we found is online signature recognition. Here the
goal is not to recognize a specific movement type or pattern, but to verify a per-
son’s identity by using a unique pattern, such as the signature or an individual
doodle. Our method seems well suited for the application, since the dynamics
of a signature execution can be encoded in our model via non-Markovian dis-
tributions in the CHnMMs. Furthermore, as the previous section showed, the
strictness of our models can be adapted to higher security requirements and
might therefore also work in an authentication setting. We documented the
experiment results described in this section in detail in [58].

As measures of interest the false acceptance rate (FAR) and the false rejec-
tion rate (FRR) were chosen, which are common measures when evaluating user
verification and authentication systems. The FAR is the probability of wrongly
accepted a forged signature as user verification, which corresponds to a type-II
error. The FRR is the probability of wrongly rejecting a genuine signature as
user verification, which corresponds to a type-I error. Another typical measure
is the EER, which is the best achievable balance when FAR and FRR are equal,
where a lower EER suggests a better system. However, since in verification a
low FAR is far more significant than a low FRR, the measure is very general
and not always useful.

The questions to be answered are the following:

� Can stroke maps and CHnMMs be used for online signature recognition?

� What are good choices for the main method and model parameters in
this particular application: nArea = 10 . . . 20, minRadius = 0.01 . . . 0.19,
tolF = 1.1 . . . 2.1

� Can VSSs compete with existing methods in this application setting?
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Data Sets and Experiment Setup

We used three data sets from two sources. They all fit our requirement of
providing spatio-temporal trajectory data, i.e. traces of coordinate points for
each execution as well as corresponding time stamps.

� The MCY T bimodal biometric database contains fingerprints and an on-
line signature data set, which is supposed to represent a statistically sig-
nificant part of a large scale population. The database provided by the
Biometric Recognition Group - ATVS of the Universidad Autonoma de
Madrid contains signatures of 100 participants. For each participant it in-
cludes 25 genuine signatures and 25 forgeries created by other users using
a static image of the signature as template. [150]

� The DooDB was also made available by the ATVS group and contains two
distinct corpora of doodles (DooDB) and Pseudo-signatures (PseudoSig).
The doodles corpus was created by asking participants to draw a doodle
they would use as a graphical password. For the Pseudo-signature corpus,
they were asked to draw simplified versions of their actual signature. The
database contains data from 100 participants, with 30 genuine executions
and 20 forgeries for each participant. [133]

As experiment setup we chose 25 users to limit the experiment size and
divided the data sets into training and two different types of test data. The
training sets were chosen to contain five or ten genuine executions of a move-
ment. The skilled test set contained genuine executions and skilled (intentional)
forgeries and the random test set contained genuine executions and example
executions of other signatures, to represent random tries at forging a users ver-
ification.

We compared our results to the best results achieved by the creators of the
data sets in the same and followup papers [63, 134, 150]. In [150] HMMs are
used for user verification on the MCY T signature data set using the features:
x, y, azimuth, elevation and pressure. In [63] only the x and y coordinates are
used in conjunction with an HMM verification system. In [134] DTW was used
on the DooDB corpus with different feature combinations.

As in the performance experiment, we varied the strictness of our method
to achieve best values for FAR and FRR, as well as EER. As opposed to other
methods, we do however not have one single parameter influencing that, but var-
ied four different model parameters influencing the model recognition accuracy:
TolF , nAreas, minRadius and distType (uniform or normal).

The general approach for determining the recognized movement was the
same as in the performance experiments in Section 8.4.3.

Verification Performance With Different Parameter Sets

The results of the experiments compared to other papers are summarized in Ta-
ble 8.2. The EER recorded for VSSs is the one best one that could be achieved
among the 360 different parameter sets. The best performance was achieved
for the MCY T set with skilled forgeries in the test set for the following pa-
rameter setting: nArea = 10, minRadius = 0.05, tolF = 1.7, and the normal
distribution type.
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Table 8.2: Best equal error rate achieved with VSS versus EER from benchmark
papers on test data sets

Equal Error Rate
data set VSS HMM [150] HMM [63] DTW [133]
MCY T -random 0.04 - - -
MCY T -skilled 0.11 0.01 - 0.03 0.104 -
DooDB-random 0.12 - - 0.027 - 0.076
DooDB-skilled 0.29 - - 0.267 - 0.364
PseudoSig-random 0.08 - - 0.016 - 0.05
PseudoSig-skilled 0.21 - - 0.198 - 0.345

It can be seen that our VSSs approach can achieve comparable EER when
confronted with skilled forgeries, which is a positive result. Only the perfor-
mance achieved in [150] is significantly better than ours, which is due to the use
of very specific features in addition to x and y coordinates, available in the data
set, such as pressure, azimuth and elevation of the pen, which are not accounted
for in our more general approach.

When faced with random forgeries however, our method has a worse per-
formance, at least when using the EER as benchmark. We believe that this
is due to us currently not using thresholds for positive verifications, but any
possible trace with non-zero evaluation probability is accepted as true. This
results in some random forgeries being similar enough to a signatures model,
to be accepted, albeit with very small probability. Our initial analysis suggests
that introducing a threshold for successful verification of possible movements
will lower the FAR significantly while only slightly increasing the FRR, in turn
also improving the EER [58].

Discussion of Verification Experiment Results

The experiment showed that VSSs are not only applicable to gesture recognition,
but can also be used for more diverse data, as long as it can be represented as
a movement trajectory with space coordinates and time stamps. The variable
model strictness seems to be competitive in a security setting for user verification
and should be further analyzed and developed in this direction. This could be
the subject of further student projects, or even theses.

8.5 Discussion of Applicability in Movement
Trajectory Recognition

8.5.1 Summary and Evaluation

The chapter described several attempts of making VSSs applicable to movement
trajectory recognition. The idea of representing the shape of a movement in
a separate stroke map and combining it with CHnMMs as a model enabling
fast recognition eventually yielded a feasible movement trajectory recognition
system. In experiments we demonstrated the applicability to recognition and
distinction of 2D movements with differing shapes and speeds. We also tested
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the performance of VSSs in online signature recognition, and showed that our
method is competitive with existing approaches.

The combination of CHnMM and stroke map shows very fast training and
recognition performance, which makes it suitable for real time user interactions.
The method is flexible, due to the movements being defined by examples and
representing the shape by a stroke map. The method is platform-independent
by design due to the interpolation of data points and a browser-based interface.
Furthermore, the tolerance is adjustable to an intended application by several
method parameters. A low tolerance is suitable for user verification settings
and a high tolerance for interaction purposes.

We assume that the paradigm will be in general suitable for movement recog-
nition and distinction of different execution speed and shapes, as long as a move-
ment can be represented by series of location points with time stamps or time
stamps that are deducible from e.g. fixed frequency.

8.5.2 Further Research in Movement Trajectory Recogni-
tion

Current research within the PhD project of Tim Dittmar is mainly aimed at de-
termining suitable method parameters and settings, as well as method improve-
ments for different application scenarios and demands. This includes testing
distribution types, area shapes, models adaptive to number of training exam-
ples, to be able to provide guidelines on model parameters for different appli-
cation demands. Furthermore we are working on a ready-to-use framework for
application developers to plug in a VSS based movement recognition.

Another extension of the method is the step to 3D gestures, which is easily
possible in theory using the stroke map paradigm. Two Master Thesis projects
were concerned with the recognition of 3D gestures using a Kinect sensor as
input device and HMMs [135] and DTW [76] as recognition methods, in order to
perform benchmark experiments. We are currently comparing these benchmarks
to the performance achieved with our VSSs. Other input devices for 3D gestures
are also of interest, such as a MYO armband, a smartphones gyroscope or a 3D
infrared sensor, and thus possible topics for future Masters theses.

A Masters thesis successfully extended the stroke map idea to multi-stroke
gestures, which could for example be of interest on multi-touch devices again
for verification purposes [135].

We think that identifying movements from a continuous data stream might
be possible due to the very fast response time and good recognition performance
of the method. However, the gesture set must be limited to ensure a fast and
reliable detection. This is particularly interesting in sensitive environments such
as operating rooms, and could be investigated in a student project or a Masters
thesis.

A possible PhD project could be building on the successful experiments in
online signature recognition. Going into the field of security, one can examine
free form 2D or 3D movements as alternative authentication method, which
would involve not just the recognition system, but also defining properties of
a secure gesture, and researching security issues, such as guessability. Authen-
tication methods based on gesture passwords could be a future alternative to
text password, being much more user-friendly especially on small mobile touch
devices.
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A further research area could be detecting drift in movement execution, to
enable adapting a learned gesture to specific users for personalization of an
interface, or to evolve the users gesture model as interaction habits change over
time.



Chapter 9

Conclusion

This chapter will start with a brief summary of the thesis, followed by the
contributions in relationship to the goals. Recommendations for using virtual
stochastic sensors (VSS) for solving inverse problems and a section on future
research conclude the thesis.

9.1 Summary

The first chapter of the thesis motivates VSSs and introduces the research goals,
as well as the choice of application areas. With the huge amount of informa-
tion collected and stored today, VSSs aim at helping to analyze these. When
the actual systems of interest are only partially observable and structural in-
formation is available, we view the data analysis as an inverse problem, trying
to reconstruct the actual generating system behavior causing the observations.
Chapter 2 highlights different aspects of the scientific background of the thesis,
including previous work in state space-based analysis methods and related work
in machine leaning, time series analysis and pattern recognition.

Part I of the thesis includes four chapters, each introducing a new model
class used for specifying systems to be analyzed with VSSs. The model classes
enable the modeling of partially observable stochastic systems and the specifica-
tion of the related inverse problems. Chapter 3 introduces two user models for
VSSs: Augmented stochastic Petri nets (ASPN) extend non-Markovian stochas-
tic Petri nets (SPN) by discrete output symbols with given probabilities, thus
resulting in a doubly stochastic process; Hybrid augmented stochastic Petri nets
(H-ASPN) extend these ASPNs further by including continuous model elements,
describing their behavior by ordinary differential equations (ODE) and enabling
mutual influence between continuous and discrete model components. They are
formally described and compared to the requirements defined in Section 1.5, also
including two example models and problems. Chapter 4 motivates and defines
hidden non-Markovian models (HnMM) a computational model for VSSs, which
are an extension of hidden Markov models (HMM) enabling more realistic sys-
tem representations by providing a general approach to model non-Markovian
behavior of partially observable systems. The chapter also introduces behavior
reconstruction algorithms for solving inverse problems and demonstrates their
capabilities on some academic examples. Chapter 5 introduces a more effi-
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cient computational model for VSSs, conversive hidden non-Markovian models
(CHnMM), where slight model modifications result in drastic performance im-
provement of the behavior reconstruction algorithm. Some academic examples
are used to demonstrate the potential for efficient solution of inverse problems.
Chapter 6 extends HnMMs by including continuous elements, resulting in a
third computational model, namely hybrid hidden non-Markovian models (HH-
nMM), substantially broadening the application area of VSSs. It also shows
the effects of including continuous model elements on the behavior reconstruc-
tion algorithms and their performance in solving inverse problems using some
academic examples.

Part II consists of two chapters, each investigating a different real-world ap-
plication area of VSSs, highlighting possible inverse problems in modeling and
simulation that can be solved using the methods presented in Part I of the thesis.
Chapter 7 shows the application of VSSs to real world data and inverse prob-
lems in classical engineering areas. VSSs are used successfully to reconstruct
job shop workflows from sparse radio-frequency identification (RFID) sensor
readings, a task previously not possible, in a study conducted in cooperation
with Hanover University in the Optibox project. In a second scenario, VSSs are
applied to non-intrusive appliance load monitoring (NIALM). They enable load
reconstruction of household appliances from cumulative energy consumption, us-
ing realistic models of device behavior. The analysis utilizes existing real-world
data sets obtained from public sources. Chapter 8 shows several application
studies of VSSs in Human Computer Interaction (HCI), more specifically in the
recognition of movement trajectories recorded via different input devices. The
experiments show that VSSs through a combination of CHnMMs with a stroke
map can be used for interaction with different devices, as well as for user veri-
fication scenarios, using for example online signatures or doodles from publicly
available databases. Explicitly including timing information enables our VSS
solution a competitive performance when compared to existing methods, which
use highly customized approaches.

9.2 Contributions and Goal Evaluation

This section highlights the contributions made by the thesis in terms of models
and possible application areas of VSSs. These provide the basis for defining and
solving inverse problems in modeling and simulation.

9.2.1 Part I - New Model Classes

ASPN Augmented stochastic Petri nets provide the necessary modeling capa-
bilities to represent general discrete stochastic systems that produce
observable output stochastically dependent on the system behavior.
ASPNs represent a user model for VSSs and are used in the thesis
to describe partially observable discrete stochastic systems (PODSS),
and the inverse problems to be solved.

H-ASPN Hybrid augmented stochastic Petri nets represent a second user model
for VSSs and enable the description of a specific type of partially ob-
servable hybrid stochastic systems with a discrete model part and con-
tinuous quantities, which can be observed.
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HnMM Hidden non-Markovian models are a new computational model class
that enable modeling and behavior reconstruction of PODSSs. They
enable solving inverse problems by answering questions of behavior
reconstruction based on model output known from HMMs not possible
to answer before for this model class.

CHnMM Conversive hidden non-Markovian models represent a computational
model class and a subclass of HnMMs. They improve the reconstruc-
tion algorithm accuracy and speed, providing practically feasible be-
havior reconstruction of PODSSs for the first time. They are based on
the PhD Thesis of Robert Buchholz [30].

HHnMM Hybrid Hidden non-Markovian Models are a computational model class
and an extension of HnMMs to hybrid stochastic systems. They enable
solving inverse problems for hybrid systems by reconstructing system
behavior based only on intermittent observations of some of the con-
tinuous quantities.

Goal I - Provide Models The first main goal of the thesis was to pro-
vide VSSs models to describe different types of partially observable stochastic
systems and their relationships to data collected in a formal way, as well as
to provide efficient methods to analyze the different models enabling recon-
struction of the unobservable system behavior. This would enable defining and
solving inverse problems in modeling and simulation. This goal was realized in
Part I of the thesis through the formalization and extensive analysis of HnMMs,
CHnMMs, and HHnMMs as computational models and ASPNs and H-ASPNs as
user models for VSSs. We have thus provided models to define inverse problems
in modeling and simulation, as well as algorithms to solve these by performing
behavior reconstruction.

9.2.2 Part II - Possible Application Areas

A1 Manufacturing - VSSs are applicable to reconstructing job shop workflows
based on sparse sensor readings. The benefit for small and medium man-
ufacturing businesses is that this method enables a temporary monitoring
and process analysis with little hardware and computational effort. The
approach enables a lightweight solution to structured process optimiza-
tion, which is not possible with most of the monitoring methods presently
in use.

A2 (Renewable) Energy Sector - VSSs are applicable for NIALM to recon-
struct the single appliance contribution to an overall energy consumption.
By using more sophisticated appliance models than e.g. HMMs, we can in-
clude knowledge of the time dynamics in consumption behavior and thus
enable a more accurate load reconstruction than some existing NIALM
methods.

A3 HCI - VSSs are applicable to movement trajectory recognition and clas-
sification. Through explicit modeling of the time feature of a movement
trace, a good performance and adjustable method strictness, they are ap-
plicable to and show competitive performance in real time user interaction
as well as user authentication using different input devices.
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Goal II - Real-World Application Examples The second main goal of
the thesis was to show the potential benefit of these newly developed VSSs by
testing them on real-world data and systems to solve existing problems, that can
be viewed as inverse problems from a modeling perspective. This was realized in
Part II of the thesis through applications in job shop workflow reconstruction,
NIALM, and movement trajectory recognition.

We have therefore shown the utility of inverse problems in modeling and
simulation. We have also shown the practical applicability of VSSs for solving
inverse problems in this thesis, both using academic examples and real-world
questions and data. An explicit guideline for potential users to help decide when
VSS with the models and algorithms shown in this thesis should be used will
be given in the next section.

9.3 Recommendations for Users

To improve applicability, we try to give a comprehensive list of when VSSs
can be employed beneficially in solving an inverse problem in an application
scenario, and when that is probably not the case.

When should you use Virtual Stochastic Sensors with ASPN and
HnMM?

� When you have a real system that you know or assume to have a certain
structure, from the manufacturer, previous observations, ...

... and that structure can be represented as an SPN or another discrete
stochastic model (DSM) with a discrete state space, i.e. your system or
components are discrete and have discrete states

... or some of your system components and parameters are continuous and
their behavior can be described by ODEs

� When you can observe at least some parts or outputs of the system, e.g.
produced items, signals, machine states, intermittent snapshots, reading
points

� When you have a lot of these observations associated with time stamps in
the form of protocols

� When you know how these observations are related to the actual system
behavior described in your model, i.e. how these protocols are ”produced”

� When you are interested in what exactly happened in your system to cause
a certain sequence of outputs that you have observed ...

� ... or when you are interested in which of several possible such models is
the most likely one for your system, based on these observations

� ... or when you are interested in how likely a particular protocol or obser-
vation sequence is
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When should you NOT use Virtual Stochastic Sensors with ASPN
and HnMM?

� When you do not know the structure of the unobservable system, and you
are working with a black box

� When your state space will be too large, e.g. when you have more than six
concurrently enabled non-Markovian transitions, more than 10.000 dis-
crete system states, e.g. when your unobservable system does not corre-
spond to a single machine or group of machines, but rather to the complete
factory

� When you cannot describe your system state space in a closed manner

� When you do not know your system output, or do not know how the
unobserved system produces the output

� When you are not interested in what caused a certain output, or how likely
that was

9.4 Benefit and Outlook

Both goals of the thesis have been reached. With ASPNs, H-ASPNs, Hn-
MMs, CHnMMs and HHnMMs, we have created a flexible model class for VSSs,
that enable defining inverse problems for a broad range of partially observable
stochastic systems. Most importantly these systems can include concurrent non-
Markovian stochastic processes, which sets them apart from existing paradigms
such as HMMs, hidden semi-Markov models (HSMM), generalized hidden semi-
Markov models (GHSMM) and most other such model extensions. The al-
gorithms provided in this thesis enable behavior reconstruction from observed
system output for these modeling paradigms, enabling deduction of values of
interest or answering questions on the unobserved system behavior, effectively
solving inverse problems in the modeling and simulation domain.

The application areas presented in Part II are largely from pattern recog-
nition and machine learning. They are intended to show the broad range of
potential systems and problems to be analyzed using VSSs. Our models and
methods are applicable when knowledge about the hidden systems structure
and on the relationship with the system output is available. The benefit lies
in that we can explicitly incorporate this knowledge in the model creation pro-
cess and then exploit it in our flexible behavior reconstruction algorithms, in
contrast to black-box models such as artificial neural networks (ANN). This in
turn enables actual behavior reconstruction and conclusions on the unobserved
system, yielding more useful information than existing methods.

9.5 Further Research

The thesis is meant as groundwork on solving inverse problems in modeling and
simulation using VSSs. Therefore it provides several starting points for possible
future research topics for Master and PhD projects based on and extending the
concepts shown. Most of the topics mentioned in this section, have already been
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described in the respective chapters, therefore this section represents a summary
of possible future research directions.

9.5.1 Research Topics in Modeling Paradigms

ASPNs and their hybrid variant H-ASPN were used in this thesis solely as
user model for VSSs. Further analysis of ASPNs and H-ASPNs can include
more classical Petri net topics such as methods to evaluate liveliness or detect
deadlocks. Furthermore a detailed comparison with existing discrete stochastic
model (DSM) paradigms with output capability can be conducted in a student
project, in order to discover possible overlaps in capabilities and applicability,
and possibly draw inspiration to improve ASPNs.

One major open problem of VSSs that was not tackled within the thesis
is the prediction of obtainable reconstruction accuracy to determine whether a
certain application will be feasible or not. The goal of such a project should be to
provide a concept and measures for HnMMs, CHnMMs or HHnMMs regarding
information density such as the model conversiveness or observability. This will
also help to determine the amount of information possibly contained in a trace
only based on model information, as a measure of how good a reconstruction
can be, enabling the decision whether an extensive analysis (sensor installation,
data collection, etc.) will be worth conducting, or where the sensors should be
placed in an existing setting. Furthermore, such a measure could help determine
limits of reconstruction accuracy and quality without knowing the ground truth.
A recently started PhD project is concerned with these questions [105, 106].

Another open topic is to take the HHnMMs idea further and properly re-
search the paradigm and applicability. One could for example make discrete
parts of the system also observable through symbols. The questions of sampling
frequency and information density also apply. The research should also include
a comparison with other hybrid, fluid and continuous paradigms, possibly ex-
ploiting their features to enhance HHnMMs. This project could be part of a
PhD or split into several Masters theses.

The paradigms presented show parallels in application and also methodol-
ogy to several other areas of data analysis, such as machine learning, workflow
mining and data stream analysis. Investigating these in detail can lead to fur-
ther variations of the paradigms presented in this thesis, and provides topics for
several Masters theses, similar to Bosse [27].

9.5.2 Research Topics in Applicability

Since the thesis presents new modeling paradigms, we hope to generate benefit
for numerous future applications. In Masters projects, classical machine learn-
ing and pattern recognition application areas can be investigated regarding the
possible benefit of including timing information in addition to the dimensions
considered so far, similar to Maruvada [135] and Haese [76].

The presented application scenario in job-shop workflow reconstruction could
be further developed to an easily accessible approach for practitioners. This
also involves answering the more theoretical question of how many sensors are
necessary and where to place them. Combining the method with an optimization
procedure for workflows is also possible, since this is where usually the benefit
for manufacturers lies. This would take the theories presented by Dengler [52]
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to an applicable solution for small and medium manufacturing companies. In
NIALM, one can provide a framework for VSS application, deriving boundaries
and determining an optimal performance area. Providing starting models which
are tuned using the cumulative signal could help in eliminating the extensive
training phase and enable actual applicability. Depending on the depth of the
analysis, this could be done in Masters projects or as part of a PhD project.

Developing actual authentication procedures based on freeform gesture pass-
words, considering all security aspects is a possible PhD project that should
be conducted in conjunction with data security experts. With the presented
combination of CHnMMs and stroke map for movement trajectory recognition,
further input devices for HCI applications can be tested (e.g. MYO armband,
smartphones), also investigating to adapt the algorithms to other symbol sets,
which provides several student project topics. A further extension of the stroke
map idea would be to test it on different types of trajectories beyond actual
movements. Using the stroke map in a more abstract way, basically any list of
data points with time stamps on a continuous value space can be modeled and
can be recognized, if the shape of the trajectory projected to spatial coordinates
is characteristic. This could be tested in different Masters thesis projects, and
depending on the success of the approach lead to a PhD project.
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List of Acronyms

ANN artificial neural network computational model
resembling simple brain structures that can be
trained to perform tasks they are trained for, 1,
4, 22, 157

ASPN augmented stochastic Petri net SPN with gen-
eral distributions and output symbols associ-
ated to the transitions or places, xii, 7, 9, 16,
29, 30, 32–39, 42, 43, 47, 48, 53, 54, 76, 78, 79,
88, 89, 97, 99, 115, 153–155, 157, 158

BBN Bayesian belief network probabilistic graphi-
cal model representing conditional dependencies
between different variables, 4, 22, 24

CDF cumulative distribution function function that
completely describes the probability distribu-
tion of a real-valued random variable, 20, 69

CGPN concurrent generalized Petri net MRSPN with
several concurrently enabled generally dis-
tributed transitions, 14

CHnMM conversive hidden non-Markovian model HnMM
with outputs associated to every state transi-
tion, iii, 7, 44, 51, 63–69, 71–79, 81–83, 85–87,
107, 141–146, 148, 150, 151, 154, 155, 157–159

CRF conditional random field undirected probabilis-
tic graphical model representing dependencies
between observations within a sequence, 4, 22,
24, 138

CSPN colored stochastic Petri net SPN with attributed
tokens and attribute dependent behavior, 14

CTMC continuous-time Markov chain continuous-time
stochastic process with the Markov property, 13,
17, 47

CVDHMM continuously variable duration hidden Markov
model HMM-like model with continuous dura-
tion densities, 12, 30
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DES discrete event simulation event driven stochas-
tic simulation method, 18, 21, 23, 58, 77, 81,
97

DLD Damerau-Levenshtein distance string distance
measure representing the edit distance using a
given set of operations, 81, 82, 104

DSM discrete stochastic model system representation
with a finite or countable infinite number of
states, 9, 17, 18, 21, 24, 31, 42, 43, 45, 111–113,
156, 158

DTMC discrete-time Markov chain discrete-time
stochastic process with the Markov property,
11, 20, 45, 48, 67, 72

DTW dynamic time warping measures similarities be-
tween two temporal sequences irrespective of
temporal differences, 136, 137, 149, 151

EDHMM explicit duration hidden Markov model HMM-
like model with arbitrary probability mass func-
tions as state holding times, 12, 30

EER equal error rate recognition system configura-
tion where FAR and FRR are equal, 136, 148–
150

EM expectation maximization iterative technique to
maximize the probability of producing some
output of a system, 74, 75

ERG extended reachability graph representation of to-
tal reachable state space of a discrete stochastic
system including vanishing states and all imme-
diate and timed state transitions, 17

ESHMM expanded state hidden Markov model HMM-like
model with explicit state duration modeling, 12

FAR false acceptance rate probability of wrongly ac-
cepting a sample not belonging to the given
class, 135, 148–150

FIFO first in first out queuing discipline in which ar-
rival time dictates the order of the jobs with first
arriving jobs being processed first, 49

FPN fluidified Petri net SPN with the ability to
switch to continuous process descriptions when
necessary due to load and state space explosion,
16, 31

FRR false rejection rate probability of falsely reject-
ing a sample belonging to the given class, 148–
150

FSM finite state machines description of a system
with discrete states as well as state transitions
and actions, 138
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FSPN fluid stochastic Petri net SPN extended by fluid
places and fluid arcs with flow rats, 13, 16, 31,
34, 87, 92

GHSMM generalized hidden semi-Markov model
continuous-time semi Markov model with
output symbols associated to the states, 12, 30,
157

GSPN generalized stochastic Petri net SPN containing
exponentially distributed transitions, 14, 17, 18,
47

H-ASPN hybrid augmented stochastic Petri net ASPN
with continuous quantities influencing and be-
ing influenced by the discrete system, 9, 31, 33–
35, 40–42, 63, 87–89, 153, 155, 157, 158

HCI human computer interaction research field con-
cerned with enabling and easing the interactions
of humans and computers in the broadest sense,
iii, 3, 133, 134, 136, 154, 155, 159

HHnMM hybrid hidden non-Markovian model hybrid
stochastic model with mutual influence of dis-
crete and continuous part and observable con-
tinuous quantities, iii, 7, 63, 87–90, 92, 93, 95–
97, 103, 107, 112, 116, 131, 154, 155, 157, 158

HMM hidden Markov model discrete-time Markov
chain with output symbols associated to the
states, iii, xii, 4, 5, 9, 11, 12, 15, 16, 22–25,
30, 31, 43–46, 48, 51, 55, 67, 74, 81, 87, 122,
133, 137, 139–142, 149, 151, 153, 155, 157

HnMM hidden non-Markovian model stochastic model
with arbitrary continuous distributions as tran-
sitions and symbol output associated to transi-
tions or states, iii, xii, 7, 10, 43–48, 51–55, 58,
62–66, 74, 76, 85, 87–90, 93, 106, 107, 115, 116,
119, 120, 125, 133, 139–141, 153–155, 157, 158

HRF hazard rate function (or IRF) function that rep-
resents the continuous rate of flow of probability
for the random variable, 20, 50, 68, 69, 131

HSMM hidden semi-Markov model discrete-time semi
Markov model with output symbols associated
to the states, 12, 30, 46, 122, 157

IHMM inhomogeneous hidden Markov model HMM-like
model with time dependent state transitions, 12

IRF instantaneous rate function (or HRF) function
that represents the continuous rate of flow of
probability for the random variable, 20
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MEMM maximum entropy Markov models graphical
modeling for sequence labeling with hidden
states connected by a DTMC and maximum en-
tropy distributions for system output, 22, 24,
138

MLP multi layer perceptron a feed forward ANN with
at least one hidden node layer, 22, 24

MRSPN Markov regenerative stochastic Petri net SPN
enabling at most one non-Markovian state tran-
sition being enabled at any one time, 14

NIALM non-intrusive appliance load monitoring re-
search field concerned with disaggregation of cu-
mulative power consumption into the individual
appliances contribution, iii, xii, 3, 7, 107, 111,
112, 121–124, 129, 130, 154–156, 159

ODE ordinary differential equation a relation of an
unknown function of one independent variable
and its derivatives, 6, 34, 35, 88–90, 99, 153,
156

PDE partial differential equation a relation involv-
ing an unknown function of several independent
variables and its partial derivatives with respect
to those variables, 18, 19, 21, 23

PDF probability density function function that repre-
sents a probability distribution in terms of inte-
grals, 20

PODSS partially observable discrete stochastic system
DSS that can only be observed through some of
its interactions with the environments mainly
interpreted as system output, 43, 62, 63, 154,
155

RA race-age upon disabling of a transition elapsed
enabling time is retained and countdown is re-
sumed upon re-enabling, 15, 32, 44, 47, 48, 71,
76

RE race-enable upon disabling of a transition
elapsed enabling time is reset and re-sampled
upon re-enabling, 15, 32

RFID radio-frequency identification technology en-
abling the contact-free detection and identifica-
tion of tagged objects through passive or active
scanning equipment, 1, 3, 113–115, 117, 154

RG reachability graph representation of total reach-
able state space of a discrete stochastic system
including all state transitions, 17, 47, 115
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RRG reduced reachability graph representation of to-
tal reachable tangible state space a discrete
stochastic system including all timed state tran-
sitions, 17, 79

SAN stochastic activity network a graphical modeling
technique for the modeling of discrete stochastic
systems similar to SPN, 13

SPN stochastic Petri net a graphical modeling tech-
nique for the modeling of discrete stochastic sys-
tems as defined in chapter 2, x, 4, 9, 13–17, 23,
30, 31, 42, 43, 87, 153, 156

SRN stochastic reward net SPN with impulse and
rate rewards changing (continuous) quantities of
interest, 4, 13, 16, 17, 23, 31, 34

STDNN space-time delayed neural network ANN with
time delay between different layers capturing
structural dependencies in the data, 138

SVM support vector machine classification method
trained in supervised way to learn representa-
tives of different classes, 22

TDNN time delayed neural network ANN with time de-
lay between different layers, 138

VSS virtual stochastic sensor analysis method for
real systems that are only observable via their
interaction with the environment to infer on the
unobserved behavior, iii, x, xii, 4–7, 9, 10, 12,
13, 17, 19, 21–25, 29, 36, 38, 42, 43, 47, 48,
51, 52, 55, 58, 63–66, 72, 74–77, 81, 82, 85, 87,
89, 96, 97, 99, 100, 102, 107, 111–113, 115, 120,
121, 123, 129–131, 133–135, 139–143, 146–151,
153–159
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